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1. G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1. MOTIVATION AND AIM

Mutation induction is an increasingly important tool in the genetic improvement of cultivated crops, especially of those with a long breeding-history; the
breeder's aims are many and mutagenic treatment cannot yet be recommended
for all applications. A thorough evaluation of the potentialities of mutation
breeding in a given crop species is only possible by means of model selection
and breeding experiments, with material subjected to various mutagens and
dose levels, at different stagesof ontogenesis.This requires, among other things,
both standardised methods and growth conditions, and suitable biological
criteria to assess the effects of mutagenic treatments. Such standardisation is
impossible without knowledge of the responses of a species to various kinds of
mutagens, in terms of survival, growth, development, fertility and mutability.
Though these responses are qualitatively similar in diverse species of higher
plants, their quantitative relationships may differ considerably. This applies not
only to the various kinds of damage at the cellular and subcellular levels but
also to the macroscopic manifestations, which are greatly influenced by the
anatomicalandmorphogenetical features of the species at all stages of development. For this reason, radiobiological investigations cannot be restricted to
those species that are methodologically the most suitable for resolving fundamental problems (e.g. barley (6 °- 72> 88, 145) , Vicia <155> 196) , Tradescantia
(62,u s , 142,162,182)^ra}yici0pSis (5.*56>and specieswitha1-locusgametophytic
self-incompatibility system ( 4 5 ) ), but must be extended to the crop species in
which mutation breedingistobe practised.
The choice of the tomato for the present study was based on its economic
and nutritional importance and on the probability that mutation induction
will be of substantial value to itsfuture geneticimprovement in both qualitative
and quantitative traits' 1• 35> 36 ' 1 1 3 ' 1 2 6 ' 1 9 1 ) .
The aim of this study was, in general terms, to contribute to the radiobiological and technical knowledge of the tomato needed to devise standardised
methods and procedures of seed conditioning, irradiation and culturing; and
to identify characters which may be used as early indicators of radiation
effectiveness, with a view to obtaining reproducible results in mutation induction experiments.
1.2. MATERIAL AND VARIABLES

For all experiments, use was made of cv. 'Moneymaker', which was, until
recently, one of the most important tomato cultivars grown in the Netherlands.
In one experiment, a second cultivar, 'Glorie', was used for comparison.
The present experiments, carried out in the years 1965-1967, were concerned
only with the effects of acute fast neutron irradiation on both dry and germinating seeds. They were followed in 1968-1969 by similar experiments in
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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which the effects of fast neutrons were compared with those of high energy
X-rays at different temperatures; the results of these will be published separately.
The restriction of this programme to the effects of ionizing radiations on
seeds was justified on the grounds that the action of chemical agents on the
tomato has been studied extensively by others <89' 9 0 , 9 1 ', and radiation effects
on other ontogenetic stages have been the subject of complementary research
programmes of the Association EURATOM-ITAL' 33, 4 6 , 4 7 , 4 8 , 4 9 , 53 ' 54 ' 55) , one
ofwhichinvolved adirectcomparison with seeds' 33 '.
Neutrons were chosen for the first series of experiments because their effects
on dry seeds, in contrast to those of X- or y-rays, are little modified by external
factors such as temperature, moisture content, oxygen availability during
irradiation, the addition of S-H containing compounds and post-irradiation
storage*27' *2- 59- 77- 81- 107- 135 - 144 - 1 4 5 ' 148) . This fact is ascribed to the high
average density, and therefore the rapid interaction, of ions and radicals produced by neutrons' 59, 81- 1 2 1 , 1 4 5 , 171) . As a result, this type of radiation is
particularly suitable for studying the effects of endogenous variables.
Dry seeds are generally regarded as suitable material for radiobiological
experiments and for mutation breeding. Little is known, however, about the
relative mutagenic efficiency of radiations on prehydrated seeds' 145 ' and all
detailed information available comes from experiments with X-rays' 102 '.
Several studies, concerned only with characters of the irradiated generation,
have shown important differences between X-rays and neutrons with regard to
the changes in sensitivity during hydration' 107 ' 172 '. Therefore, the period of
seed hydration/germination prior to irradiation waschosen as the main variable
inthepresent experiments.
The space and labour requirements of the tomato are considerable. Its
relatively long life cycle, the need to pursue experiments up to the second generation (M 2 ) to obtain an indication of induced transmissible changes, and the
large numbers of plants required per treatment imposed severe restrictions on
the number of experiments. Nevertheless, the suitability of various methods of
culturing could be explored by performing the successive experiments under
partially different conditions.
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2. G L O S S A R Y O F T E R M S A N D A B B R E V I A T I O N S *

a
b
chromosomal
cv.
d.f.
Dj
DH2O

dose
DRF

ED 5 0
efficiency

effectiveness
electron

erg
eV
'fertile'
genetic
genie
germination
GL
Hi
Hi, H3,etc.
IAEA

level of statistical significance
estimate of regression coefficient
concerning the integrity of the chromosomal structure
cultivated variety (cultivar)
degree(s) of freedom
irradiation treatment (series) of dry seeds in experiment i
fast neutron dose (dose rate) expressed as krad (krad/h) in
water
radiation - : a measure of the amount of radiation passing
through amaterial;theunit ofdoseisthe rad
dose reduction factor: factor by which the radiation dose,
expressed as D H20 , required to produce a specified biological
effect is reduced by a given prehydration/germination
treatment, relative to dry seeds
dose, expressed as D H20 , required to produce 50% of the
maximum possibleeffect on agiven character
mutagenic - : the rate of increase per unit dose in the frequency of recessive 'visible' mutations in relation to other,
usually detrimental, biological effects such as reduction in
survival, growth orfertility (cf ' 1 4 7 )
- of radiation: the magnitude of the response of a given
character per unit dose of radiation
an elementary particle which is a common constituent of all
atoms, having a mass of 9.1091 X 1 0 - 2 8 gramme and unit
negative electric charge
4.18 X 10~ 7 calory
electron volt: 1.6 x 10" 1 2 erg
- plant: possessing > 24 seeds in each of the 2 trusses
harvested (2fruits per truss)
concerning the hereditary material in an unspecified manner,
i.e.genieor chromosomal
concerning the genes, i.e. the DNA codons, but not the
structure ofthe chromosomes
protrusion oftheradiclefrom the seedcoat
tomato cv. 'Glorie'
irradiation treatment (series) of prehydrated seeds in experiment i
irradiation treatment (series) of seedsprehydrated for \ hour,
3 hours, etc.(exp.4only)
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

* Sometermsandabbreviationsaredefinedonlywithreference tothepresenttext.
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initial cell

cell in the shoot or root meristem of an embryo or seedling
at thetime of irradiation which contributes to the formation
ofan organ ortissue
ionization
the liberation of an electron from an atom or molecule,
resulting inafree electron andapositiveion
10 3 eV
keV
103rad
krad
linear energy transfer: the amount of energy deposited by
LET
a traversing quantum or particle in the irradiated object per
micron track length (keV/jxm); the biological adequacy of
68)
this concept ischallenged inthemost recent literature ( 1 8 ,
but no satisfactory alternatives areyet available
log/normal proba •as normal probability paper (see below) but with log x
as
abscissa
bility paper
(of the) irradiated generation
M,
(of the) selfed offspring ofirradiated individuals
M2
tomato cv. 'Moneymaker'
MM
M 2 individual carrying a mutation (often used to refer only
mutant
to recorded mutants, i.e. those carrying a mutation with
visible expression at the M 2 seedling stage)
genetic change provoking, in the selfed offspring of an
mutation
irradiated individual ofan inbred line,a phenotypic segregation notreadily distinguishable from that ofa single gene
1) number in a group or sample;2) nitrogen
N
a nuclear particle having the approximate mass of a proton
neutron
(mn = 1.6748 X 10" 2 4 gramme) and being electrically
neutral
a specially ruled graph paper with a variate x as abscissa
normal probaand an ordinate yscaled in such a waythat thegraph ofthe
bility paper
distribution function, y, of the normal distribution, is a
straight line (103)
lowest value of the level of statistical significance a leading
P
to arejection ofthe null hypothesis;Pisastochastic variable
a nuclear particle having the mass of a hydrogen nucleus
proton
(mp = 1.6725 x 10" 2 4 gramme) and unit positive electric
charge
quantal character character giving an all-or-noneresponse to a stimulus
Tj, j
sample correlation coefficient between characters i and j
?i, j
mean sample correlation coefficient, obtained after z transformation of individual r-values and backtransformation
2 j (67, table VIIi)

rad

a unit of radiation dose defined as the amount of radiation
which leads to an absorption of 100erg in 1gramme of the
material
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recovery*

repair*
restitution
reunion
root
S.E.
shoulder
SR

stem
sublethals

sublethal dose

threshold dose

repair plus cell elimination and cell replacement, plus the
diminution, in the course of growth and development, of the
physiological consequences ofdamage totheearly organs
all processes leading to the elimination of radiation injury
attheintracellular level
the joining of chromosome fragments resulting from the
samebreak <181)
thejoining ofchromosome fragments resultingfrom different
breaks«181>
primary root, unless otherwise stated
standard error:estimated standard deviation
that part of the dose/response curve corresponding to an
absence of negative response
sensitivity ratio: average response to fast neutrons of cv.
'Glorie' relative to cv. 'Moneymaker' with regard to a given
character
hypocotyledon + stem up to the main shoot apex, unless
otherwise stated
M 2 seedlings of such low vigour that they are unsuitable for
recognising distinct mutant characteristics; usually lethal at
an early stage
dose of radiation leading to a very high proportion of
individuals with apermanently arrested or grossly disturbed
main shoot apex
the highest radiation dose at which there is no detrimental
effect on thecharacter studied

* A different terminology has recently been suggested by ALPER et al. <4) to overcome the
confusion in theuseof the terms 'recovery'and 'repair', but thenewterminology isnot yetin
generaluse.
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3. I R R A D I A T I O N A N D D O S I M E T R Y
3.1. INTRODUCTION

The interactions of fast neutrons with matter have been thoroughly described
in most radiation physics textbooks' 6, 64) . Consequently, only those characteristics which are of fundamental importance for understanding the action of
fast neutrons on biological material will be discussed; for further information
reference may be made to L E A ( 1 1 5 ) , GILES ( 7 7 ) , SPARROW* 174 ' and BARENDSEN<9).
Fast neutrons, having, by definition, an energy > 10 KeV, interact in tissue
mainly by elastic collisions with C, H, N and O nuclei. In most biological
material the reaction with H, which produces recoil protons of varying kinetic
energy, accounts for as much as 85-95% of the total dose absorption' 95 '. The
recoil protons have a very low penetration (e.g., 600 keV protons travel only
15 microns in tissue having a specific density of 1.0) but on their path produce
a dense track of ionisation, caused by ejections of electrons;these electrons in
turn cause the ejection of low-energy secondary electrons with low penetration.
Consequently, the path of a fast neutron is surrounded by a dense 'column' of
primary and secondary ionisations at very close proximity. The heavier recoil
ions of C, N and O have an even lower penetration and consequently produce
even denser ionisation tracks. Other reactions are not relevant in the present
context.
Until recently most workers applying neutrons to higher plants ignored the
dose absorption characteristics of their material and the physical characteristics of the radiations used; dosimetrical data were given in a wide variety
of units, frequently without reference to the methods employed. It is thus
difficult to compare results in most of the literature dealing with fast neutron
irradiations of plants. This difficulty is aggravated by problems arising from
the widely different types of neutron source used. In principle, mono-energetic
neutrons from an accelerator are the most suitable for biological experiments.
Nevertheless, for both research and applied purposes, the most commonly
available source, a nuclear reactor, must usually be relied on. This is in spite
of the wide energy distribution and the y-contamination of its beam and the
resulting very complicated dosimetry and spectrometry. The comparison of
experiments carried out in different reactors is hampered by differences in
neutron output, in neutron spectrum and in the proportions of contaminating
radiation. Other complicating factors include differences in construction of the
neutron facility which lead to differences in both the geometry of the irradiated
specimens and the control of environmental conditions before, during and
shortly after irradiation. Consequently, even with a full description of all
relevant factors and circumstances, it may still be impossible to obtain an
accurate reproduction of experiments with a different reactor. This problem
can be partly overcome by monitoring with a standard biological material,
such as Himalaya barley, for which a system is now being developed' 95, 96) .
However, this presupposes a high degree of reproducibility of results at any
10
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given site, and this can be achieved only by rigorous standardisation of both
the experimental procedures and the test material.
The aim of the present chapter is to provide dosimetrical data relevant to
irradiated dry and germinating tomato seeds. As far as possible, the recent
IAEA recommendations on dosimetry reporting, briefly enumerated below,
will be followed. While descriptions of both the irradiation facility and the
physical dosimetry were available in published papers, information on the
characteristics of dry and germinating tomato seeds relevant to fast neutron
dosimetry was lacking, and had to be obtained experimentally. The doses
absorbed in the various irradiated materials could subsequently be calculated
from thephysical and biological data.
3.2. I A E A RECOMMENDATIONS ON DOSIMETRY REPORTING

In 1967, the IAEA convened a study group to deal with both the problems
of neutron dose measurement in biological experiments and the method of
their reporting. This group recommended that the following information should
be obtained and reported in all papers dealing with neutron seed irradiat i o n

<95,96).

a. thecharacteristics of both the neutron facility and thecontainer or apparatus
holding the seeds during irradiation; the irradiations must be performed in
either an adequately isotropicfieldor abeam;
b. the neutron flux densities and spectral distribution;
c. the absorbed neutron doses (dose rates) expressed in rad (rad/h), either
specifically for the objects irradiated, or estimated by reference to a material
of known atomic composition, e.g. H 2 0 ;
d. the absorbed doses due to contaminating radiations expressed in rad (rad/h);
e. the atomic composition of the irradiated objects, preferably the embryos
rather than the whole seeds,for at least B,C, H, N and Oin thermal neutron
irradiations and for at least H (but if possible also C, N and O) in fast neutron irradiations;
f. the correlation between the data under (b) and (c)and astandard biological
effect such as the reduction in growth of the 1st leaf of Himalaya barley
equilibrated at 13% moisture.
When the present experiments were conducted it was not yet possible to
supplement the physical and chemical dose measurements with a biological
monitoring system. Information on (f) is consequently lacking. The other data
are given in the following sections.
3.3. IRRADIATION FACILITY: REACTOR BARN
The 'Biological Agricultural Reactor Netherlands' (BARN) is a swimming
pool reactor with light water as moderator and coolant, with 90% enriched
235
U as fuel, operating at a maximum permissible power of 100 kW; its most
important feature is a 5 X 7 m climate controlled chamber below the reactor
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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core, separated from the latter by a D 2 0 diffusor, and by 2 bismuth shields to
filter out most of the contaminating y-radiation (14) . In the present experiments,
the irradiations were performed with all D 2 0 dumped from the diffusor. In this
way, a fast neutron beam is obtained with only a small admixture of thermal
neutrons. Most of the latter are captured by a boron layer, placed between
the2bismuth shields.
The fast neutron spectrum of the BARN reactor does not differ radically
from a fission neutron spectrum and it may be presumed that biological results
obtained with these two spectra will be directly comparable*25' 26) .
3.4. CONDITIONS OF PRETREATMENT AND IRRADIATION

The irradiation experiments were performed with both dry seeds and seeds
prehydrated/germinated for various durations at 27 ± 0.25°C on a 3mm layer
of 0.75% agar + 0.1% K N 0 3 in 9 cm polycarbonate petridishes, under ca
11,000 lux of Philips TL33RS + Philinea, measured inside the dishes. The
K N 0 3 wasadded to the agar in order to improve the uniformity of germination
speed«30' 97) .
The dishes containing prehydrated or germinated seeds were sealed, without
lids, in thin polyethylene foil. The dry seeds were sealed directly in thin polyethylene foil and then placed in open petridishes with agar. In this way a comparable geometry was obtained for all specimens. The dishes were placed on a
polypropylene box standing on a wooden structure in the centre of the irradiation chamber; the height from the floor was 1.20 m in exps. 1-3 and 2.20 m in
exp. 4.
The fast neutron irradiations took place under ca 9000lux of Philips TL33RS
at23°C,at areactor power of 100kW.
3.5. PHYSICAL DOSIMETRY

The irradiation treatments were expressed initially as minutes exposure.
These data were converted to rad doses in water on the basis of the most recent
spectral anddosimetrydate <25) .Thefast neutrondoseratesweremeasured using
two types of ionisation chamber, and were also calculated from the spectral
distribution determined with semiconductor sandwich detectors; these different
methods yielded similar results. The y-contamination was determined using a
Mg-A ionisation chamber. All ionisation chambers were calibrated with a
137
Cs source. The dose rates, expressed as rad/h in water (D H20 ), were shown
to be:

12

(rad/h)

Height from
floor

fast neutrons

Y-radiation

1.20m
2.20m

1000 ± 5 %
2800 ± 6 1 %

80
160

DH2O

Experiment
1,2,3
4
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3.6. CHANGES IN GERMINATING TOMATO SEEDS RELEVANT TO
FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

3.6.1. INTRODUCTION

In order tocalculate thefast neutron doses actually absorbed bythe irradiated
specimens, the changes in water content, dry weight and elementary composition (C, H, O, N and Ash) of untreated tomato seeds and their constituent
parts were determined during germination and early seedling growth. The
pattern ofwater movement insidethe seedswasalso studied.
3.6.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Seeds of cv. 'Moneymaker' reselection no. 83 (Nunhem Seeds Ltd., Haelen,
Netherlands), equilibrated at 6.5% moisture and stored at —23°C, were
selected for uniformity in size, normal appearance and the absence of visible
damage;their 100-seedweightwas363mg.
These seeds were sown in 9 cm polycarbonate petridishes with 0.75% agar
+ 0.1% KN0 3 , ca 120 seeds per dish, and incubated asinsection 3.4 (p. 12).
After 96 hours, the lids were raised to allow the seedlings to grow undisturbed,
and water was added to prevent desiccation. The experiments were continued
until 144hoursafter sowing.
At regular intervals, 4 independent samples, each of 25 seeds or seedlings,
were taken. The seeds or seedlings were dried of adhering water with filter
paper. The specimens were then transferred immediately to a small weighing
bottle, weighed on an automatic analytical balance, dried for 1 week under
high vacuum (0.01 mg Hg) at room temperature and weighed again. The water
contents wereexpressed aspercentages of dry weight.
Water uptake in the embryo was studied by taking 4 independent samples of
20seeds at each sampling time.Working in a room with high relative humidity,
one seed at a time was taken from its petridish, blotted gently on damp filter
paper and fixed in a clamp made of two 3 X 12 mm pieces of thin perspex
connected by means of adhesive tape. The seed was then immediately cut in
half along the 'horizontal' plane with a sharp razor blade. Both seed halves
werelaid on thedamp filter paper, seedcoat down, and the embryo halves lifted
out with a fine preparation needle. All embryos belonging to one sample were
collected ina stoppered miniature weighing bottle (1cm 3 ) and weighed. The
seedcoat + endosperm halves of each sample were also collected, dried and
weighed; their water contents were calculated from the corresponding data on
whole seeds and embryos. The time needed to prepare one sample was 3-4
minutes.
The seedlings taken 72-144 hours after sowing were cut into 3parts (roots,
hypocotyledons and cotyledons) which were weighed separately. All samples
were dried for 1 week under high vacuum at room temperature and weighed
again.
The4replicates of the dried samples corresponding to germination times of0,
24, 48, 72, 96 and 144 hours, were then combined to make one sample per
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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germination time. The embryos (0-48 hours) were powdered in a watch glass
with a spatula; the roots, hypocotyledons and cotyledons (72-144 hours) and
the seedcoats (0-72 hours) were finely cut with a razor blade on a glass plate.
Thesampleswerethen kept under vacuum for atleast 1 further dayand analysed
for their composition of C, H, N and Ash (W. P. Combé, Micro-analytical
Dept., Lab.for Organic Chemistry, Agric. Univ., Wageningen).The determinations on N were done once, those on C and H were duplicated and those on
Ash were done three times. The O contents could not be determined due to the
presence of interfering elements, but their maxima (Omax) were calculated by
subtracing the total percentage of the 4components analysed from 100%.
The water movement inside the seed was studied by soaking seeds in water
coloured with erythrosine or eosine;this was preceded by a 2hour treatment in
concentrated KOH to render the cuticle between seedcoat and endosperm
permeable to the dyes. This drastic treatment did not cause detectable damage
to the tissues. At various time intervals, seeds were blotted, cut in half and
inspected under a binocular microscope.
3.6.3. WATER UPTAKE AND GERMINATION

The water uptake in whole seeds (fig. 1) was extremely rapid during the 1st
hour. It then proceeded somewhat irregularly, at a much lower rate, until the
7th hour, after which the rate of increase diminished steadily until the 12th
hour. Subsequent water uptake was extremely slow until ca 6 hours after the
first visible germination ( f ), after which it proceeded exponentially.
Fig. 1 also shows the water uptake in the seedcoat + endosperm and the
embryo separately. Water uptake in the seedcoat + endosperm was extremely
rapid during the 1st hour, probably due chiefly to imbibition of the seedcoat
proper. Nevertheless, in the embryo, a slight but significant increase in water
content was noted as early as 1hour after sowing, indicating that some water
must have penetrated through the cuticle between the seedcoat and the endosperm (for tomato seed histology see ESAU ( 6 1 ) ). During the following hours,
both the endosperm and the embryo imbibed gradually;thisseemedto proceed
linearly over the first few hours and then at a progressively lower rate. In the
seedcoat + endosperm, the water content was almost stationary over the
period 24-36 hours but this wasfollowed by a slight further increase, probably
due to a further imbibition by the endosperm, after the rupturing of the seedcoat.
Because the endosperm could not be separated from the seedcoat without
disturbing the water content, the water uptake could not be determined for
these components separately. However, the seedcoat, which made up only
ca 30% of the total dry weight of seedcoat + endosperm, was undoubtedly
responsible for most of the water uptake during the first hour after hydration,
i.e. for ca2/3 ofthetotaluptake in seedcoat + endosperm priorto germination.
Thus, the seedcoat possessed a much higher water content than the endosperm
at all stages prior to germination. The parallelism of the curves for seedcoat +
endospermand embryofrom the2ndhour ofhydration untilvisible germination
14
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suggests that water uptake in the endosperm proper was similar to that in the
embryo. The water uptake in the embryo proceeded approximately linearly
over the first 4 hours and then at a progressively lower rate, to reach a 'plateau'
at 50-52%, approximately 21 hours after sowing. The end of this 'plateau',
after 30 hours of incubation, corresponded with the germination of the first
seeds ( t ). From then on, the water content increased exponentially (table 1).
TABLE1. Water content (% of drymatter) of embryos/seedlings and their constituent parts
upto144hoursaftersowing;50%germination = 40hoursaftersowing.
Water Content
Hours after
sowing

30
72
96
144

Whole
seedlings
51-J355
603
1646

Roots

Hypocotyledons

Cotyledons

925
1835
1739

700
1192
2422

132
185
954

It can be assumed that the different parts of the embryo have about the same
water content at the onset of germination (50-52%). It may then be inferred
from table 1 that the exponential increase in water content which follows
germination commences first in the roots, then in the hypocotyledons, and
only much later in the cotyledons. This sequence corresponds to the sequence
of emergence of these organs from the seedcoat. After 48hours, most roots but
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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only a few hypocotyledons were visible. After 72 hours, all hypocotyledons
were completely exposed, while the cotyledons were still enclosed. After 96
hours, the roots were 8-20 mm long and the hypocotyledons 15-20 mm, but in
most seedlings only the lower parts of the cotyledons were visible. After 144
hours, the roots were up to 34mm long and the hypocotyledons about 25 mm;
the cotyledons were fully visible at this stage, but were held together at their
tips bythe seedcoat.
The restrictions in water uptake by the embryo before germination are
chiefly of mechanical nature and are caused by its confinement within the
seedcoat. This is shown by the fact that excised embryos absorb water at a
higher rate than those in intact seeds. During the later stages of germination,
however, metabolic processes lead to considerable forces in the embryo (due to
increasing osmotic pressure and possibly the swelling of colloids) and the
initiation of cell elongation' 40 '. This causes the rupture of the seedcoat and
permits rapid water uptake. The importance of these forces isillustrated by the
fact that the growth of weak seedlings is considerably improved by manual
removal ofthe seedcoat.
The techniques for determining thewater content ofwhole seedsand embryos
proved satisfactory. The low standard deviations showed that 4 samples of
25 seedswere adequate to take into account the large variation in water uptake
between individual seeds. These differences are ascribed to variation in the
cuticle permeability, the embryo size, the amount of endosperm and the
arrangement of the cotyledons within the seed.
The movement of the absorbed water inside the seed, inferred from the
migration of water-soluble dyes, appeared to be gradual. It started at the point
where the endosperm was the thinnest and there was no indication of rapid
movement bycapillary action to the shoot apex or to any part ofthe embryo.
Germination (fig. 2) was rapid and uniform. This may be attributed
to the high germinative power of the seeds, the germination-promoting effect
of KN0 3 < 2 9 , 30, 9 7 , 106, 184) , and the various advantages of an agar medium
over other substrates, which are <29) :
germination ("/o)
100

50 60
70
80
hours after sowing
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FIG. 2.
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i. a strictly reproducible chemical composition and moisture content;
ii. a homogeneous distribution of water and nutrients within the dishes, even
when these are placed at an angle to promote uniformity of root growth;
iii. a large reserve of potentially available water in each dish, without immersion of the seeds;this permits many seeds/dish without risk of desiccation;
iv. a homogeneous physical composition and smooth surface which does not
obstruct theroottips;
v. transparency, which permits examination and recording with closed
dishes;
vi. freedom from root damage at transplanting, even when the roots have
penetrated the substrate.
3.6.4. INCREASES IN DRY WEIGHT AND CHANGES IN ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION
The average dry weights of seedcoat + endosperm and embryo are given in
the right hand part of table 2 (left hand part to be used only for subsequent
calculations).
TABLE 2. Mean water content (%of dry matter) and dry weight (mg) per seedcoat + endosperm (S + E)and per embryo or seedling (Em).
Hours after
sowing

0
1
3
6
12
24
36
48
72
96
144

Water content
S + E*
4i
96
106
127
137
146
149
161
192

Dry weight per
Em

S+ E

Em

9i
m
22
28i
41
49
57
105
355
603
1646

2.13
2.11
2.13
2.11
2.11
2.10
2.13
2.09
1.51
1.02
0.99

1.29
1.29
1.29
1.30
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.33
2.02
2.64
3.02

* calculated

No changes occurred until after germination (48 hours after sowing). From
then on, the dry weight of the seedcoat + endosperm decreased. The total dry
weight reduction was 1.14 mg at 144 hours after sowing; this amounts to 53%
of the initial dry weight of seedcoat + endosperm or 75% of the initial dry
weight of the endosperm. The main reduction occurred between 48 and 96
hours. The dry weight of the embryo increased by as much as 1.71mg over the
same period. This increase includes the amount of dry matter resorbed from
the endosperm, which is 1.14 mg less the quantity lost by respiration. The
resorption took place chiefly during the 48 hours following visible germination.
During the greater part of this period the embryo also synthesized some new
dry matter, notwithstanding the fact that the cotyledons were still enclosed in
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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the seedcoat. This initial, de novo synthesis can be attributed to the hypocotyledon which under illumination forms chlorophyll as soon as it protrudes
from the seedcoat. With the emergence of the cotyledons, the synthetic activity
oftheembryo increased greatly.
Differences occurred between the various organs (table 3).
TABLE 3. Mean dry weight (mgand %of Em) of a singleembryo or seedling (Em)and of its
constituent parts: root (R),hypocotyledon (H)andcotyledons(C).

°/

mg

Hours after
sowing

Em

30
72
96
144

1.31
2.02
2.64
3.02

R

H

—0.580.09
0.32
0.26
0.68
0.73
1.03

C

R

0.73
1.62
1.70
1.26

4
10
24

/o
H

C

15
26
34

56
80
64
42

-44-

The dry weight of the root and the hypocotyledon decreased considerably
after germination, up to ca 72 hours after sowing. From then onwards, the dry
weight of the root increased exponentially, while that of the hypocotyledon
increased rapidly at first and at a lower rate thereafter. In contrast, the dry
weight of the cotyledons started to increase at a much earlier stage (ca 48 hours
after sowing, cf. table 2) and reached a maximum at ca 96 hours (i.e. when the
resorption of endosperm substances had been virtually completed); thereafter,
it decreased markedly. These changes areexplained as follows.
The initial loss in dry matter from the root + hypocotyledon after germination was undoubtedly due predominantly to respiration associated with the
provision of energy for the germination processes and early growth. At this
time, neither the transport of stored nutrients from the cotyledons nor photosynthesis had started. The data suggest that up to 72 hours from sowing all
endosperm dry matter absorbed by the embryo was present in the cotyledons.
Subsequently, however, there was an active redistribution of metabolites from
the cotyledons to the other parts of the embryo, and this continued until at
least48hours after the completion of endosperm resorption.
The results of the elementary composition analyses are shown in table 4.
Changes were slight and inconsistent during the first 48 hours, i.e. until well
after visible germination, except for noticeable increases in N which were due
to K N 0 3 absorption from the substrate. Subsequently (72-144 hours), the C
and H contents decreased and the N, Omax and Ash contents increased in both
the seedlings as a whole and all components separately (except for N in the
seedcoat + endosperm). These changes can be attributed partly to the oxidative
breakdown of lipids and carbohydrates in the endosperm and the embryo 106,
123, 149)a n c j p a r tiy to KNO3 uptake; however, many other metabolic changes
are known to be involved. The increases in Ash resulted mainly from K uptake
from the medium, although resorption of various elements from the endosperm
was probably also involved. The increases in Ash are, however, exaggerated by
18
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TABLE 4. Elementary composition of seedcoats + endosperm, embryos/seedlings and their
constituent parts,inweightpercentagesofthedry matter.
Material

Seedcoats + endosperm

Embryos

Whole seedlings*

Roots

Hypocotyledons

Cotyledons

Hours
after
sowing

C

H

N

vrtiax

Ash

0
24
48
72
96
144
0
24
48
72
96
144
72
96
144
72
96
144
72
96
144

51.7
52.9
52.5
49.7
48.2
48.5
59.1
59.3
58.5
55.6
51.1
38.8
40.2
36.8
37.9
53.3
44.5
33.5
56.9
55.8
43.7

7.8
7.8
7.9
7.4
7.1
7.1
8.8
8.9
8.9
8.6
7.9
6.2
6.7
5.8
5.8
8.5
7.0
5.6
8.7
8.6
6.9

4.8
5.1
5.2
5.5
5.1
5.2
5.1
5.7
5.8
5.4
5.9
6.2
5.4
8.1
4.5
4.8
5.4
5.9
5.5
5.7
7.5

32.3
30.7
30.9
32.8
36.6
34.1
20.9
20.1
20.8
24.9
28.6
36.6
36.1
34.7
39.1
27.0
34.9
36.7
23.8
25.1
35.1

3.4
3.6
3.5
4.6
3.1
5.2
6.0
6.1
6.0
5.6
6.6
12.2
11.7
14.7
12.8
6.3
8.3
18.3
5.1
4.7
6.9

* calculated from constituent parts

the complete oxidation of these elements during the combustion ofthe samples.
The O max contents were estimated by subtracting the C, H, N and Ash contents from 100%; these values may therefore include small proportions of
halogens, P,Sand someother elements dueto their disappearance in dissociated
form at high temperatures (850°C). A more important source of error arises
from the fact that some oxygen from the sample will be used in the ashing
process. This leads to a progressive underestimation of the Omax content with
increasing germination time. This means that Omax increased more than the
data indicate.
In the seedlings as a whole, the main changes occurred from 96-144 hours
after sowing, i.e. after the resorption of the endosperm and during the earliest
phase of independent growth. In the roots, the main changes seem to have
occurred at a much earlier stage as C and H were already very low, and Omax
and Ash very high, in the 72hour sampling (deviations from the general trends
in the 96and 144hour samplings require confirmation). In the hypocotyledons,
the most pronounced changes occurred at 72-96 hours, except for the major
increase in Ash which occurred at about 144hours after sowing. In the cotyledons, rapid changes commenced at 96-144 hours after sowing. The timing of
these changes in the various organs is a measure of their metabolic activity and
iscloselyrelated totheincreasesinwater content(cf. table 1).
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The composition of the seedcoat proper probably did not change appreciably
during the sampling period (except for an increase in N). At the end of this
period, ca 53% of the dry matter of seedcoat + endosperm had been resorbed
by the embryo. On this basis it may be inferred from a comparison of the 0 and
144 hour data, that, in the resorbed part of the endosperm, the contents of C
and H were somewhat lower than in the embryo, the N content was similar,
the Omaxcontent was substantially higher and the Ash content was considerably
lower.
The large differences in dry matter composition between the roots, the hypocotyledonsandthecotyledonsatthespecificstagesconsideredareofobviousrelevance tofast neutrondosimetry.However, theirimportance canonlybeassessed
by considering the water contents also. This subject is discussed in section 3.7.
3.7. DOSE ABSORPTION IN THE BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS

The preceding data permit the calculation of the fast neutron doses absorbed
in the various biological materials, relative to those in water (DH2o)> a s follows.
The dry weight percentages of C, H, N and O (table 4) were multiplied by
thefollowing factors (96):
C 0.0015;
H 0.1120;
N 0.0014;
O 0.0012.
The resulting products were added; the total, which represents the dose in
rad in the specimen corresponding to 1rad in acetylene, was divided by 1.35 to
obtain the dose in rad in the specimen corresponding to 1rad in water;let this
be A. Further, let the water content be e, in % of dry matter (tables 1and 2).
The dose absorbed in the biological specimen isthen:
100 A + s

^
,
100A + s
,
.
X D H ,o, where
may be called the specimen dosecorrec2
F
100 + E
100 + s
tion factor'. This calculation was performed for all specimens in which the
elementary composition had been analysed, and for the 1, 3, 6 and 12 hour
samples. The dry matter composition of the 0 hour specimen was regarded as
representative of the 1, 3 and 6 hour samples, whereas the mean composition
of the 0and 24hour specimens was used for the 12hour samples. The resulting
values are shown intable 5,together withthesamedata expressed as percentages
ofthecorresponding dry samplevalues.
The lowest specimen dose correction values were those for the dry materials.
Marked increases occurred in the course of germination; however, even the
highest values were less than unity, indicating a lower energy absorption than
in water.
In dry seeds,the absorbed dose washigher inthe embryo than inthe seedcoat
+ endosperm. This position was reversed within the lste hour of hydration due
to the rapid water uptake in the latter. However, 48 hours after sowing, the
embryo had again the highest absorbed dose owing to its rapid water uptake
20
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TABLE5. Absorbed fast neutron dose relative to that in water, in the constituent parts of dry
andgerminatingtomatoseedsandyoungseedlings,andthesamedataaspercentages
of the dry sample values.
Hours after

Seedcoats +
endosperm

Embryos or
seedlings (Em)
/o

0
1
3
6
12
24
48
72
96
144

.752
.868
.874
.886
.889
.892
.902
.899

100
115
116
118
118
119
120
120

-

—
Roots

/o

.841
.845
.857
.864
.877
.886
.916
.956
.964
.977

Hypocotyledons

.965
.977
.976

115
116
116

Cotyledons

%ofEm0

%ofEm0
72
96
144

100
101
102
103
104
105
109
114
115
116

.974
.974
.982

116
116
117

%ofEmn
.919
.931
.968

109
111
115

following germination; from this time onwards, the absorbed dose in the
seedcoat + endosperm became constant or even declined. In young seedlings
the absorbed dose was consistently higher in the roots and hypocotyledons
than in the cotyledons. However, these differences became lesswith time.The %
data relative to the dry sample values logically show the same trends. In conclusion, the data demonstrate that gross errors in both absolute and relative
dosimetry may arise if the elementary composition of the biological targets is
disregarded.
Whenconsideringthesedatainconjunction withthoseoftheprevious section,
it appears that the dose absorption values are determined almost entirely by
the water contents of the various specimens and the H contents of their dry
matter. A similar conclusion wasreached by CONTANTet al. (33) on the basis of a
comparison of relative rad doses in dry embryos, small flower buds (85.5%
H 2 0) and dry pollen (2.8%H 2 0) of tomato, which were 1.13, 1.28 and 0.94 X
the rad doses in acetylene ( = 0.84, 0.95 and 0.70 X D H20 ), respectively. This
conclusion is also in agreement with CONSTANTIN and OSBORNE*28' who performed analogous calculations on seeds of 10different plant species and found
that the conversion factors, which ranged from 0.83-1.23 relative to the tissue
rad dosein air ( = 0.911D H20 ) werealmost perfectly correlated with H content.
Nevertheless, the C and O contents should not be disregarded in calculating
rad doses. Although the contribution to the neutron dose per weight %of these
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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elements is low, compared with that of H, their large proportions in biological
materials (C especially in dry and O especially in hydrated objects' 33 ') cause a
combined dose contribution of 8-9%. The N content is usually low and its
dose contribution of minor importance. However, the following procedure
accounts for all 4 elements discussed, without the separate determination of O
and N, bymakinguse ofthe fact that the dosecontribution per weight %isvery
similar for these elements (p. 20). The water content of the irradiated object
andtheC,Hand Ashcontentsofitsdrymatter should beaccurately determined;
from these data the C, H and Ash contents in the 'fresh' samples can be calculated. The pooled N + O content may then be estimated by subtracting the
sum of the former values from 100%. In calculating the absorbed dose the
multiplication factor for O (0.0012) may be considered to apply approximately
to the total content of N + O. Inaccuracies in the correction factors for dose
absorption determined in this way are less than 1 %, even when the estimated
N + O content contains an error of several percent.
In addition to the relative absorbed dose, the relative amounts of radiation
energy absorbed per meristem or per meristem cell may also be of value in
interpreting the results of radiosensitization experiments. Because the changes
in weight and elementary composition of individual meristem cells during
hydration are unknown, they are represented by the changes occurring in the
embryo as a whole. This is only possible prior to the rupture of the seedcoat,
because from then on the weight increase of the embryo is caused chiefly by
the enlargement of differentiated cells. Therefore, no estimates are available for
the 72-144 hour pregermination treatments; in fact, some bias may even be
expected after 48 hours. In order to estimate the necessary parameters, the
amounts of energy absorbed per embryo per krad in water were calculated
first. This was done by multiplying the rad doses by 100 to obtain erg/g, and
then by the fresh weights per seedcoat + endosperm or per embryo in g calculated from table 2. These products X 1000, which represent the energy (erg)
absorbed per object per krad in water, are shown in table 6, together with the
same data expressed as percentages of the corresponding dry sample values.
These percentage data also represent the relative amounts of energy absorbed
per cell.
TABLE 6. Energy perkrad inwater (ergand %of drysamplevalue),absorbed perseedcoat +
endosperm and perembryo or seedling.
Hours after
sowing

Seedcoat + endosperm
erg

°/

Embryo or seedling
erg

%

118
123
135
144
160
172
250

100
104
114
123
135
146
212

/o

0
1
3
6
12
24
48

22

168
359
384
424
445
461
493

100
214
229
253
266
275
295
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Theenergyabsorption/cell increased consistently inthecourseof germination,
as expected. In the seedcoat + endosperm this increase was very rapid during
the first hour up to a value of 214%, after which there was a further gradual
rise to 295% after 48 hours. In the embryo, the increase was more gradual; a
value of 146% was reached after 24 hours and probably a slightly higher value
just before the onset of germination. After germination, the relative energy
absorption/embryo increased rapidly due to the elongation of the differentiated
root cells but this was no longer a measure of the relative energy absorption per
meristem cell, and the value of 212% after 48 hours isundoubtedly an overestimation.
These data will be used in connection with the changes in radiation effectiveness during germination which were observed in the experiments presented in
the next chapter.
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4. R A D I A T I O N E F F E C T S
4.1. INTRODUCTION

The aim and scope of the present experiments were outlined in chapter 1.
The main variable wasthe duration of seed germination prior to irradiation.
Four experiments will be considered in detail. By way of exploration, the
conditions of culturing were varied between experiments after the petridish
stage, because it was impracticable to investigate experimental conditions as a
variable within each experiment. The experiments 1and 2 were carried out in
growth chambers but in containers of different size and depth entailing differences in nutrient supply; experiment 3 was performed in a greenhouse under
optimal conditions. The methods and conditions of culturing of experiment 4
were based on conclusions derived from the preceding experiments.
Because of space restrictions, the experiments 1 and 2had to be limited tothe
preflowering stage of the irradiated generation ( M ^ and to one cultivar;
experiment 3 could be pursued up to the seedling stage of the selfed offspring
(M 2 ) and involved two cultivars. These experiments comprised, in addition to
dry seeds, only one prehydration treatment. Experiment 4 was designed to
elaborate the results of the preceding experiments and involved a wide range of
prehydration/germination times.
Adequate knowledge of the shape of the dose/response relationships for
various Mx and M 2 characters, and of factors influencing these shapes, is
essential for the efficient handling of seeds and plants irradiated with a view to
mutation induction. In particular, any attempt to predictthe mutagenicvalueof
a radiation treatment from early Mj characteristics requires a fair degree of
constancy in the dose/response relationships. Accordingly, this subject is
given considerable attention (section 4.3).
An analysis of the causes of differences in the effectiveness of radiation on
characters with different dose/response relationships was not attempted. However, as only one mutagen (fast neutrons) was involved, the dose/response
relationships of the various objects have essentially the same shape for a given
character, so that relatively simple parameters are adequate for a quantitative
comparison ofradiation effectiveness (section4.4).
The use of two cultivars in exp. 3 aimed at a first exploration of genetical
differences in the radiation sensitivity of seeds, and at establishing whether the
sensitivity relationship varies with the character studied. This latter question is
directly relevant to the efficiency (defined in chapter 2) of mutation induction.
In order to learn more about the nature of varietal sensitivity differences, and
with a view to practical application, the possible relationships between these
differences and certain biometrical characteristics of the seedsare also examined
(section 4.5).
Studyingthe increaseinneutron effectiveness with prehydration for a number
of Mj and M 2 characters will establish whether or not, and in which direction,
prehydration changes the quantitative relationship between the various radia24
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tion effects. By analogy with the foregoing, this question has a direct bearing
on the efficiency of mutation induction. Such a study also permits an evaluation
of the proportion of effectiveness enhancement which is due to increased radiationenergyabsorption, usingthedataofsection3.7.Moreover, such information
is conducive to a discussion on the various factors involved in sensitization,
and on recovery in relation to the organisation of the embryonic shoot apex
(section 4.6).
The degree of correlation between various characteristics of plants within a
treatment is of great importance for practical mutagenesis. In particular, a
high within-treatment correlation between early M1characters on the one hand
and M ( seed set or M 2 characters on the other hand would permit positive
selection at an early M t stage. Alternatively, the absence of correlation would
permit the early elimination of weak and semi-sterile Mx individuals without
any lowering of the frequency of recessive mutations. This question is examined
indetail (section 4.7)because no suitable data pertaining to fast neutron irradiation havesofar been reported.
The main practical implications of the evidence presented in this chapter will
beemphasized inchapter 5.
4.2. MATERIALS, METHODS, CHARACTERS STUDIED

Experiment I
The experimental material consisted of seeds of cv. 'Moneymaker', 100-seed
weight 319 mg, 5.6% H 2 0 . These were irradiated both dry and at 48 hours
hydration, which coincided with the germination of the first seeds (note the
slower germination than in the experiments of section 3.6). For conditions of
pretreatment and irradiation seesection 3.4.
The dry seeds received doses, expressed as D H20 , of 0, 1,2, 3,4, 6, 7, 9and 11
krad (Di series); the prehydrated seeds received 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 krad (Hj
series).Each treatment consisted of 100seedsin one petridish.
After atotal germination period of4days at27°Cunder continuous illumination with 11,000 lux of Philips TL33RS + Philinea (interrupted in Ux by
irradiation at 23°C) the climatic regime was changed to 18/6 hours day/night,
with temperatures of 23/17°C. These conditions were maintained until the end
of the experiment. The young seedlings were transplanted into vermiculite in
50 X 40 X 8 cm wooden boxes at 5-8 days after sowing, depending on the
speed of germination and growth; at this stage the experiment was laid out in
4 replicates. Nutrient solution, formula HOAGLAND ( 9 2 ) , was supplied daily.
Twenty five days after sowing, the seedlings were transferred to an aerated
Hoagland solution. The experiment was concluded after 42days.
The following characters were recorded on allindividuals:
18 days after sowing
- presence or absence of at least 1leaf > 3 mm
- number of leaves > 3 mm
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25 days after sowing
- length of the primary root
- cotyledon length
- length of the 1st leaf
- length of the hypocotyledon + stem ( = 'stem length')
- number of leaves > 3 mm
The treatment means for length of the primary root, the cotyledons and the
hypocotyledon + stem, i.e. of those organs that were already differentiated
in the dry embryos, were converted to cumulative growth. This was done by
subtracting the mean length attained in the lethal 6krad treatment of H 1 ; where
celldivision wascompletely inhibited.
42 days after sowing
- ultimate length of the 3rd leaf
- ultimate fresh weight of the 3rd leaf
- length of the 1st axillary shoot
- fresh weight of the whole plant
- presence or absence of an apparently normal terminal apex
Experiment 2
This experiment was carried out with seeds of the same lot of cv. 'Moneymaker' no. 83 as used for the experiments in section 3.6. These seeds were
irradiated dry and after 24hours hydration asdescribed in section 3.4.
The dry seeds received doses (DH2o) of 0, 1, If, 2, 3,6and 9 krad (D 2 series);
theprehydrated seedsreceived0,1,If, 2,3,4and 6krad (H 2 series).In addition,
a series of low doses was given to both dry and prehydrated seeds;these doses
were 2, 10,50,200and 500 rad.
The experiments consisted of 6 replicates of 25 seeds/treatment from sowing
onwards. However, because of the long exposure times, all replicates of a given
treatment had to be irradiated simultaneously, while the different treatments
were irradiated in succession. The methods of culturing conformed to those in
exp. 1 except that the seedlings weretransplanted into 22 X 22 x 5cm earthenware seedpans and the substrate was wetted on alternate days with Hoagland
nutrient solution and water. The experiment was concluded 25 days after
sowing.
Thefollowing characters were recorded:
P e t r i d i s h stage
- germination capacity
- days to germination
- length of the primary root, 4 days after 50% germination
These characters were recorded by taking photographs of the petridishes
(lids removed) in a sterile room at 6 hour intervals; the root lengths were
measured with the aid of a curvimeter on 40 x enlarged projections of the
negatives on a smooth whitewall.
26
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25 days after sowing
- as in exp. 1
Experiment 3
The experiment was carried out with seeds of cv. 'Moneymaker' (100-seed
weight 319 mg as in exp. 1)and of cv. 'Glorie' (100-seed weight 279 mg); both
seed-lots were equilibrated at 6.5% H 2 0 .
These seeds were irradiated dry and after 24 hours hydration as described in
section 3.4.
The dry seeds received doses (D H20 ) of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9 krad (D 3 series)
and the prehydrated seeds 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 krad (H 3 series). The dry seeds
were stored for 3 days at room temperature before being sown (this was not
according to plan). The conditions of germination were as in exp. 1. Shortly
after germination, the seeds were planted into boxes with fertile soil, in a greenhouse with regulated temperature and under natural day-light (late spring).
From this stage onwards the experiment consisted of 3 replicates. The conditions of culturing were very favourable so that growth was very rapid. At the
age of 3 | weeks those seedlings considered to be incapable of satisfactory
development were discarded. Of the transplantable seedlings, fixed numbers,
increasing with dose, were taken at random from the various treatments, and
planted into 9 cm pots. One week later they were transplanted into the greenhouse soil. The plants were topped above the 2nd inflorescence and pruned
regularly. The flowers were pollinated with an electric vibrator.
Of each M t plant two adjacent fruits were harvested from both the 1st and
the 2nd truss, and the seeds extracted. The progenies (M 2 ) of all plants containing > 24 seeds in the least fertile truss were tested. These progenies, consisting of 24 seeds/truss, were sown directly .in boxes with soil. They were
screened for aberrations detectable at the seedling stage, 10 and 20 days after
sowing when symptoms on the cotyledons and thefirstleaves,respectively, were
the most easily recognised. Recessive 'visible' mutations were considered to be
thoseevents leading to 2-12 M 2 seedlings havingclearly the same distinguishing
marks; aberrant plants occurring singly were disregarded or counted as sublethals, as previous experience had shown that a large proportion of these
cases were not due to simple recessive mutations.
The following characters were recorded:
P e t r i d i s h stage
- germination capacity
- days to germination
18 days after sowing
- cotyledon length, 12 seedlings/treatment; treatment means converted to
cumulative growth as in exp. 1.
- fresh weight of the aerial parts, 3 seedlings/treatment
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25 days after sowing
- number of plants suitable for transplanting
M a t u r i t y (all surviving plants)
- number and weight of seeds/fruit in 1st and 2nd truss, and mean over both
trusses
- number of 'fertile' plants per treatment ( > 24 seeds in the least fertile truss)
M 2 seedling stage (2 truss progenies of all 'fertile' Mx plants)
- number of non-germinating seeds
- number of sublethal seedlings unsuitable for mutant screening
- number of recessive 'visible' mutations
- number of mutant seedlings corresponding to the 'visible' mutations
Spare M x seed (D 3 only) was subjected to germination tests after 1year of
storage at room temperature, in order to study the effect of seed irradiation on
loss of germinative power with storage.
To determine the 100-embryo weight, 100vacuum-dry seeds of each cultivar
were weighed, after which their embryos were removed as described in section
3.6 (p. 11); the 100-embryo weight was obtained by weighing the seedcoat +
endosperm halves and subtracting these weights from those for the whole seeds.
To determine the percentage of cells in the Gt and G 2 stage of interphase,
respectively (2C and 4C nuclei, i.e. before and after DNA duplication), 5 seeds
per cultivar were soaked for 16 hours at low temperature to facilitate the
removal of the embryos, which were then fixed in 3:1 alcohol:acetic acid
(Carnoy) and stained with Feulgen. Photodensitometric DNA determinations
weremade on 500nuclei per embryo (5embryos per cultivar).These determinations were restricted to the strictly meristematic zone of the root apices (max.
ca 150(xmfrom the root tips). As the distributions of therelativevaluesfor 2C
and 4C nuclei do not overlap, the cell numbers at each stage are determined
very easily.
Finally, to compare the average amounts of DNA/nucleus of the two
cultivars, accurate measurements were made on 20 cells in each of 5 root
meristems per cultivar, i.e. 100 measurements per cultivar. The results were
expressed in scale units, and therefore constitute relative values. The standard
errors werecalculated on the basis of the meansper meristem.
Experiment 4
The experiment was carried out with seeds of the same lot of cv. 'Moneymaker' no. 83 as used for exp. 2 and for the experiments in section 3.6. The
conditions of pretreatment and irradiation were as in section 3.4.
These seeds were irradiated dry (D series) and after J, 3, 6, 12,24, 48, 72, 96
and 144 hours of hydration/germination (H|, H3 ... H144 series). The irradiations were performed at a 2.8 x higher dose rate than in the preceding experiments,allowing shorterexposuretimes(seesection 3.5).The exposuretimes and
doses are shown in table 7. The dose ranges followed roughly the expected
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TABLE 7. Schedule of treatments (+ = Mt seedling stage only; x = up to M2 seedling
stage).Experiment3.
Exposure
(min)
0
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
75
90
105

120
150
180

D
(krad)
0.00
0.23
0.47
0.93
1.40
1.87
2.33
2.80
3.50
4.20
4.90
5.60
7.00
8.40

Pre-irradiation germination period (hours)
0(D)

è

3

6

12

24

48

72

96

144

X

+

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

+

+
+

increases in neutron effectiveness with increasing prehydration time. In the
series H48-H144 only very few treatments are available due to a too late
discovered error in theexecution of the irradiations.
The experiment consisted of 10replicates, each of 10seeds/treatment, from
sowing until final transplanting. The seedlings were first transplanted into
wooden boxes with fertile soil. This wasdone 4 days after sowing for all series
up toH72and5days after sowingfor H96.InH144thelidswereremoved from
the petridishes after 96 hours and the dishes supplied regularly with water to
avoid desiccation;this series wastransplanted 7days after sowing.
Until this time the climatic regime for all series was maintained as during
pretreatment, andwas then changed into aday/night rhythm of 16/8hours with
corresponding temperatures of 23/17°C. Transplanting into pots took place
after 3 | weeks, followed by final transplanting into the soil of a greenhouse
at 50 x 70cm spacing 1 week later. At this stage only those treatments having
a high percentage oftransplantable seedlings ( „ x ' s " in table 7) were retained.
These were planted in 8 randomised blocks, each containing 12 plants per
treatment; gaps were filled with plants of corresponding vigour, in order to
avoid bias dueto spacing differences. Fruit harvesting, fertility determination
and study ofthe M 2 generation werecarried outasinexp.3.
Thefollowing characters wererecorded:
Mi seedling stage (random sample of20seedlings/treatment, thesameforall
characters)
- cotyledon length, 12and 19days after sowing; treatment means converted to
cumulative growth asinexp.1
- length of the 1stleaf, 19days
- length ofthe2ndleaf, 19days
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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- 'number of leaves > 3mm, 19 days
- number of leaves with morphological or colour abnormalities
F l o w e r i n g stage
- number of leaves below 1st inflorescence
- number of days to flowering
M a t u r i t y (all surviving plants)
- average weight of seeds/fruit in 1st and 2nd truss, and mean over both
trusses
- number of 'fertile' plants per treatment
M 2 seedling stage (2 truss progenies of all 'fertile' M t plants)
- as in exp.3.
4.3. THE SHAPE OF THE DOSE/RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS

In the preceding section the characters recorded were listed as much as
possible in chronological order. In order to study the dose/response relationshipsthey arenow regrouped asfollows:
- germination time;
- growth characters;
- developmental characters;
- Mj fertility;
- M 2 characters.
Growth characters are defined as characters expressing the increase in
length or weight of a given organ, whereas developmental characters are
defined as those which concern the timing of the formation of new organs.
Some characters, such as plant weight, are the result of both growth and
development and their classification issomewhat arbitrary.
In exps. 3and 4,the correspondence between the various Mj and M 2 characters with regard to the shape of their dose/response relationships was examined
bymeans ofthecoefficients of correlation, based upon treatment means.
The presentation of the results is confined to a summing up of the main
characteristics of the graphs. An interpretation is given in the subsequent
discussion.
4.3.1.

RESULTS

Experiment 1
Thedata,expressed aspercentages ofthecontrolvalues(table8),arepresented
as graphs denoted T>i and H x ;graphs denoted D 2 and H 2 in some figures will
beconsidered later.
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TABLE 8. Control treatment means ± their S.E. Exheriment 1.
Character
Leaf number
Rooth length (mm)
Cotyledon length (mm)
Length 1st leaf(mm)
Stem lenth(mm)
Leaf number
Length 3rdleaf (cm)
Wetrht 3rd leaf(g)
Plantweigth(g)
Length Is axillary shoot (cm)

Days
18
25
25
25
25
25
42
42
42
42

Di

16 ±0.01
82 ±2.1
30 ±0.3
49 ±0.6
41 ± 0 . 5
4.3 ± 0.02
23 ± 0 . 4
49 ± 1.9
171 ± 8.7
16 ± 2 . 0

H

i .

2.8 ± 0.01
89 ± .2.4
23 ± 0.3 ' ;
39 ± 0.7
33 ± 0.5
3.8 ± 0.01
26 ± 0,5
56 ± 2.6
295 ± 14-2
19 ± 2.3

Growth characters
Cumulative root growth after 25 days (fig. 3) responded almost linearly ove
most of the vital dose range, with a deviating tail at the highest doses in H t .
Cumulative cotyledon growth after 25 days (fig. 4) showed a discrepancy
between the two series; the curve of D x was concave, whereas that of H, was
convex in the upper part whiletailing off at the high doses.
The curves for length of the 1st leaf after 25 days (fig. 5) were slightly convex
uptomedium dosesthough inD x thistrend waspartly obscured bythe relatively
large scatter of the treatment means. There was no evidence of a tail at the
highest doses in either series.
Cumulative stem growth after 25 days (fig. 6) probably responded in both
series with a very slight convex curvature at the lower doses; both curves
showed aclear tapering off towards zero.
Length of the 3rd leaf after 42 days (fig. 7) decreased approximately linearly
inDj exceptfor adipinthe 1 krad treatment,andpossiblysomewhat sigmoidally
in Hi. There was no pronounced tail in either series.
The relationship between length (X in cm) and weight (y in mg) of the 3rd
leaf was exponential in both series (fig. 8); the regression equations differed
so slightly that log y = 5.0 + 2.50 log X may be considered to apply to both
sets of data, showing that the length/weight relationship of the leaves was not
affected by an interaction between irradiation and seed hydration.
The best fitting linear and parabolic regressions on dose and the corresponding residual variances were calculated from the single plant data of the
0-7 krad D t treatments and the 0-2 krad H t treatments. This was done for
all quantitative characters except weight of the 3rd leaf and length of the 1st
axillary shoot.
The hypothesis of linear regression was tested against the alternative of
parabolic regression by means of the F-test. This test was highly sensitive
because large numbers of plants were involved. Although for most characters
there was some heterogeneity of variance between the treatments, the tests
were performed as if the variances were homogeneous, firstly because it is a
matter of experience that these procedures are reasonably tolerant to heteroMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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cumulative cotyledon growth,25 days°/oof control
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cumulative root growth,25 days
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geneity of variance, secondly because the relationship between the mean and
the standard error for a given treatment (dose) is unknown and the data are
insufficiently numerous to suggest a variance-stabilizing transformation.
The results (table 9) demonstrate a significant curvilinearity for cotyledon
length, 1stleaf length and stem length after 25days (P < 0.05) but not for root
length after 25 days and length of the 3rd leaf or plant weight after 42 days
(P > 0.05). The regression equations (not shown) confirmed that all curvatures
were convex except for cotyledon length in Dt.
TABLE 9. P-valuescorresponding toF-testsfor non-linearity (seetext).Experiment1.
Dj

Character

Days

Root length
Cotyledon length
Length 1stleaf
Stem length
Length 3rdleaf
Plant weight

P

d.f.

0.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.06

25
25
25
25
42
42

H! (3doses)

(7doses)
P

615
615
615
615
604
604

d.f.

0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.79

261
261
261
261
229
229

Developmental characters
The dose/response relationships of the percentage of plants having at least
1 leaf > 3 mm after 18 days or a normal appearing shoot apex after 42 days
(fig. 9) seemed sigmoidal with a shoulder; the data suggest that the former
character is a good indicator for the latter.
Sigmoidal responses were also observed for leaf number after 18 days (fig.
10); a clear shoulder appeared in Dj but was not demonstrated in H i ; the
2 krad D1 treatment showed a slight increase over the control. Leaf number
after 25 days (fig. 11) showed similar patterns, except that Dx had a higher
threshold dose whileincreases over the control occurred up to medium doses.
s e e jlings w i t h a l visible leaf. 18days •»
plan :s w i t h n o r m a l s h o o t apex. 4 2 days *^
«/. c f g e r m i n a t e d
100-1

leaf number, 18 days
"/. o f c o n t r o l
100i

80-

80-

60

60

40-

A
'

\

40-

\\
y

A\

20

20-

y.

\HI
2

FIG. 9.

—

4

6

8

\ H I

2

10
12
C>H2o<krad

V
4

6

8

10
DH2O

1

12
(krad)

FIG. 10.
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Length ofthe 1staxillary shoot after 42 days (fig. 12) showed remarkable
increases over the control inthe 2and 3krad treatments ofD1. This wasdue,
at least partly, toanearlier initiation ofaxillary shoot growth inthese treatments. Nosuch increases over the control occurred inH t . Plant weight after
42days(fig. 13)responded veryirregularly in Dlt accordingto apattern which
was clearly influenced by the levelofgrowth ofthe axillary shoots.Itmust be
noted,however, that noneofthetreatment means ofplant weightexceededthe
control. This means that theincreased lengths of the 1staxillary shoot at
medium dosescompared tothe control must be attributed toeffects onapical
dominance rather than to real growth stimulation. The dose/response relationshipforplantweightinH^waslinear exceptforatailatthehighest dose.The
last two characters areclearly governed byboth developmental andgrowth
processes.

leaf number, 25days
%> of control

—

length of 1 axillary shoot,42 days •—•
"/. of control

8
D H ,o (krad)

10 12
DH 2 O (krad)

F I G . 12.

F I G . 11.

plant weight, 42days
°/oof control
100

10

12

F I G . 13.
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Experiment 2
The data, expressed as percentages of their controls (table 10), are shown
by means of the graphs denoted D 2 and H 2 .
TABLE 10. Control means ± their S.E. Experiment 2.
Character

Days

Root length (mm)
Root length (mm)
Cotyledon length (mm)
Length 1st leaf (mm)
Stemlength (mm)
Leaf number

4*
25
25
25
25
25

D2

H,

36 ± 0.8
69 ± 1.8
17 ± 0.3
22 ± 0.6
24 ± 0.3
2.7 ± 0.06

35 ± 0.7
68 ± 1.9
20 ± 0.4
23 ± 0.7
25 ± 0.4
2.7 ± 0.07

* after 50% germination.

G e r m i n a t i o n time
The cumulative germination/time curves, some of which are shown in fig. 14,
were S-shaped for all treatments. These cumulative data, expressed relative to
the final germination percentages which were unaffected by radiation, yielded
approximately linear regressions on log/normal probability paper (not shown);
the slope of these regressions did not change consistently with dose. The numbers of days needed to reach 50%germination were read from the transformed
graphs and plotted in fig. 15. Germination commenced earlier in D 2 than in
H 2; this was because the temperature during irradiation (23°C), to which D 2
was exposed in the dry state but H 2 in the course of germination, was lower
than the incubation temperature (27°C). The average germination time increased lessthan linearly with dose.A germination delay wasobserved at a dose
as low as 200rad. The maximum delay observed was larger in D 2 than in H 2 .
germination ("/•),D2

days to 5 0 ° / . germination

100

5n

1
F I G . 14.

2

3

4

5
6
7
days after sowing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

DH20 (krad)
F I G . 15.
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cumulative root g r o w t h ^ d a y s %>of control
100

cumulative root growth,4 days'/aof control(probability scale)
98-'

(krad)
F I G . 16.

F I G . 17.

Growth characters
Cumulativerootgrowthrecordedinthepetridishes4daysafter 50%germination (fig. 16)decreased almost linearly up tomedium doses; this was followed
by a tail at high doses. Thecurves were approximately straightened on log/
normal probability paper (fig. 17), showing that they resembled sigmoids.
Moreover, these transformed regressions wereparallel, demonstrating that the
increased neutron effectiveness on24hours prehydrated seeds was fullyexplainedbydosemodification.
Cumulative root growth (fig. 3,p.32)andcotyledon growth after 25 days
(fig.4)respondedinbothserieswithasmoothbutpronouncedconvexcurvature
uptomediumdoses; thedataonH2suggestedthepresenceofatail.
Length ofthe 1st leaf after 25 days (fig. 5) was affected only slightly up to
medium doses,but decreased steeply and moreorlesslinearlyathigherdoses,
withoutatailineitherseries.
Cumulativestemgrowthafter25days(fig.6)showedaclearshoulderfollowed
by a steep decrease; the0.5 krad H2 treatment hada higher mean thanthe
control;theH2 seriessuggested thepresenceofatail.
Developmental character
Leafnumberafter 25days(fig. 11,p.34)increasedsubstantially uptohalfthe
lethaldoseinboth series;atstillhigherdosesitdecreased sharply.
Experiment3
The data, wherever applicable expressed as percentages of the control
36
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TABLE 11. Control treatment means, Mi characters (for M2 characters see table 14, p. 41).
Experiment 3.
H3

D3
Character

Days
MM

Cotyledon length (mm)
Seedling weight (g)
Weightof seeds/fruit
± S.E. Mean(mg)
Number of seeds/fruit
± S.E. Mean

18
18

GL

42
4.6

MM

42
4.0

GL
35
3.5

35
3.2

480 ± 21

440 ± 28

410 ± 23

360 ± 17

145 ± 6.2

139 ± 8.9

127 ± 7.2

120 ± 5.6

(table 11), are shown graphically. The solid lines refer to cv. 'Moneymaker',
the broken linesto cv. 'Glorie'.
G e r m i n a t i o n time
Plotting the cumulative germination percentages against time on log/normal
probability paper generally yielded a straight regression from which the time
needed to attain 50% germination was read. Variance analysis of these latter
data showed highly significant germination delay due to storage time, radiation
dose and their interaction. Because varietal differences were insignificant, only
the means of both cultivars are given (fig. 18).Germination time increased less
than proportionally with dose in H 3 , and in D 3 after 1year of storage, but the
relationship was about linear in the 'unstored' seeds of D 3 and a stimulation
effect was observed in its 1krad treatment.
days t o 50V« germination
7-,

^

^

654

/^-"^^^

\
1-*

/

0 =no storage
1 = 1year storage, 20°C

\y

?J
>
FIG. 18.

1
2
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3
8

4
10

H3

12 D3
DH 2 O (Krad)

Growth characters
Cumulative cotyledon growth after 18 days (fig. 19) responded sigmoidally
to dose; approximately straight regressions were obtained on log/normal
probability paper (fig. 20).
Seedlingweightafter 18days(fig. 21)decreased witha slightconvex curvature
up to medium doses in D 3 , though almost linearly in H 3 ; the curves tended to
tail off at high doses, especially in H 3; these data conformed approximately
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to straight regressions on normal probability paper (not shown). The dose/
response relationships of these quantitative seedling traits did not contain a
shoulder.
Developmental character
The % transplantable seedlings (table 12, columns b) showed in all series a
dose/response relationship characterized by a broad shoulder, followed by a
consistent decrease which wasfairly sharp in H 3 .
TABLE 12. Effects of seed irradiation on quantal characters in 'Moneymaker' and 'Glorie':
(a)number of germinated seedsof eachcultivar, retained at random;(b) %transplantable seedlings; (c) 'fertile' plants, % of flowering; (d) 'fertile' plants, %of
(a).Experiment3.
'Glorie'

'Moneymaker'
krad

(a)

(b)

(0

(d)

(b)

(0

(d)

D3

0
1
2
3
4
6
9

20
20
20
45
45
180
180

100
100
100
100
100
100
87

100
100
100
96
78
58
17

100
100
100
96
78
58
15

100
100
100
98
93
90
83

100
95
90
86
80
44
12

100
95
90
82
71
39
8

H3

0
1
2
3
4

30
30
90
180
400

100
100
94
96
55

100
93
75
39
20

100
93
69
36
10

100
97
82
63
23

100
100
57
23
10

100
90
43
14
2

Mi fertility
The 'fertile' plants, expressed as a percentage of flowering plants (table 12,
columns c) decreased in a manner similar to the % transplantable seedlings
(columnsb),but much more sharply.
Because all transplanted individuals reached the flowering stage, the products
of the data in columns b and c represent the 'fertile' plants as a percentage of
germinated (columns d and fig. 22). These data were the most suitable for
judging the shape of the dose/response relationships. Approximately straight
regressions were obtained on normal probability paper (not shown); the data
were also subjected to probit analysis' 66 ' and by means of a Chi 2 test found to
be consistent with a probit model (P = 0.25—0.86).
The relationship between number and weight of seeds/fruit was slightly
curvilinear, asexemplified infig.23for the 1sttruss of'Moneymaker'. This was
due to an increase with dose in the average weight per seed, up to about 120%
of the control in semi-sterile treatments. This curvilinearity is apparently due
to anormal physiological competition of seedswithin afruit and not specifically
to radiation because a similar relationship between number and weight of
seeds/fruit was found in unirradiated material (not shown). In spite of this
38
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slight curvilinearity the coefficient of linear correlation over the treatment
means (N = 12),for each cultivar and each truss separately, was > 0.99 (table
13); the character 'number of seeds/fruit' can therefore be represented by the
much more practical character 'weight of seeds/fruit'.
Weight of seeds/fruit (fig. 24) decreased almost linearly over most of the dose
range in all series, but it tended to tail off at high doses.
TABLE 13. Linear correlation (r)and regression (y = a + bx)betweennumber (x)and weight
(y in mg) of seeds/fruit, based on treatment means (N = 12). Experiment 3.
Cultivar

Truss

'Moneymaker'

1
2
1
2

'Glorie'

a + bx
0.995
0.990
0.998
0.996

y = 13.4 + 3.40 x
y = 13.6 + 3\14x
y = 2.5 + 3.25 x
y = 7.8 + 2.97 x

M2 c h a r a c t e r s
Table 14 shows the treatment means of all M 2 characters, of each cultivar.
Only the shapes of the dose/response relationships will be considered in this
section.
The % non-germinating seeds (columns b) tended to increase with dose;
except for an absence of response after the lowest doses in D 3 of both cultivars,
the dose/response relationships showed no consistent deviations from linearity
(fig. 25).
The % sublethals (columns c) was appreciable in the control and increased
slightly with dose. These increases were irregular and no consistent deviations
from linearity could be demonstrated.
Thenumber ofmutations/100trussprogenies(columnsd)increased irregularly
with dose, as is usual with this character. In the D 3 series of both cultivars
non - germinating M2 seeds.7. of sown
25-, (mean of 2 cultivars)

mutations/IOOM, truss progenies
7Q (mean of 2 cultivars)
1
»H 3

20-

1
FIG. 25.
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these increases could not be distinguished from linear in the lower dose range
but showed marked downward deviations from linearity after 6 and 9 krad. In
the H 3 series of 'Moneymaker' the increases showed a downward deviation
from linearity, whereas in 'Glorie' they were irregular, although suggesting the
same pattern. The trends became more clear when the data on both cultivars
were pooled (fig. 26).
TABLE 14. Average M2 characteristics following fast neutron irradiation of dry (D3) and
24 hours prehydrated (H3) seeds of 'Moneymaker' (MM) and 'Glorie' (GL):
(a) number of M, plant progenies tested, each consisting of 2 truss progenies;
(b)non-germinating M2seeds, %ofsown;(c)sublethalsunfit for mutantscreening,
%ofsown;(d)number ofmutations/100 M!truss progenies;(e)mutant seedlings,
%of suitable for screening; (f) total %of all aberrant M2 categories (b + c + e).
Experiment 3.
krad

(a)
Progen ies
testedI

(c)
Sublethals

(b)
Non-germinating
seeds (%)

(%)

MM

GL

MM

GL

MM

GL

D3

0
1
2
3
4
6
9

14
22
22
43
35
104
27

15
19
18
37
32
70
15

5.1
3.6
5.2
12.9
17.8
17.2
26.6

2.5
2.6
5.9
4.7
9.4
13.9
16.0

4.4
4.4
4.8
5.0
6.6
7.3
7.3

5.8
8.0
8.1
9.2
7.0
8.4
10.2

H3

0
1
2
3
4

15
28
57
65
42

15
27
39
25
9

5.0
14.0
16.6
16.5
27.4

3.9
5.2
13.9
15.1
17.8

4.8
4.6
6.0
5.6
7.2

4.7
4.6
6.4
8.2
9.7

(0

(d)
Mutations/100
truss progenies

(e)
Mutant seedlings
(%)

MM

GL

MM

GL

MM

GL

All aberrant
categories ( %)

D3

0
1
2
3
4
6
9

0
11
14
37
29
48
43

0
6
28
42
53
58
67

0.0
1.2
1.6
5.7
6.1
10.0
9.2

0.0
1.4
4.2
7.2
10.9
13.9
19.6

9.5
9.2
11.6
23.6
30.5
34.5
43.1

8.3
11.4
18.2
21.1
27.3
36.2
45.8

H3

0
1
2
3
4

0
30
52
65
66

0
37
38
50
67

0.0
6.0
10.3
12.1
16.0

0.0
6.3
7.0
8.7
14.4

9.8
24.6
32.9
34.2
50.6

8.6
16.1
27.3
32.0
41.9
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The mutant seedlings were expressed asa %ofseedlings suitable for screening because both non-germinability andsublethality mask themutant phenotypes. This character (table 14,columns e andfig.27) showed a somewhat
more regular and also more linear increase with dose than the preceding
character, except in the D 3 series of 'Moneymaker'. This improved linearity
resulted from a considerable increase with dose in the average % mutant
seedlings permutated progeny, from 14-18% atthelowest doses to 24-25%
at the highest doses (fig. 28).
The total % of all aberrant M 2 categories, i.e. of non-germinating seeds,
sublethals and mutant seedlings pooled (table 14,columns f), yielded dose/
response relationships which were similar inshapetothosefor non-germinating
seeds,but somewhat more regular.

mutant seedlings.%>of suitable forscreening,
20-1(mean of 2 c u l t i v a r s )

mutant segregation ("/•) 2 6 i (mean of 2 cultivars)

7 8 9 10
DH 3 O (krad)
F I G . 27.

F I G . 28.

C o r r e l a t i o n between r e s p o n s e s of different c h a r a c t e r s
The coefficients of correlation between characters based on their treatment
means reflect essentially the degree of correspondence in their dose/response
relationships. These coefficients were calculated per cultivar and then averaged
over both cultivars via the z-transformation (68) ; the results are shown in
table 15.
In D 3 , thecoefficients ofcorrelation involving ultimate cotyledon length(1)
were slightly lower than those involving seedling weight (2),but in H 3 the
differences were inconsistent. The coefficients of correlation among the Mi
characters (1-3)tended to be somewhat higher than those between the Mi
characters onthe one hand and the M 2 characters (4-6) onthe other; weight of
seeds/fruit (3) showed the highest correlation with the M 2 characters. The
coefficients ofcorrelation involving the %non-germinating seeds (4)orthe%
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mutant seedlings (5) were in most cases lower than those involving the total %
ofallaberrant M 2 categories(6).
TABLE 15. Coefficients oflinearcorrelation betweenvariouscharacters basedonthe treatment
meansof the D 3 series(N = 7)and theH 3 series (N = 5),averaged over MMand
GL.Experiment3.
H3

D3

Mi

Cotyledon length, 18days
Seedling weight, 18days
Weight of seeds/fruit

1
2
3

.992 .966 .958 .945 .963
.985 .963 .966 .981
.966 .973 .988

.981 .988 .957 .949 .957
.985 .936 .955 .955
.978 .969 .978

M2
%non-germinating seeds
%mutant seedlings
%all aberrant categories

4
5
6

.945 .985
.984

.924 .986
.972

-

Critical values corresponding to test of zero correlation against
thealternativeofnon-zero correlation

0.05
0.01
0.001

D,

H,

.755
.875
.951

.878
.959
.991

Experiment 4
The results are shown graphically. Each graph is identified by the number of
hours of prehydration. All graphs pertaining to a given character have a
common origin, being the mean over all control values; this was possible
because these values (table 16)did not differ significantly.
Growth characters
The percentages cumulative cotyledon growth after 12 days were virtually
identical to those after 19 days and consequently only the latter are shown
(fig. 29). The dose/response relationships were approximately straight up to
doses reducing growth to < 10%; beyond this, they tailed off. Any slight
sigmoidal tendencies were overshadowed by irregularities.
In contrast, length of the 1st leaf after 19 days (fig. 30) showed markedly
convex responses at the lower doses, followed by linear decreases down to the
lethal level, without evidence of a tail.
Length of the 2 nd leaf (fig. 31) showed a less curved dose/response pattern
which was otherwise similar to that of the previous character.
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TABLE 16. Control treatment means. Experiment4.
Pre-treatment (series)
Days

Mi
Cotyledon length (mm)
Cotyledon length (mm)
Length 1stleaf (mm)
Length 2ndleaf (mm)
Leaf number
Abnormal leaves/plant
Leaves below 1st inflorescence
Days to flowering
Weight ofseeds/fruit (mg)

12
19
19
19
19

D

HJ

H3

H6

H12

Mean

38
48
80
90
5.3
0.5
9.2
50
430

34
47
77
83
5.3
0.5
9.6
51
450

35
46
78
83
5.3
0.2
9.4
51
420

35
45
77
83
5.2
0.6
9.5
51
440

35
44
76
82
5.3
0.2
9.5
50
460

35.4
46.0
77.6
84.2
5.3
0.4
9.4
50.4
440

4.9
1.2
0
6.1

4.8
1.1
0
5.9

5.3
1.0
0
6.3

4.8
1.0
0
5.8

4.1
1.0
0
5.1

4.8
1.1
0
5.9

M2
% non-germinating seeds
% sublethals
% mutant seedlings
% all aberant categories
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FIG. 30.

Developmental characters
Leaf number after 19 days (fig. 32) responded with a sharp linear decrease
after abroadshoulder.
The number of abnormal leaves/plant, i.e.ofleaves containing at least1
visible abnormality (fig. 33), tended to increase exponentially with radiation
dose, except that the curvesofH3andH12levelled offatthehighest dose. Of
allthetreatments retained after transplanting thehigh dosesamplesofH3 and
H12revealed themost pronounced damageattheseedlingstage.Thissuggests
that theother curves would also have shown aflatteningifhigher doses had
been used. This flattening ofthe curves apparently occurred atanaverage of
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3-4 visibly abnormal leaves except after long pre-irradiation germination
periods (H144) when thisnumber must have been higher. The % transplantable
seedlings was close to 100% in all treatments retained, except at the highest
dose in the series H3 (80%), H48 (68%) and H72 (85%); therefore no dose/
response curvescould be drawn.
Leaf number below the 1st inflorescence (fig. 34) increased approximately
linearly with dose, though the D and H | series suggested a slight upward
curvature. Downward deviations from these trends occurred at the highest
dose in most series; the absence of such deviations in D and H | was possibly
due to an insufficient range of doses. The tendencies towards saturation seemed
to start at lower leaf numbers as pre-irradiation germination times were longer.
Flowering delay (fig. 35)showed upwardly curved dose/response relationships
except for a deviatingpoint in H3 (0.93krad);though an upward curvature was
not pronounced in the D series, a parabolic regression based on single plant
data nevertheless yielded a significantly higher coefficient of determination r 2
than did alinear equation.
The difference in shape between the dose/response graphs of leaf number
below the 1st inflorescence and flowering delay indicates an increase in the
average plastochron at the highest doses studied and especially, according to
fig. 32, in those treatments that had after 19 days a substantially lower leaf
number than the control (when comparing data, note wider range of doses for
seedling characters). This suggests that the 'extra' flowering delay at the highest
doses should be attributed essentially to a retarded early development and not
to a slower development throughout. This was analysed by dividing pertreatment, the flowering delay by thesumof the 'deficit inleaf number after 19days'
andthe'increase in leaf number belowthe 1st inflorescence', both in relation to
the control. The quotients (table 17)constitute the hypothetical average plastochron of those leavesthat make up the difference between the treatment and the
control since the 19th day, assuming the average plastochron of the other
leaves to be the same asin the control. These quotients donot increase consistently with dose, showing, indeed, that the retardation in leaf differentiation
must have been limited to thevery early seedling stage.

TABLE17. Quotients representingfloweringdelay divided by the difference between an
irradiated treatment anditscontrolinrespect of'ultimate leaf numberminus leaf
numberafter 19days'.Experiment4.
Pretreatment (series)
Dose

low

high

46

,|

'

D

Hi

H3

H6

H12

2.44
2.20
2.18

1.75
2.40
1.90
2.40

2.50
2.17
2.11
2.36

2.00
2.26
2.18
2.40

1.87
2.21
2.52
2.23
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' f e r t i l e ' plants,"/• of flowering

weight of seeds/fruit
"/• of control

100-,
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5.
DH 2 O (krad)
FIG. 36.

FIG.

37.

M t fertility
The %'fertile' plants (fig. 36)decreased steeply with dose after a pronounced
shoulder.
Weight of seeds/fruit (fig. 37) decreased linearly with dose, with possibly a
slight sigmoidal tendency in some series. The dose/response relationships for
thischaracter weremore regular than for any oftheprevious characters.
M2 c h a r a c t e r s
The %non-germinating M 2 seeds (fig. 38)and the %sublethals (fig. 39) both
increased irregularly with dose; no consistent deviation from linearity could be
demonstrated.
The number of mutations/100 Mj truss progenies (fig. 40) and the % mutant
seedlings (fig. 41) increased linearly with dose and more regularly than the preceding M 2 characters.
As expected from the foregoing, the total % of all aberrant M 2 categories
(fig. 42), i.e. of non-germinating seeds, sublethals and mutant seedlings, also
showed linear dose/response relationships. These were more regular than for
any single M 2 character; the only exception was the H6 series in which the 1.40
and 1.87 krad treatments had particularly high values resulting chiefly from unexplained, high percentages of non-germinating seeds and mutant seedlings.
C o r r e l a t i o n between r e s p o n s e s of different c h a r a c t e r s
The coefficients of correlation between the quantitative characters were calculated over the means of all treatments in the series D, H | , H3 and H6 (table
18). Combining the data of these 4 series was justified by the fact (to be demonstrated later, section 4.6,p.72)that up to H6,the degree of sensitization by
prehydration was similar for all characters, and that consequently the regressions between the various characters were not systematically affected. The high
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number ofexperimental points thus obtained permitted amuch sharper comparisonofr-valuesrelatingtodifferent charactersthaninexp. 3.
Thecoefficients ofcorrelation involving cotyledon length after 12dayswere
almost identical tothose involving ultimate cotyledon length recorded after
19 days, andthesame setof r-values (1)represents both characters. Most
coefficients involvinglengthofthe 1stleaf (2)or ofthe2nd leaf (3)were lower
than those involving cotyledon length. Also thecoefficients ofcorrelationinvolving thenumber ofabnormal leaves/plant (4)were with some exceptions
somewhat lowerthan thoseinvolvingcotyledon length. Leaf number belowthe
1st inflorescence (5)usually yielded somewhat lower r-values than daysto
flowering (6).Thelatter had generally thehighest r-valuesofallM^characters,
closelyfollowed bycotyledonlengthandweightofseeds/fruit (7).
The r-values involving the %non-germinating seeds (8)were substantially
higherthan thoseinvolvingthe %sublethal seedlings(9),aswould beexpected
from the irregular dose/response relationships ofthe latter. Ther-valuesinvolvingmutations/100M1trussprogenies(10)wereconsistentlylowerthanthose
involving the %mutant seedlings (11). Finally, thecoefficients ofcorrelation
involving thetotal %ofall aberrant categories (12)were generally slightly
higher than those involving each category separately (8,9and 11).Actual
numbers ofnon-germinating M2 seeds, sublethals ormutant seedlings yielded
considerably lower r-values (notshown) than thesame data expressed as percentages.

TABLE 18. Coefficients oflinear correlation betweenvariouscharactersbasedonthetreatment
meansof theD, Hi, H3and H6series(N = 19).Experiment4.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Mi

Cotyledon length, 12or
19 days
Length 1st leaf, 19 days
Length 2ndleaf, 19 days
Abnormal leaves/plant
Leaves below 1stinflorescence
Days to flowering
Weight of seeds/fruit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

M2
% non-germinating seeds
% sublethals
Mutations/100 M i truss
progenies
% mutant seedlings
% allaberrant categories

10
11
12

Critical value ata = 0.001

0.69
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8
9

.96

97 -.94 -.95 -.97 .96 -.94 -.86 -.96 -.97 -.97
98 -.91 -.86 -.95 .89 -.89 -.86 -.93 -.93 -.93
-.90 -.88 -.94 .91 -.91 -.85 -.94 -.96 -.95
.94 .96 -.95 .95 .88 .90 .93 .96
.96 -.98
-.97

.95 .87 .92 .94 .96
.96 .89 .95 .97 .98
-.95 -.87 -.95 -.97 -.97

.80 .90 .94 .99
.78 .85 .91
.98 .94
.98
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4.3.2. DISCUSSION

G e r m i n a t i o n capacity and g e r m i n a t i o n time
The absence of a radiation effect on germination capacity corresponds with
similar observations on fast neutron irradiated barley seeds*131', thermal
neutron- and X-irradiated Melilotus seeds' 128 ', X-irradiated tomato seeds' 37 '
and rice seeds, except at lethal doses' 11 ', and seeds of other species. These
findings are explained by the fact that the rupture of the seedcoat generally
depends chiefly or entirely upon cell elongation, which is highly radiation resistant' 82 ' 84 >.
The consistently linear regressions of cumulative germination % against
time on log/normal probability paper demonstrate that the distribution of log.
germination timeisabout normal;consequently, thedistribution ofgermination
time itself is markedly skew. The fact that the transformed linear regressions
were almost parallel for all treatments (exp. 2) suggests that the germination
delay of the individual seeds in a neutron irradiated sample is directly proportional to the germination time of the same seeds when in an unirradiated condition.
The median germination time generally increased with a power < 1 of the
dose. The linear relationship in the D 3 series(exp. 3),sown 3days after irradiation, is apparently exceptional, because the usual curvilinear relationship was
found with the samematerial sownafter 1 year of storage.
This downwardly curved relationship was also observed with radiations of
low ionisation density' 37 ', and is similar to that found for the delay of first
cleavage in sea-urchin eggs (HENSHAW et al., treated by L E A ' 1 1 5 Ch 8) ), and for
division delay in various other organisms. In Henshaw's experiment, the delay
was due chiefly to a prolongation of prophase, which Lea attributed to the
destruction by radiation of a nuclear constituent necessary for chromosome
condensation, followed by recovery when this constituent was reformed as a
result of metabolic activity of the cell. Whatever the exact nature and degree of
specificity of the damaged sites or functions, the striking difference between
the observed dose response pattern for these delays and the relationships
commonly found for genie and chromosomal effects'8, 1 1 5 , 174) suggests that
germination delay results primarily from damage to non-genetic targets.
The rather high radiosensitivity of the systems concerned is indicated by the
fact that a delay was observed at a dose as low as 200rad (exp.2).This excludes
thepossibility ofenzymemolecules beingamajor target, because such molecules
are known to be generally highly radioresistant in vivo' 8, 189) .
The proper regulation of the numerous processes involved in germination is
ensured both by the seedcoat and by many intracellular and intraorganellar
membranes. The seedcoat plays an important role in water uptake and gas
exchange and provides mechanical resistance to untimely embryo expansion.
Radiation is unlikely to have a major detrimental effect on these processes,
except in special instances when inhibitory substances are mobilised. BACQ and
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ALEXANDER' 8 ', ALPER' 3 ', GOLDFEDER' 79,

80)

and others assume on the basis of
diverse evidence that, in addition to the hereditary material in the nucleus,
intracellular membranes are a major target of radiation action. Radiation
induced germination delay can then the attributed chiefly to the disturbed
permeability properties of damaged membranes. This hypothesis is consistent
with the many known examples in which the uptake or the release of substances
isenhanced by radiation' 2, 8 ' 17 °). It could explain the high radiation sensitivity
of germination speed, because enzyme 'leakage' disturbs the regulation of the
biochemical processes. Further, membrane damage could explain the characteristicly less-than-proportional increase in median germination time with dose,
assuming that the disturbing effect is less than proportional to the number of
'leaks' produced, and that consequently the rate of recovery is more than
proportional to the dose. With irradiation of prehydrated seeds, as opposed to
dry seeds, a number of critical processes are likely to have taken place before
irradiation; furthermore, repair of membrane damage probably begins even
during irradiation, due to the high metabolic activity at the prevailing temperature (23°C). Consequently, germination delays will be smaller with irradiation
of prehydrated seeds than of dry seeds,unless the above factors are outweighed
by a high degree of prehydration-sensitization with regards to certain kinds of
primary damage.
This was apparently not so in exp. 2 in which maximum germination delays
were much larger after irradiation of dry than of prehydrated seeds. Exp. 3
showed comparable delays in both series, but this result is not necessarily
contradictory, as in this experiment the dry irradiated seeds were sown after 3
days storage at room temperature. CONTANT and DANKERT' 3 1 ' have observed
with Arabidopsis a significant reduction in y-ray induced germination delay by
storage for periods of up to 53 hours at —20°C, and an insignificant but consistent reduction in fast neutron induced delay. Consequently, it is possible that
the delays in the dry seed series of exp. 3 were lower than they would have
been without storage, particularly as the seeds were stored at a much higher
temperature than in the Arabidopsis experiment.
The extent of genetic damage induced by fast neutrons is usually unaffected
by post-irradiation storage' 42 ' or is slightly enhanced' 31 ', whereas genetic
effects of X- or y-radiation may be strongly enhanced, depending on seed
moisture content and temperature during storage' 31 ' 42i 8 6 , 102, 139) . Thus, the
above observation by Contant and Dankert provides further evidence for the
non-genetic nature of radiation-induced germination delay when sowing takes
place within days after irradiation.
In contrast, prolonged (1 year) post-irradiation storage at room temperature
had a very detrimental effect on germinative power; this effect increased with
dose, suggesting that radiation damage considerably increases the rate of
ageing of the seeds, and vice versa. The changes occurring with age are many
and involve both physiological and genetic components and strong interactions
between them' 43 '. Such changes include accumulation of toxic substances,
coagulation of proteins, disappearance of stored foods' 3 8 , 3 9 ) , oxidation procesMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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sesand reduction inenzymeactivity' 38 ' 3 9 \ increased exudation' 179 ', accumulation of chromosome aberrations' 38, 4 1 , 140, 1 4 1 , 164) , accumulation of point
mutations' 41 ' 178) , degeneration of the nuclei' 38 ' 39) . The interdependece of
radiation damage and ageing has been demonstrated by several authors' 34, 1 3 °'
143, 164, 165) y n e f r e q u e n tiy observed decrease, following prolonged storage,
in the percentage mutants among the germinating seeds of segregating progenies'37*, isprobably an example. It can be assumed that both natural and radiation-induced ageing involve a decreasing integrity of cellular structures and
increasing frequencies of chromosome aberrations and mutations, and that
there are strong interactions between all these components of deterioration.
A significant stimulation of germination was observed only in the 1krad dry
seed treatment of both cultivars in exp. 3; no stimulation at all occurred in
exp. 2notwithstanding the wide range of high and low doses tested. This differencemay be associated with thefact that the seed-lot used for exp. 3 germinated
more slowly than that used for exp. 2. The inconsistency of these data is in
agreement with general experience' 94, 105) , and is due to inadequate control
over the more important variables. The stimulating action of radiation on
germination is generally held to be due to a shortening, or breaking, of seed
dormancy' 94, cf' 193) . Dormancy is frequently associated with properties of the
seedcoats which in many species act as selectively permeable membranes' 39, 106,
123)
. Various treatments which are able to reduce or break dormancy increase
the permeability to water; other effects may also occur, such as improved gas
exchange and the elimination of germination inhibitors' 106 '. It is quite possible
that radiation could stimulate germination in similar ways, especially in those
cases where fairly high doses are needed. However, changes in the permeability
of intracellular membranes in both the endosperm and the embryo, and other
activating mechanisms, may also be involved'8, 9 4 , 170) .
Because no radiation dose produces exclusively favourable effects, the stimulation of germination by radiation islikelyto depend greatly upon the formation
history of the seeds,the radiation dose, the duration and conditions of pre- and
post-irradiation storage and the conditions of germination. Thus, the absence
of stimulation in the 1krad treatment of exp. 3after 1year of storage suggests
that the initially favourable balance of effects had been gradually eliminated by
the increased rate of ageingdueto radiation damage.
Growth characters
The dose/response relationships of the characters recorded after 25 days in
exp. 2 were much more strongly curved up to medium doses than dose of the
same or similar characters in the other experiments, and of cumulative root
growth recorded at the petridish stage in exp. 2. These differences are probably
related to the experimental conditions after transplanting, notably those of the
rooting media, which were clearly sub-optimal in exp. 2, more favourable in
exp. 1and very favourable in exps. 3 and 4(cf. the control values). A given set
of sub-optimal nutritional conditions imposes more severe growth restrictions
onplantswithahighgrowthpotentialthanonthosewithalowgrowth potential.
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This means that, under sub-optimal conditions, the proportion of artificial
growth restriction is the highest in the control and is progressively less with
increasing dose.
As a result, the dose/response relationships must become increasingly more
convex as nutritional conditions become less favourable, which is in agreement
with the observed facts. In this connection, it must be stressed that the plant's
requirements change throughout its life, and that a nutritional situation which
is optimal at an early stage may be grossly sub-optimal later. Apart from the
quality ofthe substrate, spacingis undoubtedly a major factor.
Such sub-optimal conditions may lead to shoulders in the dose/response
relationships which would be absent under more favourable conditions; this
is exemplified by cumulative stem growth in exp. 2 as compared with exp. 1.
Changes of this kind will unavoidably affect the choice of mathematical functions for describing the dose/response relationships or for transforming these to
linear regressions. Such lack of consistency hampers the estimation of the
average genetic effectiveness of radiation treatments, and is particularly serious
when an attempt is made to derive models on fundamental radiobiological
mechanisms orcellproliferation kineticsfrom these dose/response relationships.
This will be illustrated on p. 57,using the developmental character leaf number.
Except for variables connected with the irradiation treatment, radiobiological
experiments are usually performed under one set of cultural conditions which
are often governed by convenience; the presence of growth limiting factors isby
no means exceptional. Under these circumstances, it is conceivable that the
differences in the shapes of dose/response curves of comparable characters
encountered in the literature and even published by one author' 128, 1 2 9 , 131) ,
might be due partly to unnoticed interactions of this type. To avoid this risk,
it isadvisableto useboth quantitatively andqualitatively optimal conditionsat all
stages of growth in all biological experiments involving radiation or any other
variablewhichmay causedifferences in intrinsicgrowth potential.
The dose/response data on cumulative root growth at the petridish stage
(exp. 2), cumulative cotyledon growth (exps. 1, 3 and 4), and cumulative stem
growth (exp. 1)could befairly wellrepresented by straight lineswhen plotted on
log/normal probability paper.In contrast, thedata onleaf length (exps. 1and 4)
and seedling weight (exp. 3) yielded approximately straight lines on normal
probability paper. This difference is associated with the observed tendency
towards a more pronounced tail in the dose/response curves of the former
characters than in those of the latter characters. It must be remembered that the
former characters concern organs which are fully differentiated and of appreciable size in the mature embryo. These organs (the root, the hypocotyledon and
thecotyledons) growbymeans of(a)cellelongation prior to or intheabsence of
any celldivision, and (b)cell division and subsequent elongation of the daughter
cells. Although these two components are not strictly independent' 157> 168) it is
assumed for the present purpose that each has its own dose/response relationship. The component (a) has a much higher radiation tolerance than (b) in
which the relatively high sensitivity to the inhibition of cell division is the
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limiting factor. A model (fig. 43) shows the effects of irradiation on total growth
{a+ b), under the assumptions that in the unirradiated control 20%ofthetotal
growth is due to (a)and 80%to (b), and that both growth components decrease
with dose according to a normal sigmoid, i.e. linearly on normal probability
paper, (a)reaching about zero after 12krad and (b)after 4 krad. The curve for
(a + b)is seen to have a strongly extended tail. The length, height and shape of
the tail may be varied according to theproportion of total growth in the control
attributable to (a) and the relative sensitivity of the 2 components. This model
may be used as a tentative representation of cumulative cotyledon growth, as
for example in the Hi series. It must be noted that a 'reversal' at very high
doses, as occurs in seedling height in maize' 168, 173) or barley <137) , has not been
observed in tomato.
The dose/response curves for cumulative cotyledon growth in the present
experiments were obtained by subtracting from all treatment means the mean
length attained at a lethal dose(6krad inHi). If thesameprocedure is followed
with the model in fig. 43, a dose/response curve corresponding to that part of
(a + b) lying above the line C, is produced.
In order to simulate the experimental procedure further, points on this part
of the curve were plotted on log/normal probability paper (fig. 44), after the
y-axis had been adjusted in such a waythat the intersection with Cbecame 0%.
The points appear to be well represented by a straight line, showing that it
would require very small standard errors indeed to demonstrate that a log/
probit transformation function isnot appropriate to these data. In other words,
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F I G . 43. Explanation see text.
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FIG. 44.

Growth (a+b) above line C in fig.43
°/oof control (probability scale)
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this model shows that the growth of the primary root, the hypocotyledon and
the cotyledons may well respond to radiation in the same manner as that of
subsequent organs, i.e. according to a pattern described approximately by a
normal sigmoid, and that the apparent discrepancy can be explained by the
confounding of two or more growth components which differ considerably in
radiation tolerance.
Applying transformations to obtain straight regressions with experimental
data may be very useful for descriptive purposes or for estimating certain
parameters such as the median effective dose or the steepness of the response.
Though the transformation functions need not correspond exactly to biological
reality, they must allow reasonably consistent results to be obtained. In this
connection it is important to note that, in cases resembling that of fig. 43, the
shape of the curves will be altered by conditions or treatments which markedly
affect one growth component but not the other. In such situations, detailed
knowledge of the biological situation is essential if erroneous interpretation
isto be avoided.
Further studies under standardized conditions would be needed to determine
the optimal position of line C for a given character, i.e. of the 'cut off' point in
the curve permitting the most accurate estimation of growth due to component
(b).In thepresent experiments,thechosen 'cut off' doseof6krad on prehydrated
seedswasalmost certainly too high.
The extent to which the elongation of embryo cells contributes to the total
length of an organ at the time of recording depends upon the species and the
organ concerned, the growth period prior to recording or to organ maturity,
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the radiation dose and the conditions of culturing. For instance, cotyledons of
tomato cv. 'Moneymaker' have a length of l | - 2 mm in the embryo, of 6 J - 8
mm at the end of their growth in the absence of cell division (lethal dose), of
20-30 mm in the control under unfavourable conditions and of 40mm or more
in the control under favourable conditions. With this and similar characters,
failure to convert length to net growth before expressing the data as percentages
of the control will lead to an erroneous representation of the dose/response
curve, and, more seriously, to false estimates of radiation effectiveness parameters, such as the ED 5 0 . Unfortunately, this error occurs in the otherwise
admirable IAEA-sponsored international programme on the biological monitoring of neutron facilities. In this programme, based on a standard stock of
Himalaya barley and on procedures employed at Washington State University<108), the main character recorded is the length of the 1st leaf after 5-6
days of growth, which is expressed directly as a % of the control*96' 1 0 9 ) ; the
radiation effectiveness is usually characterized by what is believed to be the
ED 5 0 . As shown clearly in several communications of results obtained by this
procedure 0 3 1 , 1 3 2 , 1 3 3 , 134) , all curves pertaining to the % seedling height or
root length (not % growth, as stated' 131 ' 132) ) decrease asymptotically towards values varying between 10 and 30% of the control. Consequently, the
doses corresponding to the 50% point on the ordinate are not only erroneous
estimates (always overestimations) of the real ED 50 's, but are also not comparable with each other because of differences in the amount of error resulting
from differences in 'residual length'. In future, this source of error may be
reduced sufficiently for most practical purposes by subtracting from all treatment means the length at which the growth curve approaches the horizontal.
Although a model based upon normal sigmoid dose/response curves can not
take into account all variables (see below), no attempts have yet been made to
describe and interpret the effects of neutrons on shoot growth by a model of the
meristem cell population kinetics, as has been done for X-irradiated roots' 104 '.
Any endeavour in this direction should be accompanied by cyto-histological
studies of DNA synthesis (3H-thymidine incorporation), mitotic frequencies
and mitotic cycle times in the various zones of the shoot apex. Such studies are
much more complicated than similar studies on the root apex, due to the more
varied destination of shoot meristem cells and the insufficiently understood
and flexible delimitation of the meristematic zones generating the successive
leaves. The absolute need for both standardized and optimal conditions must
be stressed again in this connection, not only with regard to nutrition, but also
to light intensity in view of its profound influence on the degree of cell elongation.
At present it must suffice to say that the shapes of the dose/response curves
for growth characters are determined by (i) cellular repair at the lower doses,
(ii) cell death and replacement at higher doses, (iii) between-cell variation in
radiation sensitivity, (iv) the interdependence of cell division and elongation in
relation to the dose (cf ' 1 5 7 , 168) and (v)statistical considerations' 101 '.
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Developmental characters
The presence or absence of at least 1leaf > 3 mm after 18 days, a normal
terminal apex after 42 days (exp. 1),sufficient vigour for transplanting (exp. 3),
and > 24 seeds/truss (exps. 3and 4) are quantalresponsecharacters.Each plant
can be characterized by its radiation tolerance; this is the dose under a given
setofconditions, below whichthequantal effect doesnot occur and above which
it does occur<66). If the distribution of these tolerances is normal, the dose/
response relationship of the cumulative % individuals showing the effect is a
normal sigmoid, and a straight regression is obtained on normal probability
paper. As far as could be ascertained, the dose/response relationships of all
quantal characters were consistent with this model. This corresponds with
common experience, both in pharmacological and toxicological assay' 65, 66)
and in radiobiology' 21, 2 7 , 58, 124) . The width of the shoulder in the curve
depends chiefly upon the sensitivity of the material and the nature of the
character; the lower the vitality requirements for classification as normal, the
wider the shoulder.
The leaf number after 18 or 25 days (exps. 1 and 2), and 19 days (exp. 4)
belongs to a category of developmental characters which may be termed
'quantitative discrete', having amultinomial distribution withineach treatment.
Its dose/response relationships had marked shoulders reflecting a relatively high
radiation tolerance. The occurrence of mean values exceeding the control in
exps. 1and 2clearly distinguishes the curves from true sigmoids.
These increases were not associated with increased vigour because length of
the 1st leaf (exps. 1and 2), the 3rd leaf or plant weight (exp. 1)were reduced in
all treatments. The increases over the control were small in exp. 1 and very
large in exp.2; no increases were found in exp.4. This'strongly suggests an
inverse relationship between the magnitude of this phenomenon and the nutritional conditions (see p. 53). Two subsequent experiments' 37 ' have confirmed
the absence of any increase in leaf number under optimal conditions.
At any given time, sub-optimal nutritional conditions cause the greatest
amount of physiological growth restriction in material having the largest
endogenous growth potential, i.e.the control. This restriction becomes less with
decreasing growth potential, i.e. with increasing dose. Because growth inhibition by environmental factors also affects the rate of leaf differentiation, the
observed increases inleafnumber after irradiation areprobably dueto relatively
strong restrictions in the control rather than to stimulation in the irradiated
treatments. This interpretation is supported by the observation that the threshold dose for leaf number in both series of exp. 1increased from 18to 25 days
after sowing, i.e. as nutritional factors became more strongly limiting. Similarly,
the absence of a peak in leaf number after 25 days in the H1 series of exp. 1, as
opposed to the Di series, may be attributed to the adequacy of nutritional
conditions in the former series, due to its less advanced stage of growth as a
result of a lower light intensity. This interpretation implies that at this stage
light was not a limiting factor in any of the Hj treatments. This does not exclude
the possibility that differential effects of light intensity, e.g. in association with
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spacing, would have appeared at a later stage of growth.
Increased rates of leaf differentiation by the factors described above may lead
to other effects which, if considered apart, might also be erroneously attributed
to stimulation by radiation or, in less extreme cases, to an absence of response.
This would apply particularly to the moment of transition to the generative
stage, which in turn would determine both the timing and rate of axillary shoot
formation and the number of days to flowering. A slightly advanced flowering,
found in tomato plants grown in small pots after thermal neutron irradiation
of hydrated seeds' 30 ', may have been due to this relationship. The earlier onset
of growth of the first axillary shoot in the 2 and 3 krad Di treatment of exp. 1
also suggests a relationship with the advanced leaf differentiation after 25 days
in these treatments. The close spacing of 15 X 20cm between the 25th and
42nd day is thought to have been responsible for the fact that a slight advance
in axillary shoot initiation led to their markedly greater lengths after 42 days
(etiolation). Clearly, none of the data suggests theinvolment oftrue stimulation.
Increased axillary shoot formation and -growth has also been reported by
Johnson for a large number of species, including tomato, after X-irradiation at
the seedling stage' 98 ' 99) , and for wheat after irradiation of dry and soaked
seeds' 100 '. Similarly, MacKey has found a strongly increased tillering in Xirradiated barley and wheat' 121 ' which he attributed to the improved light and
spacing conditions among surviving plants due to the high killing rate at high
doses.In contrast, hefound no increase intilleringafter neutron irradiation and
explained this by the low killing and the uniform reduction in growth potential
induced by this type of radiation as compared with X-rays. GOTTSCHALK and
IMAM' 8 3 ) found very considerable increases in tillering with dose in X-irradiated
wheat species, but on good grounds attributed these chiefly to the disorganisation ofnormal correlative development bythedestruction ofcellsinthemeristem
of the shoot apex, and only to a minor extent to the factor advanced by
MacKey.
The interpretation of the present increases in axillary shoot formation over
the control is essentially in accordance with MacKey. In addition, however, it
is shown that such increases need not be associated with reduced plant survival
butmayevenbe produced by a reduction in vigour. Furthermore, the phenomenon is not necessarily connected with restrictions in light and spacing but also
with restrictions in nutrient supply. Finally, it should be pointed out that
MacKey's interpretation implies that in his experiments the conditions for
development oftheindividual plants weregrossly sub-optimal inthecontrol and
at the lower doses;thisisusual withcereals.
The present data do not permit an evaluation of the possibility thata partial
disorganisation of the development-coordinating function of the shoot apex,
as proposed by GOTTSCHALK and IMAM' 8 3 ', might also have been involved.
It is concluded that the phenomenon of stimulation by radiation should be
studied both under convincingly optimal conditions and on the plant as a
whole, rather than on one particular plant character (e.g. tillering or yield).
Although the findings of singlecharacter studies may be of great practical value
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under the conditions of testing, they generally contribute little to our understanding of the nature of radiation stimulation and may lead to misinterpretation.
It is considered inappropriate to use the term 'radiation stimulation' in those
cases where the stimulation effects are the indirect consequence of radiationinduced damage at other sites in the plant, especially when this damage occurs
at the organ or meristem level. If radiation stimulation is defined in this way,
it willprobably prove to be lesscommon then is currently thought.
The number of abnormal leavesper Mxplant is a combined result of induced
cytoplasmic and dominant genetic aberrations and of cell selection in the
different zones of the shoot meristem. It was observed that abnormal sectors
were both the smallest and the most numerous in the earliest leaves, and were
progressively larger but less numerous in subsequent leaves. This is a logical
consequence of the fact that the first leaves originate from relatively large
numbers of predisposed embryo cells whereas subsequent leaves originate from
progressively fewer initial cells.
The upward curvature in the dose/response relationships pertaining to the
number of abnormal leaves/plant, up to an average of 3-4 such leaves, is
explained by considering that the likelihood of detecting abnormal sectors
increases with their size, i.e. from the 1st leaf upwards, and consequently also
more than proportionally with dose owing to the merging of adjacent sectors
derived from independently damaged initial cells. The subsequent saturation of
the curves suggests that the 4-5th and subsequent leaves are formed from
largely undifferentiated cells. Here, there are improved chances of cell replacement and those cells carrying gross aberrations are eliminated. These results
and their interpretation are in agreement with MERTENS and BURDICK ( 1 2 6 )
and with SHAPIRO <169) . The latter author recorded the frequency of tomato
plants with sectors of abnormal colour in the 1st, 2nd ... up to the 6th leaf,
after irradiation of seeds heterozygous at specific loci governing leaf colour. He
found a pronounced increase in frequency from leaf 1to 4 which he attributed
to an increasing likelihood of detection; this wasfollowed by a marked decrease
in frequency up to leaf 6, explained by the supposition that 'cells which are
destined to become leaves 3, 4 and 5 can probably sustain a larger amount of
damage than those cells that will become leaf 6and onwards'. This supposition
should be modified by placing greater emphasis on cell interrelationships in
connection with their degree of differentiation and position in the meristem. The
proper analysis of these factors is extremely complex.
Leaf number below the 1st inflorescence(exp.4) is a developmental character
marking the transition from the vegetative to the generative stage. It may be
regarded as a growth character in so far as it is influenced by the growth and
the ultimate size of the leaves. The increases in the lower dose range should
be regarded as physiological consequences of permanent radiation damage
which has affected leaf size. The tendency towards a levelling off at higher doses
in most series may have resulted from a counteracting (i.e. flower promoting)
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effect associated with the earlier leaf maturation which accompanies reduced
leaf growth after fast neutron irradiation. This hypothesis is in accordance with
DE ZEEUW < 5 0 ) who found that an increased ratio of mature to growing foliage
promoted theinitiation offloweringinday-neutral species,includingthe tomato.
When the retardation in flowering at the highest doses could not be explained
by increased leaf numbers, it was apparently due to a delay in the early development of the seedling. This can hardly be attributed to germination delay
because the dose/response relationship of this character was shown not to
correspond with that pertaining to the deficit in leaf number after 19 days.
Cell division delay due to reparable causes cannot be invoked either, because it
follows a dose/response pattern resemblingthat ofgermination delay (seep. 50).
The retardation in early development above a threshold dose is therefore probably due to cell elimination resulting from an accumulation of chromosome
damage, followed by gradual recovery of the meristem by cell substitution.
Mj fertility
The general linearity of the dose/response relationships for weight of seeds/
fruit suggests a closer connection with the M 2 characters than with the somatic
Mj characters. This is plausible, because both the failure of seed formation
and the functional abnormality of M 2 seeds or seedlings are caused by aberrations induced in those few cells of the embryonic shoot apex which generate
the sporogenic tissues of the 1st and 2nd truss.
An approximately linear reduction in seed set with dose has been reported
for various other plant species' 11, 15, 1 0 2 , 1 2 2 ' 134>, although spacing effects
can interfere1831.
Generally, radiation-induced reductions in fertility are attributed to chromosome aberrations. GAUL ( 7 °' 72) using barley and BORA et al. (15) using Plantago
ovata have found that cytologically detectable translocations explain a noticeable part of the radiation-induced sterility, though small deficiencies and inversions, not detectable cytologically, probably play an even more important
part in both pollen and ovule sterility. On the other hand, the sterility induced
by various chemical mutagens, such as ethyl-methane-sulphonate and diethylsulphate, is hardly associated with detectableaberrations' 57, 110, 1 2 7 , 1 4 5 , 160) .
With ionizing radiation, therefore, but not necessarily with chemical mutagens,
Mi seed set reduction can be regarded as a representative measure of the 'sum'
of chromosomal defects that are able to persist in the somatic tissues but are
eliminated during either gamete formation orearly embryogenesis' 72 '. Even so,
the possibility of maternal-physiological effects on gamete functioning cannot
be altogether excluded. In fact, such a component would explain the slight
convex curvatures in the lower dose region of some of the dose/response relationships for weight of seeds/fruit (exps. 3 and 4). The tendencies towards a
tail at the highest doses (exp. 3), also found by others' 11, 194) , could be due to
bias resulting from the elimination of very weak seedlings at transplanting.
This assumes a slight positive relationship between vegetative vigour and the
degree of fertility for which there issome evidence (section 4.7, p. 89). Alterna60
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tively, these tails might have been either created or accentuated by the randomness of lethal events, causing an increasing wastage of radiation energy with
increasing dose, on cells that had already been lethally affected (cf.8 ch- 3) .
M2 c h a r a c t e r s
The irregularity of the radiation responses of non-germinating M 2 seeds and
sublethals is partly due to their low mean frequencies, their heterogeneous
origin and their dependence upon environmental conditions. Variation in
response of all M 2 characters, including mutant frequency, is also due to the
relatively small number of seeds tested per progeny and, in most treatments, to
the restricted number of progenies. These limitations are imposed by practical
considerations and are usually unavoidable.
The establishing of correct dose/response relationships isfurther complicated
bythefact that their theoretical shapedepends also upon the assumptions made.
If, for instance, the non-germinating seeds and sublethals are assumed to be
manifestations of the same genetic events, both categories should be expressed
as percentages of seeds sown; if on the other hand they are thought be to
caused byindependent events,the sublethals should beexpressed as percentages
of seedsgerminated and this willaffect the shape oftheir dose/response relationships. In principle, these alternative assumptions could be tested, because, in
the case of neutron irradiation, all types of aberrations generally respond
linearly to the dose (see below). Because the present data are too variable for
this purpose, it must suffice to say that the dose/response relationship of nongerminating seeds and sublethals could not be shown to differ from linear (exps.
3 and 4).
The number of mutations/100 M1 truss progenies increased less than proportionally to the dose (exp. 3).This was associated with sharp increases in the
mutant segregation % and may therefore be attributed chiefly to a decreasing
chimerism resulting from a progressive elimination of initial cells at higher
doses. The greatly improved linearity over the whole dose range which was
obtained when this character was replaced by the % mutant seedlings, is in
agreement with GAUL < 6 9 ) who has shown that this latter character, in contrast
to the former, is insensitive to differences in the degree of chimerism.
However, considering that all semi-sterile Mj plants ( < 24 seeds/truss) were
excluded from progeny testing, a downward deviation from linearity in the
dose/response relationship of the % mutant seedlings would still be expected
in the event of a within-treatment association between recessive 'visible' mutations and aberrations causing sterility. The absence of consistent evidence of
such a residual nonlinearity (some may have occurred in D 3 , fig. 27) suggests
that this association waslargely or wholly lacking. Direct confirmatory evidence
will be presented in section 4.7(p.89-90)wherethefindingsof otherauthors will
also be considered.
The present linearity of thedose/response relationships for all phenotypic M 2
categories (excluding bias in mutation frequency) corresponds with the general
experience, that all types of genetic aberrations, and consequently their phenoMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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typic manifestations, induced by fast neutrons or other high-LET radiations
increase as a linear function of the dose. This is plausibly explained by the
assumption that the high ionization density of these radiations causes even
chromosome interchanges to be produced by one and the same ionizing
particle*76, 7 7 ' 1 1 5 ' 17*>. With high-LET radiations,therefore, the average complexity of the induced disturbances at the chromosomal level cannot be deduced
from the shapes of the dose/response relationships.
The fact that the pooled percentages of non-germinating seeds, sublethals
and mutant seedlings showed the most regular pattern of response, especially
in exp. 4 (p. 49), suggests a partial complementarity of these categories. This
is not implausible because an aberration resulting from one or more unstable
lesions is always produced at the expense of any other type of aberration which
might, in principle, have resulted from these lesions. Furthermore, although
the genetic causes of early aborted seeds, non-germinating seeds, sublethals and
mutant seedlings are highly diverse, they show considerable mutual overlapping
(seep. 80-81).
C o r r e l a t i o n between r e s p o n s e s of different c h a r a c t e r s
Because all characters respond to radiation, the coefficients of correlation
between characters based on treatment means are always high. Essentially,
they provide only a measure of the degree of correspondence in the dose/
response relationships of the various characters pairwise.
The fact that the total % of all aberrant M 2 categories usually yielded higher
correlation values than its separate components tends to confirm that within
treatments the percentages individuals in the various aberrant M 2 categories
possess at least some complementary tendency (see above). The finding that
r-values involving the %mutant seedlings were higher than those involving the
number of mutations/100 M±truss progenies is certainly due partly to a greater
variation in the latter character and partly to the bias in this character at high
doses (see p. 61). Whereas in exp. 3 the coefficients of correlation among the
M t characters were generally somewhat higher than those between the Mt- and
the M 2 characters, this was not clearly demonstrated in exp.4. This discrepancy
was possibly due to the much lower dose range in the latter experiment. The
same explanation is thought to hold for the fact that in exp. 3 the seedling
characters showed slightly lower levels of correlation with the M 2 characters
than did weight of seeds/fruit; whereas in exp.4the level of correlation with the
M 2 characters wasmuch alikefor cotyledon length, daystofloweringand weight
of seeds/fruit.
The evidence of all 4 experiments combined indicates that cumulative root
growth and cumulative cotyledon growth are, at least in respect of the shape of
their dose/response relationships, themost useful early indicators of the average
genetic effectiveness of fast neutron treatments. Days to flowering and weight
of seeds/fruit cannot, of course, permit an early evaluation of average radiation
effectiveness.
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4.4. ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION

4.4.1. RESULTS
The chief aim of this section is to provide estimates of parameters suitable
for comparing, per character, the effectiveness of fast neutrons on different
genotypes ('Glorie' versus 'Moneymaker') and different treatments (prehydrated versus dry seeds).
For thosecharacters having eitherfixedor accurately known upper and lower
limits, the parameter used was the dose causing 50% effect (ED 50 ). This is a
measure of radiation tolerance, being the reciprocal of the effectiveness of
radiation. The ED 5 0 estimates were obtained, whenever possible, from straight
regressions on graph paper with suitable scales.
For characters without fixed boundaries, or for which such boundaries
would exist only in theory (e.g. 100% non-germinating M 2 seeds), the effectiveness of radiation was estimated by means of the coefficient of linear regression
on dose, except when the dose/response relationships were strongly non-linear.
In the latter case (some Mj characters in exp. 4), the effectiveness of radiation
on different objects was compared graphically by applying linear dose-scale
transformations until all sets of data were optimally represented by the same
regression line.
It is important to note that all estimates are based on rad doses in water
(DH2o).
In the present section, only differences in radiation effectiveness between
characters will be discussed; differences between genotypes and between prehydration treatments will be dealt with in sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
Experiments 1 and 2
The ED 5 0 estimates and their methods of estimation are shown in tables 19
(exp. 1)and20(exp.2),togetherwiththequotientsED 50 (D 1 )/ED 50 (H 1 ) = DRF.
The DRF's will be considered in section 4.6.
Experiment 3
The ED 50 's, their methods of estimation and the quotients ED 5O (MM)/ED 50
(GL) = SR are shown in table 21.The SR values will be considered in section
4.5. Table 22 gives, for both weight of seeds/Mj fruit and the M2 characters,
thecoefficients of linear regression on dose,b,and the quotients b GL /b MM = SR;
the latter are discussed in section 4.5. The regressions were calculated to pass
through the average control values. This was done in order to minimize bias in
the case of those characters whose radiation responses were irregular or somewhat curved. For weight of seeds/Mj fruit the regression coefficients are shown,
in addition to the ED 50 's, because the radiation responses of this character
result chiefly from aberrations induced in those initial cells which also give rise
to the M 2 generation.
Aparameter which isroughly proportional to thetotal number of aberrations
induced in the sporogenic cells is obtained by adding the regression coefficients
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TABLE 19. Estimated ED 50 's (krad DH2o) after irradiation of dry (D t ) and 48 hours prehydrated (Hj) seeds,and correspondingquotientsED 50 (DO/EDsoCHi) = DRF.
Experiment 1.
Methods of estimation:from plots on either normal probability paper (p),log/
normal probability paper (lp) or linear graph paper (gr), or from regression
coefficients (b)basedonthetreatments0-7 kradinD t and0-2 kradin H t .
ED50
Character

Days

% seedlings with > 1leaf
Leaf number
Cumulative root growth
Cumul, cotyledon growth
Length 1st leaf
Cumulative stem growth
Leaf number
Ultimate length 3rd leaf
Plant weight

18
18
25
25
25
25
25
42
42

D,

H,

8.75
7.50
5.40
4.90
6.35
4.90
8.80
5.00
3.60

1.85
1.60
1.25
1.20
1.45
1.20
1.75
1.65
1.15

DRF

Method

4.7
4.7
4.3
4.1
4.3
4.1
5.0
3.0
3.1

lp
gr
b
b
P
lp
gr
b
b

TABLE 20. Estimate ED 5 0 's (krad D H2 o) after irradiationof dry (D 2 ) and 24hours prehydrated
(H 2 ) seeds, and corresponding quotients ED 5 0 (D 2 )/ED 5 0 (H 2 ) = D R F . Expériment 2. Methods of estimatior tas in table 19.
EDso
Character

Days
4*

Cumulative root growth
Cumulative root growth
Cumul, cotyledon growth
Length 1st leaf
Cumulative stem growth
Leaf number

25
25
25
25
25

D2

H2

3.70
7.30
6.90
7.70
7.90
9.75

0.80
2.50
2.30
2.65
2.60
3.35

DRF

Method

4.6
2.9
3.1
2.9
3.0
2.9

lp
gr
gr
gr
gr
gr

* after 50% germination
TABLE 21. Estimated ED 50 's (krad DH2o) after irradiation of dry (D3) and 24 hours prehydrated (H3) seeds of MM and GL, and correspondingquotients ED 50 MM/
ED 50 GL = SR.Experiment3. Methodsof estimation as in table19.
ED50
Character

SR

Days
MM

GL

Method

Cumulative cotyledon
growth

18

D3
H3

5.8
2.10

5.1
2.00

1.14
1.06

Seedling weight

18

D3
H3

5.0
1.55

4.4
1.32

1.14
1.17

% transplantable
seedlings

D3
H3

4.21

3.52

1.20

P

'Fertile' plants, % of
flowering

D3
H3

6.6
2.73

5.8
2.20

1.14
1.24

P

Weight of seeds/Mi fruit

D3
H3

4.1
2.00

3.6
1.65

1.11
1.21

64

lp
1.14

1.17

P

b
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TABLE22. Coefficients of linearregression on dose(b = %response/krad DH2o)after irradiation of dry (D3) and 24hours prehydrated (H3) seeds of MM and GL, and correspondingquotientsbGL/bMM = SR.Experiment3.
b
Character

SR
MM

GL
13.9
30.3

% reduction weight of seeds/
M, fruit

D3
H3

% non-germinating seeds
(M 2 )

D3
H3

2.25
5.03

1.64
4.25

0.73
0.84

% sublethals (M 2 )

D3
H3

0.384
0.525

0.647
0.825

1.68
1.57

% mutant seedlings (M 2 )

D3
H3

1.45
4.22

2.31
3.42

1.59
0.81

% all aberrant categories
(M a )

D3
H3

4.08
9.78

4.60
8.50

1.13
0.87

Total of all aberrations in
sporogenic cells (see text)

D3
H3

16.58
34.78

18.50
38.80

1.12
1.12

12.5
25.0

1.11
1.21

pertaining to weight of seeds/Mj fruit, non-germinating M 2 seeds, sublethals
and mutant seedlings, assuming, among other things, that the events leading to
these various categories segregate independently. The resulting coefficients,
referred to as 'total ofallaberrationsinsporogeniccells'are shown at the bottom
of table 22.
Experiment 4
The ED 50 's and their methods of estimation are shown in table 23for various
Mj characters in the D and H12 series; those for the other series can, should
this be desired, be calculated from relative values (DRF's) given in table 26
(p. 73).
The coefficients of linear regression on dose for weight of seeds/Mx fruit and
the M 2 characters are shown in table 24 for the D, H12, H24 and H48 series;
those for the other series can be calculated as mentioned above.
TABLE 23. Estimated ED 50 's(krad DH,o)-Experiment 4.Methodsofestimationasintable19.
Character
Cumulative cotyledon growth
Length 1st leaf
Length 2nd leaf
Leaf number
'Fertile' plants, % of flowering
Weight of seeds/M! fruit

Days

D

19
19
19
19

3.87
5.79
5.26
7.75
(5.6)
3.43

H12
1.13
1.86
1.76
2.45
(2.2)
1.36

Method
P
P
P
gr
P*
b

* extrapolated
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TABLE 24. Coefficients of linear regression on dose(krad DH2o)- Experiment 4.
Character

D

H12

H24

H48

% reduction weight of seeds/M, fruit
% non-germinating seeds (M 2 )
% sublethals (M 2 )
% mutant seedlings (M 2 )
% all aberrant categories (M 2 )
Total of all aberrations in

14.58
2.57
0.34
2.28
5.20

36.76
6.95
0.78
4.60
12.33

44.25
9.20
0.99
4.20
14.39

67.56
16.10
1.36
6.45
23.91

sporogenic cells

19.78

49.09

58.64

91.47

4.4.2. DISCUSSION

The effectiveness of radiation on a population is defined only with reference
to a given character under a given set of experimental conditions and is then
fully characterised by the dose/response relationship. The ED 5 0 refers to only
one particular point of the latter and has therefore merely a descriptivevalue.It
is only when the dose/response relationships of various traits or objects have
the sameshapethat thisparameter issufficient to define therelative effectiveness
of radiation. Two curves have the same shape when it is possible to transform
one to coincide with the other by linear x-scale (dose) transformation.
Within a given series, the levels of the ED 50 's for the different characters are
closely related to the degree of curvature and/or the presence and width of a
shoulder in the dose/response curves (see graphs in section 4.3.1).
Thus, the high ED 50 's for both the quantal characters (e.g. % seedlings
having > 1 leaf) and the quantitative discrete characters (e.g. leaf number
after 18 or 25 days) compared with the ED 50 's for the quantitative traits with
continuous variation (e.g.cotyledon-, leaf-, or stem length) are associated with
the presence of marked shoulders in the dose/response curves of the former.
The very high ED 50 's for the characters recorded after 25 days in exp. 2, compared with those in exp. 1,are a direct consequence of the strongly curved dose/
response relationships in exp. 2. Similarly, the fact that in exp. 1the ED 50 's for
leaf number after 25 days were higher than after 18 days resulted from an increased 'shoulder' width in the dose/response curves after 25 days which must,
according to section 4.3.2, be attributed toincreasingly sub-optimal nutritional
conditions with time, rather than to recovery from radiation damage.
For similar reasons, the low ED 50 's for cumulative root growth after 4 days
in exp. 2 cannot be usefully compared with the much higher values recorded
after 25 days in the same experiment, because the former were obtained under
favourable conditions (petridish stage) while the latter were derived from extremely curved dose/response relationships resulting from sub-optimal conditions. A more meaningful comparison, only possible with the D series, is
between the ED 5 0 for cumulative root growth at the petridish stage in exp. 2
(3.70 in D 2 ) and that for cumulative root growth after 25 days in exp. 1 (5.40
in D x ). The observed increase in the ED 5 0 between the two times of observation
suggests a recovery of root growth over this period, probably due chiefly to the
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gradual elimination ofthe most deleterious chromosome aberrations insuccessive cell division cycles'51 p l 9 ° ' 85) , and possibly owing also to a diminution
of the effects ofinitial division delay andother reparable ('physiological') types
of damage. Thepractical conclusion based on this finding isthat the estimated
radiation sensitivity of an organ, as measured by macroscopic criteria, may
depend greatly upon the growth stage in question.
The ED 50 's for the quantitative seedling characters in exp.2 did not follow
entirely thesame order asthose inexp. 1.Nevertheless, inboth experimentsthe
ED 50 's for cumulative root- and cotyledon growth were somewhat lower than
those for length of the 1stleaf. This wasconfirmed in exp. 4, where the ED 50 's
for cumulative cotyledon growth were considerably lower than those relating
to length ofthe 1stor2ndleaf. Consequently, itislikely that fast neutrons hada
greater effectiveness on root- and cotyledon growth than on the growth ofthe
earliest leaves(cf- 132) . However, this statement requires comment. Firstly, like
in other cases, the ED 5 0 differences between the characters concerned were
connected with differences in the degree of curvature of the dose/response
relationships. This implies that the relative radiation effectiveness on these
charactersistosomeextent dosedependent. Secondly,astheED 5 0 may increase
during thegrowth ofan organ (asinthecase ofroot growth mentioned above),
any conclusions based on such data must be restricted to the stages actually
observed. Thirdly, thevarious organs have an entirely different histological and
morphological constitution and physiological function. Finally, at the time of
irradiation, these organs differ greatly in both cell number and level of differentiation, and hence in thepossibilities of recovery by cell substitution. Therefore, itwould beincorrect tousemacroscopic data for drawing anyconclusions
on radiation sensitivities at themeristem level, let alone at the cellular level.
The low ED 50 's for plant weight compared with those for length of the3rd
leaf, both after 42days (exp. 1),andthelowED 50 'sforseedlingweight compared
to those for cumulative cotyledon growth, both after 18days (exp. 3),approximate to expectation, considering the 3-dimensional nature of the character
'weight'.
The lowED 50 's relating tothe %'fertile' plants compared with those forthe
% transplantable seedlings (exp. 3)indicate that fast neutrons are much more
effective in eliminating plants by reduction in seed set than by reduction in
vegetative vigour. This conclusion issupported bythelowED 50 's for weight of
seeds/fruit compared with those for the quantitative seedling characters inthe
dry seed series of exps. 3 and 4; it is also in agreement with common experience(1°- 3 3 , 1 3 4 , 152) . However, this conclusion must be qualified, because the
relationship between the ED 50 's for weight of seeds/fruit and certain seedling
characters was altered or even reversed by seed prehydration in both experiments, which indicates a stronger enhancement of the effectiveness of fast
neutrons on seedling growth than on seed set. This important fact will be
discussed in greater detail in section 4.6,p. 79-80.
Exps. 3and4 have shown that the %reduction in weight of seeds/Mi fruit
per unit dosewasapproximately 3times greater than the %increase inthe sum
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of all aberrant M 2 categories. Among the latter, the % non-germinating M 2
seeds increased much more sharply with dose than the % sublethals and, with
oneexception (D 3 of 'Glorie'),alsosomewhatmoremarkedlythanthe %mutant
seedlings. A similar result was obtained with thermal neutrons (30> . These data
indicate that, on an average, recessive mutations induced by fast neutrons are
accompanied by a very considerable incidence of disturbances which, after
having persisted throughout the diplophase, either fail to pass meiosis or lead
to early or lateembryo abortion. Thesedisturbances are partly transmissible' 73,
74, 127)^ a n c j a r e therefore of importance in mutation breeding (see section 5.2,
p. 93).
4.5. VARIETAL DIFFERENCES IN FAST NEUTRON SENSITIVITY

4.5.1. RESULTS
The effectiveness of fast neutrons on cv. 'Glorie' (GL) relative to cv. 'Moneymaker' (MM) was estimated by means of the quotients ED 50 (MM)/ED 50 (GL)
and the quotients b GL /b MM in exp. 3. These estimates will be referred to as the
'sensitivity ratio' (SR).
The SR's for the various Mi characters (table 21, p. 64)varied between 1.06
and 1.24.Theaverage overthevegetativeM]characterswas1.14andthe average
over the M1 fertility characters 1.17.
The SR's for the M 2 characters (table 22) varied much more strongly than
thosefor theMxcharacters.The SRfor thetotal %of all aberrant M 2 categories
was > 1 in D 3 and < 1 in H 3 . This difference was the converse of that for
reduction in weight of seeds/Mj fruit. However, adding the regression coefficients pertaining to these characters resulted in SR estimates for the 'total of
all aberrations in sporogenic cells' (cf. section 4.4.1, p. 65) which were almost
equal in both series (1.12).
The average 100-seed weight was 319 mg in MM and 279 mg in GL (ratio
1.14/1.00). The average 100-embryo weights were 210 and 183 mg, respectively
(ratio 1.15/1.00). The numbers of root meristem cells in Gi versus G 2 , in 16
hours hydrated embryos, were: 2431 vs. 69in MM (97.2% in G J and 2423vs.
77in GL (96.9% in G J . The amount of DNA per G r nucleus was 12.65 ± 0.37
units in MM and 12.03 ± 0.22 units in GL.
4.5.2. DISCUSSION

According to the SR values, GL was more radiation sensitive than MM in
respect of effects on the vegetative Mj characters, reduction in Mi fertility and
the production of sublethal M 2 seedlings. In contrast, GL was less sensitive
than MM asregards theproduction ofnon-germinating M 2 seeds.This suggests
that the phenotypic spectrum of the radiation injuries was different in the two
seed-lots. Moreover, irradiation of prehydrated seeds (H 3 ) as compared to dry
seeds (D 3 ) increased the SR with regard to M t fertility reduction and M 2 nongerminability, while lowering considerably the SR relating to the recessive
mutant seedlings visible in M 2 . This suggests that seed prehydration, which,
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according to the SR's for the 'total of all aberrations in sporogenic cells', caused
an equal degree of overall sensitization in the seed-lots of both cultivars, also
modified the relationship between these seed-lots with regard to the various
phenotypic manifestations of injury.
It is reasonable to assume that gamete sterility and early embryo abortion,
which cause M t fertility reduction, are on an average due to more severe
chromosomal disturbances thanisnon-germinability,andthatthelatter category
is on an average due to more severe disturbances than are either sublethality or
the occurrence of recessive 'visible'mutations(seesection4.6.2, p. 80-81). The
data then suggest that seed prehydration increased the average severity of
neutron-induced chromosome aberrations in GL relative to MM.
Further experiments would be required to determine whether these differences in aberration 'spectrum' are due to the inherent properties of these two
cultivars or to incidental causes.
The SR estimates GL/MM average 1.14 for the vegetative Mi characters and
1.12 for the overall effects on M t fertility and the M 2 characters.These results
correspond closely with the 100-seed weight ratio or the 100-embryo weight
ratio MM/GL (1.14-1.15). Without attaching particular significance to the
striking quantitative correspondence, it is nevertheless tempting to relate the
higher radiation sensitivity of GL to its geneticallydetermined' 37) smaller seedand embryo size.ThisisinagreementwithSCARASCIA (167)whohas demonstrated
in Nicotiana (a genus related to Lycopersicum) a positive relationship between
radiation tolerance and seed size.De Nettancourt and CONTANT' 4 7 ' have shown
that the tolerance of L. esculentum (cv. 'Moneymaker') and L. pimpinellifolium
to acuteirradiation ispositively related to the sizeofthe shoot apex. Subsequent
work of D E NETTANCOURT and DEVREUX <48) involving these species, their reciprocal hybrids and all backcross lines has confirmed and elaborated this conclusion. Also other authors have demonstrated' 119) or suggested' 44 ' a positive
relationship between radiation tolerance and apical size. CONSTANTIN and
OSBORNE' 28 ' have found interspecific differences in fast neutron tolerance to be
governed mainly by the size of the shoot apex and theaverage nuclear volume.
Although apical size was not determined in the present work, it may be
expected to exhibit, within a species, a close positive relationship with embryo
size. According to the data, varietal differences in stage of interphase or DNA
content per nucleus can be excluded. This was not unexpected as such differences were slight or absent even in comparisons between L. esculentum and
L. pimpinellifolium^1- 48) . Because the cells and nuclei of GL are not expected
to be larger than those of MM, the factor 'relative energy absorption per cell'
cannot account for the greater radiation sensitivity of GL.
It is tentatively concluded that the sensitivity differences between MM and
GL are governed chiefly by a positive relationship between radiation tolerance
and the number of cells in the meristem of the shoot apex. The latter would
determine the opportunities of cell selection and replacement.
It would be very difficult to prove unequivocally whether or not additional
factors governing radiation sensitivity at thecellular levelmight also be involved
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in this particular comparison. Many authors, who have demonstrated the
influence of genetic' 12, 13, 7 5 , " • 112) and/or cytoplasmic' 56, 199) factors on the
radiation sensitivity of closely related species or varieties, did not provide data
on seed-, embryo- or apical size of the various genotypes. Consequently, it is
often impossible tojudge to what extent thesegenotype differences in sensitivity
were operating at the histological level. Further studies on this problem, similar
to the work of D E NETTANCOURT and DEVREUX <48) , would be of value in
Lycopersicum esculentum, using a series of genotypes covering a maximum
range of embryo sizes.
4.6. DOSE REDUCTION FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SEED PREHYDRATION AND
GERMINATION

4.6.1. RESULTS
The dosereduction factors associated with seed prehydration and germination
(DRF, defined in chapter 2) were calculated from the ED 50 's and coefficients
of linear regression on dose, in which the doses were expressed as krad in water
(D„2o).
These DRF values require correction for differences in relative radiation
energy absorption in order to yield unbiased estimates of the degree of sensitization caused by the various prehydration treatments. Nonetheless, the
uncorrected values are given in order to leave the choice of correction factors
open to discussion. These uncorrected DRF's are adequate for a preliminary
examination of trends within and between series.
Two types of correction factors willbe considered, by which the DRF's must
be divided. These are (a) the dose absorption in prehydrated embryo tissue
relative to that in dry embryo tissue, i.e. the relative rad dose (table 5, p.21,
last column);and (b) the amount of energy absorbed per prehydrated meristem
or meristem cell relative to that per dry meristem or meristem cell, inferred
from the relative amounts of energy absorbed per embryo (table 6, p. 22, last
column).
Correction factors of type (a) are based on the dosimetrical procedures
currently recommended for neutron irradiation studies on dry seeds of different
species'95, 96) . Correction factors of type (b) are related to the relative energy
absorption per nucleus or per interphase chromosome which have been used
to compare the X- or y-radiation sensitivity of species belonging to different
taxa' 175, 176) . Although the estimation of the energy absorption per nucleus
would probably be preferable to the estimation of energy absorption per cell,
in practice it would be difficult to obtain mutually comparable data on nuclear
size in microscopic preparations of embryos germinated for different lengths
of time.
Experiment 1
The DRF's (table 19, p. 64) showed a decreasing trend in the course of
vegetative development.
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The only discrepancy was the DRF for leaf number after 25 days (5.0) which
was higher than after 18days (4.7). This was clearly due to a stronger increase,
under the influence of growth-limiting nutritional conditions from the 18th to
the 25th day, in the shoulder width of the dose/response curve of the Di compared to the Hi series, in connection with the more advanced growth stage of
the former (cf. section 4.3.2, p. 57). Consequently, it is reasonable to assume
that under optimal conditions the DRF for leaf number after 25days would not
have exceeded 4.7. It should be noted that the nutritional conditions were not
limiting from the 25th day onwards (Hoagland solution).
In this experiment, only a few seeds had germinated before or during irradiation. Therefore the degree of hydration of these seeds resembled that of
the 24 hours rather than of the 48 hours prehydrated seeds in chapter 3 (cf.
fig. 1, p. 15). Accordingly, the applicable DRF correction factors are (a) 1.05
and (b) 1.46. The former value is negligible compared to'the high DRF's.
Correction by the latter value leads to revised DRF estimates averaging 3.2,
3.0 and 2.1 after 18,25 and 42 days, respectively.
Experiment 2
The DRF's (table 20, p. 64) were appreciably lower after 25 days than after
4 days, thus indicating the same trend as in exp. 1.The DRF correction factors
associated with 24hours prehydration are (a) 1.05 and (b) 1.46; using the latter
value yields a revised DRF estimate of 3.2 after 4 days and an average of 2.0
after 25 days.
Experiment 3
The DRF's for the Mj characters were obtained by taking the quotients
ED5o(D3)/ED50(H3) from the data in table 21 (p. 64), and those for the M 2
characters by taking the quotients b H3 /b D3 from thedata intable 22 (p. 65), per
cultivar, and after averaging over both cultivars. The DRF's are shown in
table 25.
Varietal differences were either absent or small for most characters but were
considerable for the % non-germinating seeds (MM < GL) and especially so
for the % mutant seedlings (MM > GL). Whereas the DRF pertaining to the
total % of all aberrant M 2 categories was considerably higher in MM than in
GL, the DRF for the estimated 'total of all aberrations in sporogenic cells'
(including the aberrations causing Mt seed set reduction) was the same in both
cultivars. These data express in a different manner the findings of section 4.5
(p. 68-69),namely that seedprehydration hascaused the same overall degree of
sensitization to fast neutrons in MM and GL, but, at the same time, a marked
shift in the spectrum of aberrant phenotypes both within and between these
cultivars. To what extent this is due to real varietal differences or to the large
variation which is normal for M 2 characters could not be established.
The DRF's calculated from the means over both cultivars (MM + GL) were
higher for the Mt seedlingcharacters than for the %'fertile' plants ( > 24seeds/
truss). The latter value in turn was considerably higher than that for weight of
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TABLE25. Dose reduction factors (DRF) associated with 24 hours prehydration, estimated
from ED 50 's (Mi characters, table 21) and linear regression coefficients (M2
characters, table 22), for MM, GL and their mean (MM + GL). Experiment 3.
Character

Cumulative cotyledon growth, 18days
Seedling weight, 18days
%transplantable seedlings
'Fertile' plants, %of flowering
Weight of seeds/fruit
M2
% non-germinating seeds
% sublethals
% mutant seedlings
%all aberrant categories
Totalofallaberrations insporogeniccells

2.1

MM

GL

MM + G L

2.8
3.2

2.6
3.3

2.7
3.3

-

-

-

2.4
2.1

2.6
2.2

2.5
2.1

2.2
1.4
2.9
2.4

2.6
1.3
1.5
1.9

2.4
1.3
2.0
2.1

2.1

2.1

seeds/fruit, indicating that the within-treatment variation in fertility was greater
after irradiation of prehydrated seeds than of dry seeds. The DRF's show a
decreasing trend in the course of Mj development, though less clearly than in
the preceding experiments.
The DRF's for the M 2 characters differed considerably, the value relating to
the % non-germinating M 2 seeds being the highest and that for the % sublethals by far the lowest. The DRF for the total %of all aberrant M 2 categories
was the same as that for weight of seeds/Mi fruit.
The DRF's may be corrected by the same factor (b) as in exp. 2 despite the
differences in 100-seed weight and germination speed, because it is reasonable
to assume that water uptake during the first 24 hours is proportional to initial
seed weight and independent of the speed of visible germination. On this
assumption, the revised D R F estimate is 2.0 for the damage expressed in the
seedling characters and 1.4for the permanent damage to the sporogenic cells.
Experiment 4
The DRF's were calculated from the best fitting linear or curvilinear regressions.whichever was applicable, through the data in figs. 29-42. The regressionswerecalculatedthroughtheaveragecontrolvalues asthese represented
the origin with good accuracy. Because the H72, H96 and H144 series each
consisted of only one treatment, whose means varied considerably, an 'average'
DRF over these series was calculated for each character. All DRF estimates
are shown in table 26.
The DRF's for all characters increased almost consistently with the pregermination period. Within the prehydration treatments (i.e. per column)
marked differences between M± characters were absent up to H6. The slight
differences within the H | column were associated with the fact that | hour
prehydration was short in relation to the exposure periods. Because the range
of doses (exposure periods) was wider for the characters recorded after 12 or
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TABLE 26. Dose reduction factors (DRF) associated with £-144hours prehydration/germination, estimated either from ED 50 's or by linear x-scale transformation (M,
characters) or from linear regression coefficients (M2 characters); and correction
factors (a)and (b).Experiment4.
Character

H72144

Hi

H3

H6 HI2 H24 H48

1.4
1.3
1.4
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2

1.8
1.8
1.9
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.6

2.3
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.5
2.4
2.2

3.6
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
2.5

-

-

-

4.8
4.6
3.8
3.0

9.7
7.1
7.0
4.6

16.2
10.7
11.5
4.6

1.4
1.5
1.1
1.2
1.3

1.7
1.1
1.8
1.8
1.7

2.3
2.0
1.9
2.2
2.3

2.7
2.3
2.0
2.0
2.3

3.6
2.9
1.8
1.8
2.9

6.2
3.9
2.8
2.8
4.7

6.2
6.4
2.9
2.8
4.8

Mi

Cumulativecotyledon growth, 12or 19days
Lengthof 1stor2ndleaf, 19days
Leaf number, 19days
Abnormal leaves/plant
Leaves below 1st inflorescence
Days to flowering
Weight of seeds/fruit
M2
% non-germinating seeds
% sublethals
Mutations/100 M, truss progenies
%mutant seedlings
%all aberrant categories
Correction factors
(a) Relative raddose

1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.09 1.141.16

(b) Relative amount of energy absorbed per
'average'cell

1.04 1.14 1.23 1.35 1.46 2.12

19days than for subsequent characters (table 7, p. 29) the 'effective hydration
periods' were also longer, and the DRF's somewhat higher, for the former
characters than for the latter characters. In H3 and following series this trivial
factor may be disregarded.
Conspicuous differences between Mj characters appeared from H12 onwards.
In particular, thedata show adecreasing DRF in thecourse of Mj development.
The differences in DRF between characters increased considerably with the
pregermination period.
In interpreting the DRF values for leaf number below the 1st inflorescence
and flowering delay it must be kept in mind that these characters reflect the
entire history of the plant's growth and vegetative development and consequently cannot be regarded as truly late Mj characters. This explains why the
DRF's for these traits are intermediate between those for the earlier somatic
traits and those for weight of seeds/fruit.
The DRF's for the % non-germinating seeds were higher than for the %
sublethals, except in H | and H72-144 where both values were about equal.
Disregarding the values for H72-144 which were based on few data, the difference in DRF between these characters tended to increase with the germination
period (except H3, seelater).The DRF's for both the % non-germinating seeds
and the %sublethals exceeded those for therecessive 'visible' mutations/100 M t
truss progenies and the % mutant seedlings, except in H3 where the opposite
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occurred. From H6 onwards, the differences in DRF between the former two
and the latter two categories increased considerably. This indicates that, with
increasing pregermination time, the effectiveness of neutrons with regard to
the production of non-germinating seeds and sublethals increased more rapidly
than with regard to the production of recessive 'visible' mutant seedlings.
The DRF for the % sublethals in H | was higher than in H3. This deviation
from thegeneral trend wasaccompanied bya relatively low DRFforthe number
of mutations /ÏOOIV^ truss progenies (and for the % mutant seedlings) in H | ,
and afairly high value inH3.Theseresultsare mostreadilyexplainedby random
variation, considering that severely abnormal individuals occurring singly in a
progeny were always counted as sublethals even though some of them might
have been due to recessive point mutations, especially at low doses where a high
degree of chimerism was to be expected.
In H6, the DRF for the % mutant seedlings was higher than for mutations/
100 Mj truss progenies. This was due to relatively high mutant segregation
percentages in this series for which there is no explanation. The DRF's for the
total % of all aberrant M 2 categories were very similar to those for weight of
seeds/fruit, as in exp. 3.
The correction factors are also shown in table 26. The factors (a) increased
consistently with the pregermination period but explained only a small fraction
of the increases in DRF. The factors (b) explained a greater proportion. Nevertheless,itmay becalculated that also on thisbasisonly 13-30% of the increases
in radiation effectiveness ( = DRF - 1.0) relating to weight of seeds/fruit or to
the total of all aberrant M 2 categories could be attributed to the increases in
energy absorption per cell ( = correction factor-1.0). The DRF estimates
pertaining to H3-H48, corrected by the factors (b), are shown in table 27.
Because the (b) value for H48 was probably an overestimation, the corrected

TABLE 27. Dose reduction factors (DRF) after correction for differences in the amounts of
energy absorbed per'average'cell.Experiment4.
Character

Cumulative cotyledon growth, 12or 19days
Length of 1st or 2nd leaf, 19 days
Leaf number, 19 days
Abnormal leaves/plant
Leaves below 1st inflor.
Days to flowering
Weight of seeds/fruit
M2
% non-germinating seeds
% sublethals
Mutations/100 Mj truss progenies
% mutant seedlings
% all aberrant categories

74

H3

H6

H12

1.6
1.6
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.3

1.9
1.8
1.9
1.9
2.0
1.9
1.8

2.7
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
1.8

-

-

3.3
3.1
2.6
2.0

4.6
3.3
3.3
2.2

1.5
1.0
1.6
1.6
1.5

1.9
1.6
1.5
1.8
1.9

2.0
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.7

2.5
2.0
1.2
1.3
2.0

2.9
1.8
1.3
1.3
2.2

H24

H48
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values for this series are probably somewhat too low. No sensitization estimates
are available for H72-144 (see section 3.7, p. 22).
4.6.2. DISCUSSION

The most important finding was an increase in radiation effectiveness with
increasingprehydrationlgermination time. Thismust beattributed to an interplay
of the following, and, possibly, other factors:
I n c r e a s e in energy a b s o r p t i o n
The rad dose correction factors (a) were found to explain only a very small
fraction of the increases in radiation effectiveness with prehydration/germination. This was to be expected, considering that water uptake increases not
only the amount of radiation energy absorbed per unit weight of tissue but
also the weight of the embryo and its constituent cells.
Organ growth is determined chiefly by the reproductive capacity of cells in
the apical zones and this capacity is influenced only slightly by radiation absorbed in the differentiated parts of the organism<84). Therefore, it ismainly the
changes during hydration/germination which take place in the apical meristems
that have to be considered.
WHALEY ( 1 9 5 ) , who has provided extensive data on meristem parameters in
tomato throughout the vegetative part of the life cycle, did not find a consistent
change in shoot meristem size during the first 6-7 days after sowing. However,
this result may be biased, firstly by a possible interaction between the stage of
imbibition and the degree of shrinkage due to the fixation technique used
(CRAF), secondly by the fact that the seeds were grown without external
nutrient supply for 6 days. Theseconsiderations would alsoexplain WHALEY'S
improbable observation of a decreased volume of the apical cells (excluding the
dermatogen layer) 2 days after sowing, i.e. prior to mitosis, though the decreases after the onset of mitosis observed by him, are undoubtedly valid.
Because of the risk of bias, the increases in energy absorption per meristem
or per meristem cell with increasing prehydration time (prior to germination)
were not estimated on the basis of measurements on fixed and sectioned apices.
Instead,theywereinferred from theincreasesintheamounts ofenergy absorbed
per embryo (correction factors b). On this basis, 13-30% of the increase in
neutron effectiveness with prehydration could be attributed to increased
radiation energy absorption per meristem or per cell.Theseestimates are correct
on the assumption of an equal and fairly synchronized water uptake and a
similar elementary composition in all parts of the embryo until the rupture of
the seedcoat. This last assumption is probably only partly valid, because the
meristem cells are known to differ considerably in structure and function from
those elsewhere in the embryo.
A further complication in dosimetry arises from the fact that the cell doesnot
constitute a uniform target for the various effects of radiation' 2, 3-8 "' 263-268)
The concept of energy absorption per cell disregards intracellular differences
both in the rate of water uptake and in the changes in elementary composition
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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and specific density associated with the swelling of macromolecules and
structures in the nucleus and the various cytoplasmic constituents. WHALEY < 1 9 5 )
found that the nuclear volume generally increased during the first 2-4 days
after sowing, and then gradually decreased; his data also indicate that the
proportion of the apical cell volume occupied by the nucleus increased over a
long period and even during the first 2days, suggesting a more rapid hydration
of the nucleus than of the cytoplasm. This and other, more subtle, intracellular
differences are undoubtedly responsible for a part of the observed enhancement
of radiation effectiveness in the course of germination. It is in this realm that
progress in dosimetry must be sought (section 5.1).
I n c r e a s e in m e t a b o l i c a c t i v i t y
Under normal physiological conditions, hydration leads to increased respiration, RNA and enzyme synthesis, and activation of many metabolic processes' 123 '. The role of metabolic activity in the increase of radiation sensitivity
with pregermination has been stressed repeatedly' 22, 58, U 1 , 1 1 6 ' 145) . A high
metabolic activity implies a high mobility of structures, molecules, ions and
radicals, both in the nucleus and in all other cell constituents. This increased
mobility with pregermination islikely to reducethetime available fortherestitution of potential chromosome breaks, thus increasing both the number of
unrepaired chromosome aberrations per unit dose and,byincreased proportions
of errors in rejoining, their average severity. This hypothesis is supported by the
observed shift with prehydration, towards greater proportions of the more
drastic phenotypic aberrations in the M 2 . It is probable that these spatial
considerations, which apply strongly to low-LET radiations' 77 ' 115) also play a
role in the effects of high-LET radiation, at least on hydrated systems' 58, 59) .
For the same reasons, prehydration may also increase both the number and
the average size of lesions produced in other cell structures, including membranes, and the amount of biochemical reactions in the cytoplasm, thus causing
an increased physiological component of damage. This component is small with
neutron irradiation of dry seeds (cf. p. 6) and its relative importance in prehydrated seeds has not been evaluated.
T r a n s i t i o n of cells t h r o u g h the m i t o t i c cycle
The cell cycle is commonly divided into G l 5 S, G 2 and M; the first 3 stages
constitute the interphase, while M is composed of the various stages of actual
mitosis. In the resting tomato embryo, all cells in the shoot apex and most of
the cells in both the cotyledons and the root apex are in G / 4 8 ' . If the true G1
stageisconsidered to becharacterized byahighmetabolicactivityin preparation
for DNA synthesis and cell division, the period of hydration of embryo cells
might be referred to as a G 0 stage, in analogy to certain types of mammalian
cells with a very long presynthetic stage' 136) . Undoubtedly, the sensitivity to
radiation increases during hydration, possibly followed by a plateau in G1
proper. In vitro, the radiation sensitivity of Ga is the lowest of all stages and
fairly constantly so, except for an increase towards the end' 63 '. The end of G1
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and the subsequent stage S, during which DNA synthesis takes place, are
usually characterized by a high sensitivity. Irradiation at S causes a decreased
rate of DNA synthesis and hence a strong prolongation of S (180) . Within this
stage, marked sensitivity differences occur, cells in early Sbeing more sensitive
than those in late S <118) .In HeLa cells(acommonly used strain of animal cells),
S is the most sensitive of all stages of the division cycle (180) . However, in many
materials, both zoological and botanical, cells in G 2 are more sensitive to
aberration induction than those in S <118 ' 1 5 3 , 161) . Also within G 2 ,the sensitivity
to the induction of true chromosomal (chromatid) aberrations varies greatly,
being highest at the early stages and decreasing towards late G 2 <118, 1 5 3 , 161) .
The types of aberrations also differ between stages: prior to DNA synthesis
chromosome aberrations are produced; after DNA synthesis chromatid aberrations prevail*62•197) .
Another sensitivity maximum occursinearlytomidprophase.In Tradescantia
microspores, this maximum is by far the highest of the division cycle' 166) . At
later stagesofprophase,thesensitivity decreasesmarkedly*115, 1 6 6 ) . Subsequent
stages of M, notably metaphase-anaphase, were shown to beextremely sensitive
to the production of chromosome rearrangements*51 "' 19,i ' 1 6 6 ) but SAX* 1 6 6 )
noted that the analysis of aberrations at these stages is complicated by physiological effects (stickiness and clumping of chromosomes).
166
SAX* 1 6 3 ,
\ GILES*77», LEA* 1 1 5 ', WOLFF* 1 9 6 ) and others have stressed that
the differences in sensitivity to the production of chromatid aberrations may
not result from differences in breakability of thechromosome strandsbut rather
from differences in rejoining, associated notably with alterations in the spatial
relationships between the chromosomes. This is also the view of DUBININ and
TARASOV<52) who noted that the periods of maximum sensitivity coincide with
considerable alterations in chromosome structure, first during S, then during
early to mid prophase when the chromosomes become spiralised. According to
EVANS* 63 ', allchromosome aberrations areprobably aconsequence of misrepair.
Of the many factors involved in repair one is certainly the time available for
rejoining or restitution and another the amount ofenergy available. Lozzio* 118 '
postulates that both these factors may be small in G 2 because this stage is the
closest to mitosis.
Accordingly, there is likely to be firstly a considerable increase in sensitivity
in the course of embryo hydration, secondly a peak in sensitivity during S and
thirdly another peak at the boundary of G 2 and prophase.
The duration of the various stages has been studied intensively in mammalian
cells in vitro and in vivo*136'. Gt was found to vary between a few hours and
several days even within a given cell population, depending on external and
physiological conditions. For almost all mammalian cell types, Susually varies
between 6 and 10 hours and G 2 between 2 and 5 hours. In embryonic cells, S
may be shorter (3-4 hours) and G 2 longer (10-12 hours). In plant cells, the S
period varies considerably, values of 4 - 5 hours being reported in pea root
meristem cells*185, 187> and of 10-11 hours in Tradescantia roots* 188 ' in which,
furthermore, G 2 was found to last 1.6-2.6 hours, M ca 2 hours and Gt 3.3Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970
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5.8 hours. The duration of S increases considerably with irradiation (due to an
inhibition of DNA synthesis and possibly also to blockage at the boundary
between S and G 2 ( 1 8 6 ) but the length of G 2 is little affected<63).
Little is known about the kinetics of cell division in germinating tomato
seeds. VAN DER MEIJ and D E NETTANCOURT (183) found cyclicchanges in mitotic
frequencies in root tip cells suggesting a division cycle of 10-15 hours in the
control and of 13-22 hours after a fairly high fast neutron dose.The apparently
large heterogeneity in mitotic cycle time within the root meristem corresponds
with data of other authors (eg - 85) . The moment of entry into first division is
also highly variable. In the unirradiated seeds of the lot used for exp. 4, the
first mitoses in the root apex were observed ca 8hours after visible germination
and inthe shoot apex 8hours later. This roughly corresponds with D E NETTANCOURT and DEVREUX <48) who found, in the same material, that 48, 72, 96, 120
and 144hours after sowing 0, 8.3, 89.8, 74.5 and 66.2% of cells were in mitosis
in the meristematic zone of the root apex and 0,0.5, 10.2,7.7 and 16.4% in that
of the shoot apex. While these data do not provide any information on mitotic
cycle time, they do suggest both a greater mitotic activity and a higher degree
of synchrony inthe first division of cells in the root apex than in the shoot apex.
Combining the foregoing data with those on germination speed (median
germination time ca40hours) it isreasonable to expect that 24hours sowing all
cells were still in Gj ; on the other hand, 48 hours after sowing (H48) the root
apices contained a fair percentage of cells in Sand G 2 and possibly some in M,
while the shoot apices of most embryos must still have been in G! or S. At later
stages (H72-144), all apices must have contained considerable proportions of
cells at first mitosis or subsequent stages.
The large degree of asynchrony among cells of the root and shoot meristems
and the suspected heterogeneity in mitotic cycle time within and between
treatments add tothedifficulty ofassessingthequantitative relationship between
cell stage and radiation sensitivity in germinating seeds. Nevertheless, the foregoing clearly indicates that the transition of the meristematic cell populations
through the successive stagesofthemitoticcycleand, inH72-144, the increased
cell numbers in the apical zones, are responsible for a considerable if not the
major part of the DRF increases in the course of seed hydration.
R e s o r p t i o n of e n d o s p e r m by the e m b r y o
From 48-96 hours after sowing, most of the endosperm dry matter was
resorbed by the embryo,viathecotyledons(section3.6.4,p. 17-18).Part of these
materials, e.g. nitrogen, breakdown products of starch, DNA and RNA <123) ,
undoubtedly serve as substrates for an intensive synthetic activity in the
cotyledons. The remainder, and the synthesized products, are distributed to
other parts of the embryo. The cotyledons play an important role in early plant
growth. For example, they provide almost all the phosphorus in the growing
root tip (93) . During early seedling growth they also manufacture vitamins,
including vitamin C ( 1 5 8 ) which plays an essential role in regulating the redox
potential in the seedling' 192 '. Radiation causes the formation of toxic or muta78
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genie substances in the endosperm, by genetic alteration, membrane damage,
enzyme inactivation, and other events. It is also likely to affect the conversion
of stored nutrients. These phenomena in the endosperm influence the metabolic
activity of the cotyledons and, hence, they also influence early seedling growth.
Furthermore, endosperm damage can also cause genetic effects in the embryo.
This was demonstrated by MELETTI et al. (125) and AVANZI et al.<7) who grafted
unirradiated embryos onto irradiated endosperm in durum wheat.
Consequently, with seed irradiation, a part of the damage sustained by the
embryo is caused indirectly by toxic or mutagenic substances produced by a
disturbed metabolism in the endosperm. This component is maximal with
irradiation prior to germination and it decreases in the course of endosperm
resorption, i.e. over a 48 hour period following visible germination (section
3.6.4). On the other hand, the endosperm substances, once resorbed, contribute
directly to radiation energy absorption in the embryo. Because damage induced
in the endosperm undoubtedly has less effect on the embryo than directly
induced damage, the resorbed endosperm might have contributed to the high
DRF's for the vegetative M1 characters in the H72-144 series.
The second important finding was a more pronounced sensitization by prehydration (DRF increase)inrespectof theseedlingcharactersthanof thelaterM1
characters, except during the first 6 hours of prehydration in exp. 4. In other
words, within each series from H12 onwards, the DRF decreased in the course
of M t development and this decrease became more prominent with increasing
prehydration/germination time. To explain this, it must be remembered that the
effectiveness of radiation on the growth of organs (after seed irradiation) is
determined not onlybythe radiation sensitivity (includingthecapacityofrepair)
of individual cells in the different parts of the apical meristems, but also by (/)
the cell numbers and their degrees of differentiation or predisposition at the
time of irradiation, (;'/)the possibilities of substitution of lethally affected cells,
(Hi)thenumbers ofcelldivisionsnormally involved inthegrowth ofthe different
organs and (iv) the physiological interrelationships between cells and organs.
Because of alltheseintervening secondary factors, differences inthe effectiveness
ofradiation asmeasured bymacroscopic criteria cannot berelated to differences
in sensitivity at the cellular level (see also p. 67).
Nevertheless, because there is a general increase in sensitivity as cells pass
through the cell cycle, it may be expected that the early dividing cells in the
peripheral zones of the shoot meristem (which generate the first leaves) are
sensitized more rapidly than the more centrally located cells (which give rise to
the later somatic tissues and the generative tissues) which start dividing both
later and at a lower rate. This factor may offer a partial explanation of the
sharper increases in the DRF's for the 'early' compared to the 'late' characters,
especially from H24 or H48 onwards.
For the remainder, only secondary factors can be considered. The damaging
effectiveness of a given amount of energy per cell is different in different parts
of the embryo. In this connection, the choice of characters studied is important.
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For instance, hypocotyledon growth depends chiefly upon the radioresistant
process of cell elongation and is only slightly affected at doses which cause a
severeinhibition ofcotyledon growth. Cotyledon growth reliestoa considerable
extent on celldivision without any possibility of replacement of lethally affected
cells from outside. A reduced cotyledon growth in turn affects, indirectly, the
early growth of subsequent organs. The growth of thefirstleaves,starting from
predisposed groups of cells in the flanks of the shoot meristem, may benefit
from a certain amount of stem-cell substitution after lethal damage. This
opportunity is even greater for subsequent leaves which are undifferentiated at
the time of irradiation. These factors, which influence the effectiveness of
radiation on the growth of the various organs after irradiation of dry seeds, are
also involved in the greater increase with prehydration in the effectiveness of
radiationonearlythanonlatecharacters. Finally, thefactthat the physiological
impact of damage inflicted upon the early organs (especially the cotyledons)
diminishes in the course of development, also contributes to this trend.
A third observation (see especially exp. 4) was thatprehydration increasedthe
effectiveness of fast neutrons more strongly with regard to M^fertility reduction
and theproduction of non-germinatingM2seeds than with regardto theinduction
of recessive 'visible' mutations. This 'spectral' change is explained as follows.
After seed irradiation, many types of chromosomal aberrations are able to
persist until meiosis<154). Most of these are then eliminated by haplophasic
selection, failure of fertilization, and early embryo abortion due chiefly to
dominant lethal factors in the male and/or female gametes (33>. These events
lead to a reduced number of normal sized seeds/fruit. Failure of these seeds to
germinate may be attributed to dominant or recessive late embryonic lethal
factors, though early embryo abortion with normal endosperm development
may also be involved. There is no sharp boundary between non-germinability
and early seedling (sub)lethality and the phenotype of certain aberrations may
vary between both categories depending upon the growth conditions. On the
other hand, several seedlings scored as sublethals were undoubtedly due to
recessive 'visible' mutations segregating with a large mutant deficit as a result
of either chimerism or threshold vitality. The causes of each of these aberrant
phenotypic categories are undoubtedly highly diverse at the chromosomal level.
Even the recessive 'visible' mutations do not constitute a uniform category at
the chromosomal level. Most, if not all of them must be ascribed to structural
alterations, probably chiefly micro-deficiencies, rather than true gene mutations' 21 - 1 1 4 , 1 4 6 ' 114c"-VI'- 177>. Notwithstanding a considerable mutual overlapping between the causes of different phenotypic categories, there is good
reason to believe that the radiation-induced aberrations responsible for both
fertility reduction and non-germinability are on an average more drastic than
those leading to post-emergence mutant phenotypes' 15, 3 3 , 12- 1 3 8 , see also sectlon
5.4,p. 114) Consequently, the 'spectral' change referred to above indicates that,
withprehydration, thereisa shift towards a greaterproportion of translocations
and large deficiencies. Though this shift might, in principle, be due to increas80
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ingly drastic primary molecular lesions with prehydration of the nucleus, it is
more likely to result from increasing proportions of errors in the rejoining of
unstable primary lesions. This might be due to an increasing metabolic activity
and chromosomal mobility which would lead to shorter rejoining times and a
progressively more rapid repair and fixation of radiation damage. It may be
recalled that the trends in the DRF's for the M] characters led to the same
interpretation (p. 76). It can now be postulated that the recessive 'point'
mutations derive, at least partly, from imperfect restitution of chromosome
breaks.
Maternal effects wereunlikely tohaveplayed a significant rolein the 'spectral'
shift in M 2 phenotypes because (0 the vegetative development of the plants,
especially at later stages, was not greatly disturbed at the relatively low doses
used in exp. 4,(/;')the plants, grown at commercial spacing, were pruned above
the 2nd truss to ensure a very adequate nutrient supply to the developing fruits,
(m) the observed increases in leaf number below the 1st inflorescence with increasing dose buffer the plants against detrimental effects of somaticdamageon
M x fertility, and(iv)neutronscauseonlyarelativelyslightreductionin vegetative
vigour for agivenpronounced reduction in N^ fertility (cf. section 4.4.2, p. 67).
Direct evidence against the importance of maternal influences will be presented
in section 4.7 (p. 89).
Finally, a comparison of the DRF's pertaining to the prehydrated seed series
of the successive experiments (H24 in exp. 4) is worthwhile. This reveals important differences. For instance, the corrected average DRF for the seedling
traitswas3.0inexp.1,2.0in exps.2and 3,and 3.3 inexp.4.Thecorrected DRF
pertaining to weight of seeds/fruit was 1.4 in exp. 3 and 2.0 in exp. 4.
These differences cannot be associated with the seed-lots used, because a
good agreement would then be expected between exps. 1and 3, and between 2
and 4. Water content, elementary composition and fresh weight/embryo can
be invoked only in so far as the correction factors (b) might not have been
entirely applicable. Such scepticism is unjustified in exps. 2-4. In exp. I, a
slight underestimation of the correction factor is probable (see p. 71) and the
DRF's might have been somewhat overestimated.
The DRF differences between exp. 1on the one hand and either exp. 2 or 3
on the other hand, however, are probably related to the physiological state of
the cells at the time of irradiation. In exp. 1, the prehydrated seeds were about
togerminateatthetimeofirradiation; inexps.2and 3,theseedswere irradiated
at a physiologically much earlier stage, though at approximately the same water
content. Furthermore, in exp. 1, many cells must have been in the S period,
whereas in both exps. 2 and 3, most, if not all, cells were still in the more
resistant G^stage.
Therelatively high DRF valuesin the H24seriesofexp.4cannot be explained
by these factors. They might be associated with the 2.8 X higher dose rate in
this experiment. This variable, which does not influence the effectiveness of
densely ionizing radiation on dry seeds (24) , may have an appreciable effect on
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the radiation response of hydrated and actively metabolizing material. This has
been demonstrated with non-dividing plant tissue<19) and with mice<16), and
may also be inferred from dose fractionation experiments on cultured human
cells which have shown that recovery ('repair' in the present terminology,
'sparing' in the terminology of Alper et al. (4) ) is possible after irradiation with
15 MeV neutrons'17*. In view of the paucity of evidence on this subject and the
scanty knowledge of the physical and biological parameters involved, it would
be of interest to show whether indeed the response of germinating seeds to fast
neutrons, preferably of different energies, can be modified by dose rate.
Other variables which may have influenced the degree of sensitization by
prehydration are: (a) inadequate control of environmental conditions during
the transport to and from the reactor; (b) differences in the age of the seed-lots
and (c) differences in culturing conditions after transplanting from the petridishes.
Notwithstanding these differences between experiments, the present DRF
estimates did not vary by more than a factor 1.5-1.8. This indicates that it
should ultimately be possible to obtain a fair reproducibility of the degree of
sensitization to fast neutrons as a function of prehydration/germination time.
This, however, may only be expected when all conditions of seed productionstorage and experimentation are both favourable and rigorously standardized,

4.7. WLTHIN-TREATMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CHARACTERS

4.7.1. RESULTS
The within-treatment coefficients of correlation (r) between the various
characters are of interest because they are an expression of the kinetics of the
plant's growth and development. They were calculated from the single plant
data for all treatments in exps. 1and 2, and for some characters and treatments
in exp. 4. Because the plants belonging to any one treatment were planted in
rows (1 row per replication) the observations were not necessarily independent
and it is not certain that the r-values are unbiased estimates of the relevant
correlation coefficients. However, a visual study of graphs, made by plotting
the values for each pair of characters against each other for a number of treatments, gave no evidence of a replication effect onthe pairwise relation between
the character-values; nor did the points appear to be scattered systematically
with the position within rows. It is therefore reasonable to regard the r-values
asameasure ofthe degree ofcorrelation between thevarious pairs of characters.
On the other hand, tests for significance were not considered justified.
In order to simplify the presentation of the data, the r-values pertaining to
the series D 1 ; D 2 and H 2 , which comprised many treatments (doses), were
averaged over 3 groups of doses by means of the z-transformation (67) . The
(sub)lethal treatments in exps. 1and 2are omitted from the tables as they led to
disturbed distributions and meaningless r-value estimates.
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TABLE 28. Within-treatment correlation coefficients relating to the Dj series, based on single
plant data. Per character-pair: mean over 0-1 krad (a), 2-4 krad (b), 6-7 krad
(c); N = 98-80 per treatment. Experiment 1.
Character

5

25 days
Root length

Ka)
(b)

(0
Ultimate cotyledon length

Length 1st leaf

Stem length

Leaf number

42 days
Ultimate length 3rd leaf

Length 1st axillary shoot

Plant weight

2(a)
(b)
(c)
3(a)
(b)
(c)
4(a)
(b)
(c)
5(a)
(b)
(c)

.27
.21
.26

.31
.44
.60

.17
.48
.58

.33
.40
.42

-.08
.01
.11

.36
.29
.00

.26
.34
.10

.56
.57
.44

.27
.42
.55
.37
.64
.64

.28
.18
.31
.47
.37
.49

.35
.36
.16

.29
.22
.09

.58
.41
.20

.31
.42
.14

.39
.30
-.03

.53
.56
.16

.34
.50
.57

-.05
.03
.13

.35
.57
.18

.26
.63
.29

-.15
-.23
.09

.53
.37
.12

.32
.41
.29

-.09
-.15
.18

.44
.22
.32

6(a)
(b)
(c)
7(a)
(b)
(c)
8

.67
.64
.27

Experiment 1
The r-values of the D x series are shown in table 28; most of these were low.
Among the seedling characters (1-5), most r-values increased with dose;
however r l i 2 , r2>5 and r3,5 changed little, while r2>3 decreased at the higher
doses. Within this group of characters, the coefficients involving cotyledon
length (2) were consistently lower than those involving length of the 1st leaf (3)
which were the highest.
Between characters 1-5 on the one hand and later characters (6-8) on the
other hand, most coefficients either decreased with dose or increased up to
medium doses and then decreased. However, r1>6, r4>6 andi56 were negative in
the control but tended towards positive with increasing dose. The coefficients
of correlation between 2 or 3on the one hand and 6-8 on the other hand were
fair up to medium doses. The same was true for r5>7 and r 5j8 . However, at the
higher doses, these between-group coefficients of correlation were much lower
than among the characters 1-5.
The r-values involving weight of the 3rd leaf (not shown) were very similar
to those involving its length (6), as expected. Nevertheless, the coefficients of
correlation between these two characters decreased slightly with dose, from
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TABLE 29. Within-treatment correlation coefficients relating to the H t series,based on single
plant data. Per character-pair: control (a), 1 krad (b), 2 krad (c); N = 97-41.
Experiment 1.
Character

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.43
.45
.79

.44
.62
.82

.21
.58
.67

.35
.54
.69

.23
.01
.14

-.02
.21
.02

.39
.19
.10

.61
.56
.77

.19
.37
.63
.32
.60
.71

.36
.39
.67

.28
.30
.19

-.16
-.10
.08

.30
.18
.14

.43
.69
.89

.40
.30
.30

.38
.53
.64

.12
-.12
-.05
.27
.03
.19

.03
.02
.13
.09
.20
.14

.54
.14
.08
.23
.05
.04

.08
.13
-.00

.34
.10
.00

.61
.02
.30

.79
.33
.37

25days
Root length

Ultimate cotyledon length

Length 1st leaf

Stem length

Leaf number

42 days
Ultimate length 3rd leaf

Ka)
(b)
(c)
2(a)
(b)
(c)
3(a)
(b)
(c)
4(a)
(b)
(c)
5(a)
(b)
(c)

6(a)
(b)

(0
Length 1st axillary shoot

Plant weight

.60
.44
.39

7(a)
(b)
(c)
8

0.93to 0.78.The coefficients r 6i7 werenegative at the lower dosesbut positive
at the higher doses (cf. r 5j6 ); r6)8 tended to decrease with increasing dose
whereas r 7j8 decreased consistently.
In the Hi series (table 29),thecoefficients of correlation among the seedling
characters (1-5) increased markedly with dose, except for an inconsistency in
r2,3;thecoefficients involving2werelowerthanthoseinvolving 3,whichwere
the highest.
The coefficients of correlation between the seedling characters (1-5) on the
one hand and length of the 3rd leaf (6) on the other hand tended to decrease
with increasing dose, although there were several exceptions. The degree of
correlation between 1-5 andlength of the axillary shoot (7) was particularly
lowandnotclearlyrelatedtothedose.Incontrast,thecoefficients ofcorrelation
between 1-5 ontheonehand and plantweight(8)ontheother werefair inthe
control and showed aconsistent decrease withincreasingdose.The coefficients
between2andthelatercharacters(6-8) werenotconsistently lowerthan those
between 3and 6-8.
Thedegreeofcorrelationbetweenlengthandweightofthe 3rdleafdecreased
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TABLE 30. Within-treatment correlation coefficients relating to the D 2 and H 2 series, based
on single plant data. Per character-pair: D 2 , mean over 0-0.5 krad (a), 1-3 krad
(b), 6-9 krad (c). H 2 , mean over 0-0.5 krad (a), 1-2 krad (b), 3-4 krad (c).
(N = ca 150per treatment). Experiment 2.
D2
^iiaiacici
Root length

1(a)
(b)
(c)
Ultimate cotyledon length 2 (a)
(b)
(c)
Length 1st leaf
3(a)
(b)
(c)
Stem length
4(a)
(b)
(c)
Leaf number
5

2
.32
.32
.39

H2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

.28
.30
.42

.18
.21
.39

.11
.20
.18

.32
.43
.41

.29
.42
.44

.22
.36
.16

.20
.33
.30

.51
.56
.60

.39
.45
.46

.21
.23
.30

.69
.67
.59

.48
.51
.33

.45
.49
.47

.55
.58
.56

.44
.50
.54

.66
.67
.31

.62
.64
.72

.35
.38
.25

.54
.51
.32

slightly with dosefrom 0.90to0.82(notinthetable).Thecoefficients ofcorrelation between the characters 6-8 were strongly reduced by irradiation; r6>7
was always positive, in contrast to the situation in Dx.
Experiment 2
The r-valuesare shown in table30.
In D2, r increased slightly with dose up to the highest dose (9 krad), except
that at the higher dosesr li5 and r3A decreased slightly, and r4>5 substantially.
InH2,rincreased upto2kradfor allcharacter-pairs exceptforr2,3andr ^ ;
theseincreaseswereonlyappreciable for thosecharacters involvingroot length
(1).Mostr-valuesdecreasedat3-4 krad,especiallythoseinvolvingstemlength
(4); however, r1)3 and r3;5 continued to increase slightly.
Thecorrelation coefficients involvingrootlength(1)weregenerallythelowest
andthoseinvolvinglength ofthe 1stleaf(3)thehighestinboth series;eventhe
highestr-valueswererelatively low. Cotyledon length andlength ofthe 1stleaf
showed about equalcorrelation withroot length(r1>2vs.r lj3 ), but they differed
in their correlation with stem length (4) and leaf number (5),and, of the two,
length of the 1stleaf yielded the highestvalues.
Experiment 4
The results are shown in table31.
The number of leaves below the 1st inflorescence (9) was highly correlated
withthenumberofdaystoflowering(10)bothinthecontrolandatthemedium
dose. However, this correlation was completely absent at the high dose. Both
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TABLE 31. Within-treatment correlation coefficients relating to the H3 series based on single
plant data. Per character-pair: control (a), 1.87 krad (b), 3.50 krad (c); N =
96-77.Experiment4.
Character
Leavesbelow 1st inflorescence

Days to flowering

Weight of seeds/fruit

9(a)
(b)
(c)
10(a)
(b)
(c)
11(a)
(b)

(0
% non-germinating M2 seeds
Number of mutations ( M2)

12(a)
(b)
(c)
13

10

11

12

.85
.82
.09

.27
.25
.06
.32
.10
-.24

-.10
-.11
-.04
-.01
-.17
.12
-.27
-.35
-.46

13

.01
.03

.06
.03
-.11
.03
.07
.15

these characters showed a slight positive correlation with weight of seeds/fruit
(11) in the control and in the case of r9>11 alsoat the lowest dose. However,
r 9 i ) 1 was virtually nil at the highest dose and r10>11 had even become negative.
Most coefficients of correlation between 9or 10and the %non-germinating M 2
seeds(12)were even lower. The values of r11>12 were higher and showed a slight
increase with dose. There was virtually no correlation between any of the preceding characters and the number of recessive mutations visible in the M 2 (13).
4.7.2. DISCUSSION

The observation that thecorrelations among the seedling characters generally
became stronger with dose in both series of exps. 1and 2 (in H 2 only up to 2
krad) suggests a negative relationship between these correlation values and the
level of growth and development at the time of recording. This is supported by
the fact that in exp. 1the levels of correlation among the seedling characters
were generally lower in the more advanced D t series than in the less advanced
H x series. Support also comesfrom thefact that the levelsofcorrelation between
the seedlingcharacters and both length ofthe 1staxillary shoot and plant weight
after 42 days were higher in D t than in H 1 ; taking into account that the Hi
series had considerably outgrown the D x series after 42 days (table 8, p. 31).
This postulated decrease in correlation in the course of development is
plausible because the complexity of physiological interrelationships increases
with an increasing number of organs in the plant. In this respect, radiation has
acted merely as an external factor reducing the rate of development.
The stage of development of the root system may also be considered in this
context. The low coefficients of correlation involving length of the primary root
in exp. 2, compared to exp. 1, were associated with a greater abundance of
lateral and adventitious roots inexp.2than inexp. 1.Thus,itmust be concluded
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that thelength oftheprimaryrootisprogressivelylessrelatedtothe performance
of the plant as the number and length of secondary roots increases. This is
according to expectation.
For certain pairs of seedling characters the situation was the reverse and the
r-values decreased with increasing dose.Inthesecases, the negative relationship
between the r-values and the stage of development was evidently overshadowed
by influences acting in the opposite direction. Because the primary root, the
hypocotyledon, the cotyledons and the meristematic regions from which the
first two leaves originate have no cells in common, radiation damage must be
induced independently in all these organs. It is logical to conclude that this
factor disturbs the normal physiological coordination of the growth of these
organs and thus tends to reduce the r-values.
The low levels of correlation between seedling characters (25 days) and later
characters (42 days) at the higher doses in exp. 1(Di series) are at least partly
due to similar causes. Growth and development over the period from 25-42
days are based on cell lines derived from undifferentiated initials in the embryonic shoot apex. Because there are considerable opportunities for selection
among these initials, the later organs tend to be more normal.The correspondence between early and later plant performance must therefore be expected to
decrease with dose.These relationships weredoubtless further complicated both
by the transfer (after 25 days) from vermiculite to a liquid medium and by the
complexity of events governing the moment of initiation of axillary shoot
growth. In this connection it is according to expectation that the coefficients of
correlation between seedling characters and either ultimate length of the 3rd
leaf or length of the 1st axillary shoot were lower than between the seedling
characters and plant weight, because this last character includes the weight of
the early organs and is insensitive to the moment of growth initiation of individual organs.
The sharply decreasing levels of correlation between various characters at
3-4 krad in H 2 (exp. 2) were probably associated with the small amount of
growth in these treatments due to both the high doses and the sub-optimal
growth conditions. The strong decreases in the r-values involving 'stem' length
are explained in this way, because, with little growth of the stem proper, this
character is determined chiefly by the length of the hypocotyledon. The hypocotyledon lengthens mainly by the radioresistant process of cell elongation, and
its length cannot be expected to be strongly correlated with root- or cotyledon
length, which both depend largely on cell division. This difference also explains
the decreasing correlation between stem length and leaf number at high doses in
both series of exp. 2.
The fact that,amongtheseedling characters, ther-values involving cotyledon
length were lower than those involving length of the 1st leaf (except for the
correlations with root length inexp.2)isexplainedbythefactthatthecotyledons
had attained their ultimate length at the time of observation. Consequently,
theirinfluence on both thelater growth of roots and leaves,and on the initiation
of new ones, was either constant, or diminishing due to senescence. The obMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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servation that cotyledon length and length of the 1st leaf did not differ consistently in their coefficients of correlation with the characters recorded after
42 days (exp. 1)maybeexplained byassuming that, at this later stage, both the
cotyledons and the 1st leaf had lost importance in determining further plant
growth.
The coefficients of within-treatment correlation between certain seedling
characters and later characters in the Dt series (butnot theH, series) of exp.1
showed a maximum at medium doses. This fact is thought to be related to the
observed peak inaxillary shoot length atamedium dosein D t (cf.fig. 12,p. 34).
Such a relationship isnotimpossible because axillary shoot length after 42days
was governed predominantly bythe moment of growth initiation of this shoot.
Consequently, this character constitutes a sensitive measure ofdifferences inthe
rate of development of plants within a treatment. This 'sensitivity', and hence
the level of correlation with other characters, increases with an increasing proportion of plants having an axillary shoot length greater than zero, and was
therefore the greatest at medium doses in D ^
However, the observation that the levels of correlation between ultimate
length ofthe 3rd leaf and both length ofthe 1staxillary shoot and plant weight
were generally lower in D x than inH! does notcorrespond with this trend. This
apparent discrepancy wasundoubtedly connected to the very lowand in some
cases even negative coefficients of correlation between ultimate length of the
3rd leaf and several other characters in D x . A negative relationship was unexpected and no ready explanation offers itself, except that it may have been
caused by the transfer from vermiculite to a liquid medium after 25 days. In
particular, thegrowth ofthe 3rdleaf may have been inhibited relatively severely
in those plants that were the most advanced at the time of transfer.
The high levels of correlation between length and weight of the 3rd leaf are
obvious. The reduction in this correlation with increasing dose suggests a
partial disturbance by radiation of the relationship between the 3 dimensions
of the leaf. This interpretation is supported by unpublished data (30) showing
that radiation causes a much greater percentage reduction in leaf length and
width than in leaf thickness. Considering that such a disturbance operates
within oneorgan it isonly to beexpected that itwill bemore important forthe
relationship between different organs, as suggested earlier.
To summarize the foregoing discussion of exps. 1and 2,the levels of simple
within-treatment correlation between quantitative somatic characters tend to
decrease
1. with advancing stage of development at the time of recording
2. with increasing genetic and non-genetic radiation damage, especially when
the characters studied concern organs derived from different initials
3. with increasing interval between the dates of recording
4. with increasing time lapse between the moment when one of the characters
has reached its ultimate valueand thedateof recording, assuming that the
value of the other character is still increasing
5. at early stages ofgrowth, especially in thecase of organs ofwhich the initial
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growth isdetermined bycellelongation independently ofcelldivision (hypocotyledon, cotyledons), or of which themoment ofgrowth initiation isvery
variable
6. under sub-optimal conditions of culturing
7. by a change in culturing conditions, especially if this affects one character
more than the other.
Radiation may increase the degree of within-treatment correlation if the
effects of radiation on one character (e.g. rate of leaf differentiation) exert a
direct influence on the second character (e.g. the moment of growth initiation
of axillary shoots). Radiation may therefore be used as an external factor to
identify causal physiological relationships between developmental characters.
The low coefficients of correlation in exps. 1 and 2, and similar findings in
Arabidopsis(32\ warranted the expectation that the levels of correlation between
seedling characters and characters of the generative stage would be particularly
low. This is borne out by the low levels of correlation between late somatic Mj
characters and both weight of seeds/fruit and M 2 characters inexp.4.In view of
this, the earlier suggestion of VERKERK and CONTANT' 1 9 0 ) that fertility reduction
after neutron irradiation ischiefly of physiological origin cannot be maintained.
Despite the very low correlation levels in exp. 4, several trends merit discussion. Because the plants were grown during late summer, in a temperatureregulated glasshouse, fluctuations inlightintensity causedafairly large variation
inleaf number before flower initiation, and concomitantly inthenumber of days
to flowering. In so far as this component of variation was not associated with
inherent differences in plant vigour, or was able to overcompensate such differences, it was expected to cause a positive correlation with weight of seeds/fruit
and possibly with M 2 seed germination, because a higher leaf number provides
in the absence of differences in leaf size a larger photosynthetic apparatus for
fruit and seed development. Such a positive relationship was observed in the
control while it also predominated after the lower dose. Although it doubtless
also played a role after the high dose, the much lower r-values, some of which
evenhad a reversed sign, suggestthat, at thisdose,the variations inleaf number
and flowering time were determined mainly by reduced plant vigour resulting
from genetic disturbances. In other words, the coefficients of correlation
between the somatic Mt characters and either weight of seeds/fruit or the %
non-germinating M 2 seeds in the irradiated treatments, were probably the
resultant of two relationships acting in opposite directions. There was a weak
positive one due to environmental factors and a weak negative one resulting
from genetic disturbances to the somatic tissues. It isprobable that not only the
positive but also the negative relationship is due to maternal-physiological
factors, because vegetative tissues and reproductive cells are generally derived
from different initials and genetic aberrations in these two kinds of tissues
would therefore be unrelated. This is supported by the observation that the
levels of correlation between the somatic Mj characters and the % non-germinating M 2 seeds were even lower than between the somatic M x characters and
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weight of seeds/fruit. Because weight of seeds/fruit and, to a minor degree, also
the % non-germinating M 2 seeds were influenced by physiological factors, it is
impossible to decide the extent to which the slight increase with dose in the
negative correlation between these characters was caused by maternal effects
on both characters or by a slight genetic relationship.
A correlation between the somatic M t characters and the %recessive mutant
seedlings was virtually lacking. This fact demonstrates unequivocally that
genetic disturbances causing somatic Mx effects havelittle, if any, connection
with the presence of recessive mutations transmitted by the seed. The genetic
events leading to Mx seed set reduction were only slightly correlated with those
leading to non-germinating M 2 seeds and virtually unrelated to the presence of
recessive mutations detectable in the M 2 . This last point confirms an earlier
deduction (section 4.3.2, p. 61) and has also been demonstrated in preformed
tillers of X-irradiated barley' 71, 73) , in X-irradiated rice (11) , in X- and EMStreated peas' 194 ' and Arabidopsisil2~''•138) . This mutual independence of fertility
level and the frequency of recessive 'visible' mutations has also been shown for
EMS-treated tomato seeds except among the earlier germinating seeds (89) and
is confirmed recently for this species after y- and fast neutron irradiation of
several ontogenetic stages, viz. PMC, pollen, both gametes after pollination,
and dry seeds' 33 '. The yield of mutations for quantitative traits was also found
to be independent of the degree of M t fertility' 72, 198) . Such independence may,
of course, only be expected if all inflorescences studied within a treatment are
derived from initials which do not differ in sensitivity in respect of the induction
of both sterility factors and recessive point mutations' 89 '. This condition must
have been approximately fulfilled in the present experiments, because the Mt
seeds were selected for evenness of size and homogeneous appearance and only
the main shoot was studied (1st and 2nd truss separately).
The practical implications of these findings will be discussed in section 5.2
(p. 93).
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5. G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I O N A N D P R A C T I C A L
CONCLUSIONS
5.1. PARAMETERS IN DOSIMETRY

The data of section 3.7 have clearly shown the importance of correcting fast
neutron doses on the basis of the C, H and O contents of the irradiated specimens. It is current practice to use the atomic composition of the whole embryo
for making these corrections' 95, 96) . Unavoidably, this procedure is very crude,
because the impact of radiation on the growth of the organism is determined
predominantly by the energy absorbed in the apical zones and these constitute
but a fraction of the total mass of the embryo. However, no suitable techniques
are at present available which allow the determination, with good accuracy, of
the water content and the atomic composition of specifically the cells in the
shoot and root apices. Furthermore, it has become clear that the real problems
in dosimetry are at the intracellular level and require complex biophysical
approaches. For a long time to come, these problems can only be studied using
the most simple biological systems, notably phages' 200 '. Consequently, it is not
justified at this stage to spend a great effort at obtaining more precise estimates
of atomic composition at the tissue level than those available at present.
Rather is it worthwhile to devote attention to the cellular and histological
constitution of the embryo and its apices. The results of section 4.5 have shown
that dry seeds of two cultivars which received equal rad doses differed in radiation sensitivity in a manner which suggested that the size of the shoot apex is
the main factor involved, the greater apex conferring a greater radiation resistance. Neither the amounts of energy absorbed per cell nor the factors
'nuclear volume' or 'chromosome volume', which provide the highest degree of
simple correlation with sensitivity when species of different taxa are compared' 119, 1 5 0 , 17S ' 176) , appear to explain the differences.
The data of section 4.6 have demonstrated that in seeds prehydrated/germinated for various lengths of time the relative absorbed doses accounted for
only a small fraction of the observed differences in neutron effectiveness. On
the other hand, in contrast to the above comparison of dry seeds of different
cultivars, the parameter 'amount of energy absorbed per cell (or per meristem)',
estimated from the weights per embryo, explained 13-30% of the differences
in neutron effectiveness associated with prehydration. Because, according to
WHALEY' 1 9 5 ) , nuclear size increased more rapidly during germination than did
cell size, it is possible that a larger proportion of the increase in effectiveness
could have been associated with the factor 'energy absorbed per nucleus', as
proposed by SPARROW et al.' 1 7 5 ) . Undoubtedly, the situation is complicated
by the involvement of various other factors, and these are all confounded and
difficult to evaluate. Such factors are: differences in the rate of swelling of
different cell components, increases in the mobility of intracellular structures,
molecules, ions and radicals and concomitant increases in metabolic activity,
transition through the successive stages of the cell cycle (including DNA
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synthesis), and resorption of endosperm substances. Further complications are
caused by the multicellular nature of the embryo and the interactions between
its cells.
Progress in the analysis of the sensitization by prehydration requires, therefore, the determination of changes at the biochemical, ultrastructural, cellular
and tissuelevels.This isclearly aformidable task. In principle, with increasingly
profound knowledge at each of these levels, all differences in sensitivity may
ultimately be reduced to matters of biophysics and dosimetry. At present, it is
unlikely that multicellular organisms can make a substantial contribution to
the major advances in this field.
5.2 CHOICE OF DOSES AND WITHIN-TREATMENT SELECTION IN Mt

After neutron irradiation, most seedlings with grossly disturbed apical meristems are unable to produce leaves within the first 2 weeks after sowing and
can be eliminated at an early stage.
More refined criteria are available to evaluate the mean effectiveness of
radiation in the lower dose ranges. Among the seedling characters, average
root- and cotyledon length (to be converted to cumulative growth), until fairly
high doses, generally yield the most directly proportional response to radiation.
Root length, recorded a few days after germination (see p. 26), allows a
particularly early evaluation of radiation effectiveness. Confounding with
germination delay must be avoided by recording the root lengths in each treatment at a fixed number of hours after the moment of 50% germination. The
recording at afixednumber of hours after the germination of each seed isa still
more accurate procedure, which is too laborious in routine work, but is of
interestfor studyingthewithin-treatment relationship between mutagen-induced
germination delay and growth reduction.
The use of cumulative cotyledon growth (not cotyledon length, see p. 56) as
a criterion of radiation damage permits direct sowing in soil and easier measuring. Recording asearly as 12days after sowingwas shown to yield representative results without correction for germination delay. It must be stressed,
however, that germination delay must not be disregarded after treatment with
low-LET radiations and with certain chemical mutagens. This difficulty is best
avoided bymeasuring cotyledon length at a time when growth of this organ has
virtually ceased in all treatments.
The dose/response relationships for cumulative root- and cotyledon growth
also show the closest correspondence in shape with those for weight of seeds/
fruit and mutant frequency. In principle, this allows the prediction of the latter
characters from the former, provided that their quantitative relationships are
constant. However, the genetic events leading to the inhibition of somatic cell
division and hence to reduced organ growth, are not the same asthose involved
infertility reduction, nor aretheyconnected with recessivemutations (seep.89).
Therefore, the quantitative relationships between characters may differ when
different objects,pretreatments ormutagensareinvolved.Thiswas demonstrated
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by the difference in the relative proportions of the various radiation effects
between two cultivars (section 4.5) and by the pronounced shift in these proportions with increasing duration of seed prehydration (section 4.6). Consequently, the evaluation of radiation effects at an early Mj stage find its main
applications in enabling the repetition of neutron irradiation treatments with
the same material under comparable conditions, for instance with a view to
mutation induction, and, possibly, in the biological monitoring of neutron
irradiation facilities. This, of course, presupposes a good reproducibility of the
radiation responses under a given set of conditions (see section 5.3).
The use of species other than barley for the biological monitoring of neutron
irradiation facilities is recommended by the IAEA*95, 96) . The tomato would in
principle be suitable for this purpose because it is a dicotyledonous species and
istherefore inmany respectscomplementary to barley, and because its radiation
tolerance is not too high. The relatively small size of tomato seeds may constitute an additional advantage incertain applications, although, inthe Standard
Neutron Irradiation Facility designed and distributed under the auspices of the
IAEA, the geometry of the larger barley seeds is satisfactory(20).
Superimposed on the question of choosing the desirable treatments is that of
the selection of plants within treatments if the aim is mutation induction. The
practical conclusion which emerges from the discussion of the within-treatment
correlations (section 4.7) is that selection within a treatment on the basis of
any M t character has no effect on the frequency of recessive mutations. This
precludes the possibility of increasing the frequency of this type of mutations
by selection in Mj. On the other hand, all badly growing or less fertile plants
can be eliminated without any noticeable reduction in mutation frequency. This
procedure, in addition to having practical advantages, also decreases the
frequency of undesirable genetic side-effects, such as reduced fertility or seed
inviability transmitted to the offspring. These findings add considerably to the
efficiency of mutation induction when used for plant breeding' 33, 7 2 , 7 3 , 8 9 , 1 2 7 ,
138, 198)

It must be emphasized, however, that preselection for high Mj fertility is
appropriate only when progress in mutation breeding is sought by means of
micro-mutations or recessive mutations with major expression. For genetic
improvement which relies on the production of chromosomal rearrangements,
the reverse procedure, i.e. the selection of partially sterile individuals, is indicated (88) .
5.3. REPRODUCIBILITY

Although the degree of variation in neutron effectiveness estimates between
the present experiments is influenced by differences in experimental conditions,
its study should nevertheless give a fair indication of the limits of reproducibility. To this end, the ED 50 's and regression coefficients for various characters
in the dry seed irradiation series of exps. 1, 3 and 4 are shown together (table
32). The data of exp. 2 are omitted in view of the discrepancies caused by suboptimal conditions (see p. 52-53).
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TABLE 32. Estimated ED 50 's (krad DH2o) and regression coefficients on dose, b," or various
characters in different experiments.
Experiment number and cultivar
Parameter

ED50

b

Character

1
MM

Cumulative cotyledon growth
Leaf number, 19 or 25 days
Length 1st leaf, 19 or 25 days
Ult. length 2nd or 3rd leaf
Weight of seeds/fruit
Weight of seeds/fruit
% non-germinating seeds (M 2 )
% sublethals (M 2 )
% mutant seedlings (M 2 )
% all aberrant categories (M 2 )
Total of all aberrations in sporogenic cells

5.6*
7.5
6.4
5.0

3
MM

GL

5.8

5.1

-

-

4
MM

-

4.1

3.6

3.9
7.8
5.8
5.3
3.4

12.5
2.3
0.4
1.5
4.1

13.9
1.6
0.6
2.3
4.6

14.6
2.6
0.3
2.3
5.2

-

16.6

18.5

19.8

* estimatebasedonlinearregression

The ED 50 's relating to the seedling characters correspond reasonably well,
except for the low value for cumulative cotyledon growth in exp.4. The ED 50 's
or regression coefficients relating to weight of seeds/fruit vary by ca 20%
between experiments. The regression coefficients pertaining to the various
M 2 categories analysed separately show considerable variation between experiments (50-100% of the lowest value) but those relating to the total of all
aberrant M 2 categories vary between the fairly narrow limits of 4.1 and 5.2
(30%). Those for the estimated 'total of all aberrations in sporogenic cells'
(cf. p. 65)vary onlybetween 16.6and 19.8(16%).
These findings support the earlier suggestion (p. 62) that there is a certain
degree of complementarity in the percentages M t fertility reduction, nongerminating M 2 seeds, sublethals and mutant seedlings. In the present comparisons (dry seeds), the large variation in the regression coefficients pertaining
to the various aberrant M 2 categories separately is undoubtedly due chiefly to
an element of chance in the fate of chromosome aberrations. The regression
coefficients for the % mutant seedlings are furthermore influenced by the fact
that only a smallproportion of all recessive mutations have a visible expression.
There are thus difficulties in obtaining reproducible estimates of the effectiveness of radiation on the various aberrant M 2 categories separately. To overcome these difficulties, large numbers of M, plant progenies, tested in replications,would be required.
A much higher level of reproducibility is achieved when comparisons are
based on either the total of all aberrant M 2 categories or the 'total of all aberrations in sporogenic cells' (including the effects of radiation leading to fertility
reduction). The disadvantage of this procedure is that possible differences
in spectrum are ignored.
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In conclusion, the present data justify the expectation that a rigorous standardization of material and procedures should lead to a reproducible overall
genetic response to fast neutron irradiation treatments and consequently to a
useful degree of predictability of this response on the basis of average M,
seedling performance. The importance of using optimal culturing conditions,
and of avoiding transplanting shocks, must be stressed in this connection,
especially because unfavourable conditions in the Mx have a much stronger
influence on the dose/response relationships (and hence the radiation sensitivity
estimates) of the somatic Mj characters than on those of the M 2 characters.
5.4. CHOICE OF STAGES AND TYPES OF RADIATION FOR MUTATION BREEDING

Stage
Fast neutron irradiation of dry seeds causes a relatively slight impairment
of vegetative growth and development but has severe effects on M, fertility.
This relationship was shown to be greatly altered when seeds are irradiated
during germination (section 4.6). Pregermination leads to a much stronger
sensitization with regard to seedling growth reduction than with regard to
M x fertility reduction. It also causes a shift in the relative occurrence of nongerminating M 2 seeds, sublethals and mutant seedlings,towards greater proportionsof non-germinatingseeds.These findings, which are discussed on p. 75-81,
imply that dry seeds are more efficient (as defined on p. 7) for the production
of recessive 'visible' mutations by irradiation than are prehydrated or germinating seeds. CONTANT et al. (33) have shown that dry tomato seeds are also
much more efficient for this purpose than pollen mother cells, dry pollen and
both gametes after pollination. For these reasons, and because of the practical
advantages of dry seeds over prehydrated seeds or flowering plants, dry seeds
are unquestionably the most suitable stage for the production of recessive
mutations with visible expression.
Most recessive mutations are known only by their phenotypic expression and
their molecular-structural nature is unknown. As a result, the relationship
between their phenotype and their nature cannot be clarified. Nevertheless, the
existence of such a relationship can be inferred from various data. Several
authors, using different plant species and different types of radiation, have
found an increase in the proportion of sublethal and lethal recessive mutations
with increasing dose' 33, 3 4 , 5 7 , 78> 124) . GLADSTONES and FRANCIS* 78 ' have
observed higher proportions of lethal mutations after irradiation of seeds at
high moisture contents than at low contents, at comparable mutation frequencies. These spectral shifts strengthen the opinion that most if not all visible
récessives are small structural changes (see p. 80) and also suggest that the
differences in the degree of phenotypic disturbance are at least to some extent
related to the 'size' of the changes at the chromosomal level. This interpretation
is clearly supported by the increasing proportion of non-germinating M 2 seeds
among the total of all aberrant M 2 individuals with increasing prehydration
time, observed in the present experiments.
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Consequently, the present conclusion on the high efficiency of dry seeds is
almost certainly true for the induction of recessive mutations in general, and
especially for the induction of 'micromutations'.
As a corollary to this conclusion, prehydrated seeds are probably preferable to dry seeds for the induction and isolation of drastic chromosome aberrations.
33
CONTANT et al.' ' have found that, in tomato, at a given frequency of recessive 'visible' mutations in the M 2 , fast neutron irradiation of dry seeds leads
to a higher percentage Mx fertility reduction (i.e. a greater load of more severe
aberrations) than irradiation of both gametes. GAUL < 7 2 ) found a similar relationship after X-irradiation of dry seeds and zygotes of barley. When these
findings are connected to the present results it can be concluded that irradiation
of prehydrated seeds leads to a considerably higher ratio of severe chromosome
aberrations to recessive 'visible' mutations, in the generative stage of the M^
than does irradiation of both-gametes or zygotes. This is explained either by a
difference in the aberration 'spectrum' at the cellular level, or by a less effective
elimination of fertility-reducing damage after irradiation of prehydrated seeds
than after irradiation of gametes and zygotes. In the absence of evidence in
favour of the former possibility, the latter is preferred. This then suggests that
the multicellular nature and the advanced developmental stage of the embryo
permits a considerable mutual assistance between affected cells. It should be
remembered that, within a treatment, the occurrence of recessive 'visible'
mutations is virtually unrelated to the presence of dominant and haplophasic
lethal damage (see p. 90). Although persistent, drastic chromosome aberrations have been observed in tomato both after irradiation of prehydrated and
dry seeds' 154 ' and after irradiation of both gametes<159), the above relationships
indicate that germinating seeds are, of all stages mentioned, the most useful for
the isolation of such drastic aberrations.
Type of radiation
The present study was concerned exclusively with fast neutron irradiation.
In many respects, the results cannot be extrapolated to X- or y-radiation.
Neutrons produce,relativeto X-ory-rays,0')more uniform biological effects'10,
21, 23, 59,120)^^ a higher rate of survival and a lower rate of seedling injury
for a given reduction in pollen fertility'10', in seed set' 59, 1 2 °' 152> , and in the
frequency of interchanges and fragments*21, 23) , {Hi) a greater effectiveness for
the production of cytologically detectable chromosome aberrations' 62 ' and (iv)
a lesser dependence upon environmental factors (see p. 6). For instance, the
response of dry seeds to neutrons is not or slightly influenced by their water
content' 27, 30, 59, 135) , whereas with X-radiation a marked influence of water
content has been observed. Usually, the X-ray sensitivity is relatively high in
very dry seeds and decreases with increasing moisture content; a minimum
sensitivity is reached at a moisture content which is fairly constant for a given
species but which varies between species <151>; above this water content, the
sensitivity increases' 78, 1 0 2 , 1 1 7 , 1 2 9 , 1 3 5 , 1 4 5 , 151) . Also with prehydration of
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seeds, the sensitivity to X-radiation increases more markedly than that to
neutrons«58- 59- 107- 172) .
These facts are attributed chiefly to a lesser damage to extra-chromosomal
elements ('physiological damage') with neutrons than with X- or y-rays, due
to the high average LET of the former*23' 59, 135) . In these respects neutrons
have advantages over low-LET radiations, because reproducible results may be
obtained with a less rigorous control of external factors.
Because of their high effectiveness (as defined on p. 7) in producing drastic
chromosome aberrations, fast neutrons lead to alower ratio ofrecessive 'visible'
mutations to fertility reduction than X- or y- radiation' 33, 77) . These latter
radiations, however, lead to relatively large and irregular incidences of early
lethality,lossinvigour('y-plantlets')andnon-flowering. Theoverallconsequence
is, that the maximum attainable mutation frequencies do not differ greatly
between neutrons and X- or y-radiation <33, 37) .
The greater amount of sterility associated with induced recessive mutations
after neutron irradiation is not an important disadvantage because most of it
may be eliminated by selection for high fertility in M^ owing to the virtual
absence of a correlation between the degree of M t sterility on the one hand and
the likelihood of the presence of recessive mutations on the other hand.
Considering onlytherecessive 'visibles' obtained withboth typesof radiation,
their overall phenotypic spectra do not differ greatly ( 3 7 , 145) , but indications
of specificity for certain loci have been obtained by several authors and are
reviewed by GUSTAFSSON<87). NYBOM < 1 4 8 ) found no differences in the distribution ofviabilityandyieldingcapacity between mutations induced by neutrons
and X-rays but hismaterial wastoo limited to generalize thisfinding. Therefore,
a satisfactory evaluation of differences between radiations in respect of mutagenic efficiency or mutation spectrum, especially for those qualitative and
quantitative traits desired in plant breeding, is not yet possible.
This evaluation is complicated by various factors. Firstly, few recessive
mutations are directly beneficial in homozygous condition though more may
become so in an altered genetic background, i.e. after crossing with other genotypes. Secondly, recessive mutations are not the only changes from which
practical benefits may be derived(88). Chromosome rearrangements (translocations, inversions) generally reduce viability and fertility in the heterozygous
condition but are often without conspicuous detrimental effects in the homozygous state. These structural aberrations enable a considerable reshuffling of
the genetic material and hence should be of great value inmutation breeding
when followed by intercrossing, inbreeding and selection. Whereas X-radiation
could be the more favourable for the induction of certain kinds of récessives,
the use of neutrons is certainly indicated for the production of translocations.
In conclusion, it is still advisable to use both high- and low-LET radiations
in mutation breeding studies.
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6. S U M M A R Y

A study was made of changes in fast neutron effectiveness during the hydration and germination of tomato seeds. The main findings and conclusions are
the following:
SECTION 3.6

Samples of unirradiated seeds and their constituent parts (seedcoat + endosperm and embryo) were taken at short intervals up to 72hours after sowing,
and samples of roots, hypocotyledons and cotyledons from 72 to 144 hours
after sowing. Their water content, dry weight and elementary composition
(C, H, N, O and Ash) were determined.
At 27°C, the water content reaches a 'plateau' after ca 20 hours. Further
uptake depends upon the rupture of the seedcoat as a result of internal forces
developed by metabolic processes. This post-germination water uptake is exponential until the 'saturation' phase, but it commences much earlier in the root
than in the hypocotyledon and only much later in the cotyledons. This sequence
corresponds with the time of liberation from the seedcoat.
Appreciable changes in the dry weight of the embryo and the endosperm
commence ca 8 hours after 50% germination. These comprise the resorption
by the embryo of 75% of the dry matter of the endosperm (completed ca 60
hours after 50% germination) and de novo synthesis. At 104 hours after 50%
germination, the former process has contributed 2/3 and the latter 1/3 to the
total dry weight increase of the seedling. The increase in dry matter occurs first
in the cotyledons (resorption of endosperm) and commences only ca 24 hours
later inthe other parts of the embryo. Approximately 56hours after 50%germination, the dry weight of the cotyledons reaches a maximum after which it
decreases; at this time the dry weight of the other organs increases rapidly.
The elementary composition of the dry matter is static until germination
(apart from an early increase in N, by K N 0 3 uptake from the medium). Subsequently, the C and H contents decrease markedly in all parts of the young
seedling, while the N, O and Ash contents increase. These changes commence
very soon after germination in the roots and ca 20 hours later in the hypocotyledons. Changes in the cotyledons evidently commence at the beginning of
endosperm resorption, but become considerable only at 56 hours or more after
50% germination.
SECTION 3.7

The rad doses relative to those in water (D H20 ) were 0.841 in dry embryos,
0.886 (105% relative to dry embryos) 24 hours after sowing, 0.916 (109%) 48
hours after sowing, i.e. 8 hours after 50% germination, and 0.977 (116%) 104
hours after 50%germination. The amounts of energy absorbed per embryo per
krad DH2oincreased from 118erg per dry embryo (100%) to 172erg (146%) at
24 hours after sowing and 250 erg (212%) shortly after germination; until
98
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germination, the percentage values also represent the relative amounts of
energy per 'average' embryo cell.
SECTION 4.3

Four irradiation experimentswereperformed. Theshapesofthe dose/response
relationships were studied for various Mj and M 2 characters.
Germination delay increaseslessthan proportionally to the dose.The induced
delays are probably lesswith 24hours prehydration than with irradiation of dry
seeds. These and other facts, which are discussed, indicate that non-genetic
disturbances are mainly involved, including possible damage to intracellular
membranes. Stimulation of germination was noted in one experiment only;
possible reasons for the inconsistency of this phenomenon are given. Irradiation
increases the rate of seed ageing; this is attributed to complex genetic-cytoplasmic interactions which are discussed.
Under optimal conditions of culturing, the dose/response relationships for
allgrowth characters are slightly S-shaped, without evidence ofatrue threshold;
the relationships for some characters are almost linear over most of the dose
range. Approximately straight regressions are usually obtained on normal probability paper. An apparent discrepancy in the dose/response curves relating to
the growth of those organs already differentiated in the embryo was resolved by
showing that these curves result from at least two growth components, differing
in radiation sensitivity. One of these depends solely upon the elongation of
existing cells. The 'residual length' attained by these organs at a lethal dose
should be subtracted from the lengths actually measured, in order to obtain net
growth. Failure to do this may lead to largeerrors inthe estimation of radiation
sensitivity; in this respect, the methods employed in the IAEA-sponsored international programme of biological monitoring of neutron sources with barley
seeds should be reconsidered.
Sigmoidal dose/response curves with a threshold are obtained for all quantal
characters and are amenable to probit analysis. Similar curves are obtained for
quantitative discrete characters, but the underlying distributions are different
and probit analysis is not appropriate.
Sub-optimal culturing conditions may cause considerable exaggeration of
curvatures and/or increased thresholds in the dose/response relationships.
Suchcircumstances also lead to higher radiation tolerance estimates. In extreme
cases, and for certain characters, increases over the control may occur and these
should not be confused with 'stimulation' effects. Such increases were never
observed under optimal conditions of nutrient supply and spacing.
The characters leaf number below the 1st inflorescence and days to flowering
show linear or upwardly curved increaseswith dose.In sofar as flowering delays
are not fully accounted for by the increases in leaf number (at the higher doses),
they can be attributed to delays at the earliest stages of seedling development
rather than to an increased plastochron at later stages.
The dose/response relationships pertaining to both weight (or number) of
seeds/Mj fruit and the various categories of aberrant M 2 individuals (nonMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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germinating seeds, sublethals and mutant seedlings) are apparently linear,
except for a tapering off at sublethal doses in the case of weight of seeds/Mx
fruit. These results are discussed.
SECTION 4.4

Radiation sensitivity estimates were obtained by means of ED 50 's or regressions on dose. The ED 50 's for different characters show a close connection
to the degree of curvature and/or the presence and width a of shoulder in their
dose/response relationships. Cumulative root- and cotyledon growth are more
affected by radiation than are cumulative growth of either the 1st or 2nd leaf,
all recorded after 25 days. Whilst such data are of descriptive interest, they do
not permit conclusions on relative sensitivities at the meristem level, let alone
at the cellular level. Even extrapolation to other stages of growth ishazardous,
because it is shown that the effect of a given dose may depend greatly upon the
growth stage considered.
With dry seed irradiation, the effects of fast neutrons (in % per krad) on
seeds/M! fruit are much more severe than on vegetative growth and development, and aremoreover ca3x the increases with dose in the total percentage
of all aberrant M 2 categories. Among the latter, the increases in the percentage
of non-germinating seeds with dose are generally higher than those in the
percentage of visibly mutated seedlings.
The relative proportions of the various effects changed considerably with
prehydration;the changes were examined by means of Dose Reduction Factors
(see 4.6 below).
SECTION 4.5

The radiation responses of 2 cultivars, 'Moneymaker' (MM) and 'Glorie'
(GL) were compared. Seeds of GL were ca. 1.14 times as sensitive as those of
MM. The 100-seed weight ratio GL/MM was 1.00/1.14 and the 100-embryo
weight ratio 1.00/1.15 (difference highly significant). The size of the shoot apex
probably differed to the sameextent and thedifference in sensitivity is attributed
mainly to this factor. The percentage root meristem cells in Gi wasvirtually the
same in both cultivars. The average amount of DNA per nucleus was 5%lower
in GL than in MM (difference insignificant). Seed prehydration caused in GL,
compared to MM, a more pronounced sensitization with regard to both M t
seed set reduction and the production of non-germinating M 2 seeds, and a
lesser sensitization in respect of the induction of recessive 'visible' mutations.
SECTION 4.6

The Dose Reduction Factors (DRF) associated with the various stages of
prehydration/gërmination were calculated for each character. The DRF's
relating to the seedling characters increase much more rapidly with increasing
prehydration time than those for late somatic characters and Mj fertility.
Furthermore, in the M 2 , the proportions of non-germinating seeds, sublethals
and mutant seedlings are shifted in the direction of non-germinating seeds.
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Only a small proportion of the increases in neutron effectiveness (DRF-1.0)
can be explained by increased rad doses. The amount of energy absorbed per
prehydrated embryo relative to that per dry embryo, which can be considered
fairly representative of the relative energy absorption per (meristem) cell prior
to germination, accounted for only 13-30% of the increase in neutron effectiveness asjudged by M x fertility and the total of all aberrant M 2 categories.
Consequently, most of the effectiveness enhancement with prehydration, and
also the 'spectral' shift among the aberrant M 2 categories, must be ascribed to
other factors :(/)intracellular differences in water uptake and swelling (possibly
more rapid hydration of the nucleus,) (ii) increases in the mobility of intracellular structures and of molecules, ions and radicals, and corresponding
increases in metabolic activity, (Hi)progression through the successive stages
of the cell cycle, and increases in cell number and (iv) resorption of endosperm
substances. These various factors are discussed.
The more pronounced prehydration sensitization with regard to the early,
compared to the late M t characters is attributed to (i) the structure of the
embryonic shoot apex, which allows an increasing amount of replacement of
damaged cells towards the centre of the meristematic region, (ii) possibly a
more rapid sensitization, during germination, of the peripheral cells of the
shoot apex than of the more centrally located cells, owing to the more rapid
onset and higher rates of division of the former, and (Hi) a decreasing impact of
damage to the early organs as development proceeds.
Differences inthedegreeofsensitizationbetween experimentsaretentativelyascribedtoseveralendogenousandexternalvariables, includingdoserate.Itisconcludedthat agoodreproducibility isattainable ifallconditions are standardized.
SECTION 4.7

An analysis of simple within-treatment correlation between various quantitative somatic characters has shown that r-values tend to decrease
1. with advancing stage of development at the time of recording
2. with increasing genetic and non-genetic radiation damage,especiallywhen
the characters studied concern organs derived from different initials
3. with increasing interval between the dates of recording
4. with increasing timelapsebetweenthemomentwhenoneof thecharacters has
reached itsultimatevalueand thedateof recording,assumingthatthe value of
the other character is still increasing
5. at early stages of growth, especially in the case of organs of which the initial
growth is determined by cell elongation independently of cell division, or of
which the moment of growth initiation is very variable
6. under sub-optimal conditions of culturing
7. by a change in culturing conditions, especially if this affects one character
more than the other.
Radiation may increase the degree of within-treatment correlation if the
effects of radiation on one character exert a direct influence on the second
character.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-24 (1970)
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Both the somatic M, characters and the weight (or number) of seeds/M t
fruit are virtually uncorrelated with the presence of recessive mutations detectable in M 2 .
SECTION 5.1

With a view to interpreting differences in radiation sensitivity it is necessary
to devote increasing attention to the histological constitution of the shoot apices
of irradiated objects, and to cellular and intracellular parameters, rather than
aiming at more precise estimates of the atomic composition at the tissue level.
Whereas all sensitivity differences may ultimately be explained in terms of biophysics and microdosimetry, it is unlikely that major advances in this field will
come from studies on multicellular organisms.
SECTION 5.2

Cumulative root- and cotyledon growth are suitable characters for an early
evaluation of the mean effectiveness of neutron treatments and allow the repetition of mutagenic treatments, though only with a given material and under
comparable circumstances. Under optimal and standardized conditions, tomato
seeds could probably be used, in addition to barley seeds, for the biological
monitoring of neutron irradiation facilities.
The virtual absence of within-treatment correlation between Mi and M 2
characters allows the elimination of all badly growing and partially sterile M 1
plants without a noticeable reduction in the frequency of recessive mutations.
This is of value in mutation breeding by means of micro-mutations. However,
when chromosomal rearrangements are desired, the reverse procedure, i.e. the
selection of partially sterile individuals, is indicated.
SECTION 5.3

A good reproducibility of neutron effectiveness estimates is possible with
regard to the seedling characters, Mi fertility, and the sum of all aberrant M 2
categories (non-germinating seeds, sublethals and mutant seedlings) but probably not with regard to these M 2 categories analysed separately.
SECTION 5.4

Dry seeds are the most efficient for the induction of recessive mutations.
Germinating seeds are probably the most efficient for the production of drastic
chromosomal rearrangements.
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